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I hiring the past year a new industry'
been introduced into the State, one
which we believe has come to stay and
which will prove of value to both the
nuiaetnrers and the farmers.
I allude
to the K\ aporated Apple Factories.
One
1 the two already established, located at
: .ist Baldw in, on the Portland A:
Ogdens>urg. K. li., I recently visited and lay beore your readers the result of
my obser
ias

ation.

I bis taetory was established the past
tr and is owned
by Messrs. Perry
’nit, who have a salesollicein Portland.
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•'iptashes

are another seed which most
should buy each year, unless
an grow those from which they save
seed at such a distance from all
flier varieties as to prevent mixing or
ro-sing. A squash which is part Crookierk, part Turban, part Hubbard, with
:
little cross of pumpkin thrown in, is
pt to have none of the good qualities of
tiler, and to in- worthless for anything
xe.-pt stoi 1. feeding. Vet such will be
kei, to ne the result of the seed saved
m the held where each of these varie•’•ids

are

growing.

cet i-orn whieli i- grown in a held or
garden which is neai to the held corn will
is
so
a
badly mixe I as to loose all

i. 'Ie
next year to be called sweet.
1 oeretore | say examine your seeds
1 see if you have the best varieties,
i if y ou have them pure and carefully
"d. so that you may expect the best
"-iids from them, and ii' you are doubt"f any of them, throw them away, and
ike your order to some reliable dealer
good season, that you may have them
hand when the ground is ready for
hinting. Young Farmer in boston Jour.
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So runs the old time prophecy
Of one who saw, tradition says,
The magic of the far olf days,
And read their hidden mystery.
And tho' tho questioners may say
The far seen wonder of the rhymes
Was writ, forsooth, in modern times.
We’ll believe them for to day.
But let us read the verse aright.
Nor guess the inner tires that eat
Tho world, shall lose their racking heat.
And touch it with eternal Might.
To stranger, follower or friend.
In this perpetual round of strife.
Of life in death, of death in life,
Tho world shall daily reach its end.
it never shift within
Its endless circle round the sun.
Six thousand years ago begun.
Vet daily shall the world begin.
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“Seven

Men’s

Society."

Ci.\< inn a 11. i» Jan. Id. |ns|. Dr. .1 L Vattier.
the last of llie (•i-lohriiH-u Syven Men's Society."
•lied here to day
This society was formed nearly
years ago. i- tween seven prominent citizens.
!<■
meet
oiicf a year for a social dinThey agreed
uei as ; mg as they lived
In case of the death of
any of tin ir Lumber the others were to attend his
funeral a:.a ;->sist in the burial ceremonies
At
the annua! uampiet t!»• empty chairs of the dead
"ere to !••• placed at the table, and dinner was to
be provided as usual for the lull number. A bottle
• »f wine was
seabed in a mahogany casket and the
key thrown away, with the agreement that the last
living member should break the lock and drink
the wine after the death ot all the others
This
was in the hands of a Mr. Lawson, who died, leaving it to Mi Tateiu. whose possession of the casket
was believed to have caused his death a few months
later, iluring his sickness he begged to have it
removed from the house, which was done. After
his death Dr Vattier the last survivor, broke the
lock and drank the wine, and has since annually
sat down alone to the dinner of seven, the six
empty chairs still at the table in remembrance of
his six dead companions. His death ends the
Last man's Society
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contents. The ensilage is composed
wholly of corn fodder cut and siloed last
simmer and opened some weeks
ago. It
being fed to full grown animals at the
rate of a bushel
apiece a day. The animals eat it readily. The silo is
probably
llje best in Maine,
perhaps in Now England, and cost some $700. They are also
h
iding best pulp to a limited extent.

Town.

building Inis

at reasonable prices.
all'ord to do so. donate a building
lot tor some large busmens enterprise and thereby
enhance tin value of ymir town property.
d Induce business men to locate in
your town.
I Catron ize t be biininess men of
your own town.
>.
Alway- sum up your expenses when you visit
1

Sell your

It you

can

■

places outs.de ot y< ur own town to buy goods.
Speak well of worthy ptibhc enterprise.

’. If anything stiould he undertaken that may
be of beindit to the town do not speak lil of it to
others he ansi- you may happen to he a little prejudiced.
* Speak well to strangers of your towu and

people.

If you have surplus money don't invest it in
some far away
speculations, lmt give yourself and
your town the benefit of it by establishing some
d.

10. Kucourage your newspapers bv
for, advertising in and paying for
The

Work

of

a

Church-Debt

subscribing
Raiser.

.Mr Kimball, ’he great ••church debt raiser," at
a meeting of ministers in Chicago
recently, stated
that lie had visited about hid churches, and had
raised about So.tiuu.diio for the payment of church
debts
lie estimates that some *'>.000,000 more
has been raised or saved in various ways under
the influence ->f this work: and, as he lias con
stantly engagements out for about dd weeks ahead,
the enterprise slows no sign of conclusion
The capital stock of the national banks in Maine
to *H»..Yi7.11 '»
boring the year ls7d.
these banks were tax' d bv the cities and towns
where the stock was o
,ed sjgs.odd. or *J.:J per
cent upon its face value
In addition to this, the
Federal government collected Si I l,s.V>of taxes the
same year
Is there another ten and a half mil
lions of property owned in Maine which pays a total tax of *2P.'.'.Mo
If so, name it
[Somerset
amounts

Reporter.

(ieueral Roger A Rryor.of New York, has been
retained as counsel forex Governor Sprague in tiie
forthcoming divorce suit. Sprague's answer to his
i 11 shortly be tiled in the court
wife's allegation
at South Kinston R. I.

Kidi in fat producing material beyond all other
foods and medicines are Malt Bitters
In writing the date of the
number one.

new

year,

look out

tor

The Peruvian S)rup has cured thousands who
were sullenug from
Dyspepsia, Debility. Liver
Complaint, Boils. Humors, Female Complaints,
etc.
free
to any address.
Seth VV.
Pamphlets
Fovvle A; Sons, Boston.
1 he tree keeps its trunk in
good order (luring
the winter so that it will be ready to leave
early
in the spring.
hriDKMn s
Just now coughs, colds, lung and
bronchial complaints seem to he
epidemic. In
these cases of sudden colds the best
tiling to do is
to get a bottle of V H Downs' Elixir, which in
variably gives speedy relief and ultimately effects
a complete cure in all eases where the
breathing
Cse it in time and prevent
organs are affected
serious lung difficulties. Sold by all Druggists.
A quartette often makes lively music, and
times a quart drank does the same.

a

‘'•■cent visit to the farm of J. If.
Hodwell,
K 'l-,
Hallowed, inspected a silo and its

j

as

follows: When the tree- are carefully removed. without ini iring other trees, it is
more economical to take out the older
trees, which ha\ e about passed the period
of growth, and leave the most thrifty to
on w.»>d!and with a large growth
grow
of wood, if the oldest trees are removed
eacuyear.abn.it a cord of wood can be
taken from each acre, yearly, without
diminishing the total amount of wood, as
flit* oilier trees will increase about that
amount each year
If a farm has a wood
lot of fifteen acres of large grow th, it is
probable that from twelve to fifteen cords
of wood each year can be cut.
The

some-

Remember
I>r.

Kennedy,

Me.
of Kondout. X. Y

would have
you remember that you will avoid mistakes by
bearing iu mind the rmiue of his new medicine is
Favorite Remedy,” and the price One Dollar.
For the cure of Urinary difficulties,
Com

Kidney

plaints, Constipation of the Rowels, and all those
diseases and weaknesses peculiar to females, there
is
positively no medicine olfered to the public at
all equal to it. For sale by all
Doctor's address is Kondout. X. Y

druggists.

The

hope,

For this our prophet and her kin.
The world was ended long ago,
But for the strong, the steadfast, lo!
The waiting world may yet begin !
[Dora Head (ioodale.

tann-

ijt'wisn>11 .Imirnal answers the
questimi whcthci ,;i cutting wood, is it
best to 'ill lbi> trees oil clean, or to cut
out the oldest tree-., leaving the younger

or

And even so, in peace or war.
In chamber noble or forlorn.
The world, for him most newly born,
Shall ho renewed forevermore.

Howard Murphy, Hstp, ol this city.
The secret ol' his success may perhaps he
in sonti degree explained in the following extract from an article, in the New
Kngland Farmer
In one of the di- ussions held at the International Dairy Fair in New York last
year, considerable was said in regard to
the external characteristics of the cow as
determining her milking capacity. The
discussion oil tiiis point grew out of a remark made by Mr. Howard Murphy, a
Main tlairy man, in describing a good and
prolitable cow. who said that lie never
saw a good cow but she possessed certain
well defined characteristics, and from
these he could go into a stable containing
twenty or thirty cows and pick out the
best there was among them. A good cow
would iiiniriulilii. he said, be built like a
wedge, being heavy aft and light forward,
withalong nose, narrow across the horns,
wide across the hips, with a small tail and
very fine limbs. In addition to the above,
she should have a thin neck, and thin
in.se
not a blunt, stubby nose
with a
big belly, big hack, and good teats.
Speakers who followed Mr. Murphy in
the discussion above spoken of, confirmed
bis description as being accurate in its
application to superior rows they had
owned m known
ers

plague, in

war or peace.
abroad or home,
At last for each the end shall come,
For each the world forever cease.
or

Despair,

Cow.

dairy

Shipton.

“The world to ail end shall come
In eighteen hundred and eighty one."

The Augusta .Journal understands
••tliiil an ell'ort will he made this winter
to get the Legislature to establish a
State Hoard ot Health, (ientlemen who
have looked into the matter declare that
there is urgent need of such a hoard."
Doubtless improv ed sanitary practice and
conditions are desirable, but we have not
yet been able to -ec bow a Hoard of
Health is going to prove so very advantageous. What can such a board do
w ithout
being clothed with extraordinary
and arbitrary powers.
And is the Legislature prepared in grant such powers,
even if authorized by the. constitution,
And if
which we very much doubt.
granted, is t believed that the people are
ready to submit io the espionage and expense such a. hoard would exercise and
entail, that is, it ii :s to do anything at
all.
What is wanted among the people
is. not the exercise of power hut the diffusion t>* light.
Notan oliieial investigation of vaults anti sink drains of private
resiliences, hut increased intelligence
among house owners and occupants.
Nut power to compel change in the ventillating arrangements of halls, churches
and resiliences, but better instructed
W hat is really
architects and builder.-.
wanted is a suitable text book on the
subject, tile use of which should be made
obligatory in ev ery public school in the
State where reading and arithmetic is
taught, i Hath ’l imes.

profitable factory.

Ensilage.

of a Vermont paper
1 built a silo last summer about *;<>
i>'s
••ct long by Id leet wide, and s feet
deep :
1 am receiving letters from different
mrts of the country, iuclu ling four from
is many Southern States,
asking about
'in* ensilage
whether it makes the but•i taste, and the cream
yellow, etc ? To
ail of the questions 1 can truthfully
nsw.-r. and
perhaps it will he best, in my
iieV words to a neighbor, one of the
.argest farmers in the county, who came
t<i see for himself this morning:
“We
never had such (‘ream, nm did we ever
make such hotter this time of year.'
1
•'-'ill send you a small package by mail,
.md you will see what a nice smell it has.
mi ciiui'se such feed must make nice hutThe silo was built of common stone,
nut of an old stone wall, laid up
dry,
pointed inside, and plastered and hanked
up with earth outside part way, and
Excavated three feet, and
pointed.
hon'd have gone lower but 1 found water. which has not troubled me at all, the
tivilit cement floor keeping it out. The
whole expense ,,f this silo is about £100,
and 1 have been feeding ensilage to 27
head of cattle
Id cows, ti yearlings, 8
alves and ."> line shoats for two months.
I give the cows about 50 lbs. and :i lbs.
“f loan daily, and nothing else, but they
arc all growing fat, even to the pigs.
I
am satisfied it will more than pay all expensesthis winter. I invite .ill to come and
see for themselves. I send you a little ensilage by mail. It gives no bad taste to
milk or butter.
I used in cutting to till
silo, a Baldwin No. 14 cutter, and a one
horse power of Gray N Sou’s. The ensilage i- cut k inch, and boards put over
when the silo was full, with 15 inches of
cobble stone on top, for pressure. All
my friends are invited to come and see
f“f themselves what the ensilage is doing.
\
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tell or

''liieli are better than
•
•:
i."id. cultivated by the ordi
■
> lai M. i bet* a e that time, but any ol>'.i
larmet
who has watched his
tfhlets gardens, or the display in the
kets, or wlio examines the exhibits
agricultural fairs, can scarcely have
d ;*. know them now, and ought to
*■
tained seed from them ere this,
i ii .. air some seeds which the
farmer
do letter to boy each
year. In peas,
he dues not reserve a certain part of
Held nil purpose lor seed, not allowing
ie
arliest t be picked from it, he had
'etter pay : : uliii price for seed grown
; -so who on grow them
expressly for
■i. rat hi-." iliaii to save his seed from
wring few that ripen after he has
picking f"i family use or market.
!'• will Ie a dilferenee of a week or
■.'■ -:i ill*
hav ing peas lit to pick, if the
od is sai i-il from those wliieli lirst ripen.
'I.. which ripen last.
And as we all
ii** our first mess ol green
peas as earlv
p -ob!. whether for our own eating
for market, ii is desirable to procure
nest seeds.
leains. also, which ripen early at the
tom of the v ine, w ill giv e earlier crops
lie.v year than those which grow at
op of ; inc poles or at the hist of the
■

--
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The sound of the stage-horn (lowed in
sweet, mournful currents in and out of
the hollows, and the echoes among the
hills caught them up and tossed them
lock and forth through the forest, and
they ran in long silvery eddies up the
turnpike, over the meadows and across
the orchards, till they reached the ears
and gladdened the hearts of the quiet little village of Woodstock, whose farmhouses s;it in the valley at the foot of a
long range of hills, like a company of
pilgrims gathered to worship before the
shrine of a vast temple. It was just at
sunset, and somehow these long, mournful minor tones seemed the lifting close of
the day's service—the autumn day which
had arisen on the mountains in garments
of sunshine, and matched through the
hours in beauty and rejoicing, a living
“Glory to God !’’the Creator of its good
and perfect gift. But it was a day fraught
with dread and foreboding to thousands
of homes and hearts in the land, for the
voice of war was abroad, at d mothers
had strained their brave sons for the last
time to their bosoms, and seen them go
forth to the battle; and husbands and
fathers had laid aside the plow and scythe
and shouldered their muskets, and taken
their lives in their hands for the sake of
freedom, and in the name of the (tod of
battles.
So deep shadows lay on the quiet conn
try thresholds of almost every home in
New England that autumn day, and almost every hearthstone was an altar,
where anxious, loving hearts sent up a
cry to God for their beloved.
-Mrs. Palmer, wife of Deaeon John Palmer, of Woodstock, stood in the wide,
old-fashioned kitchen of the dingy yellow
farm-house, which she brought her husband on her marriage morning.
Site was
an ample, motherly, pleasant-faced looking woman, whose whole physiognomy
corresponded with the room. Strings ot
red peppers, and rows of dried apples
were festooned along the ceiling, while a
swinging-board, fastened to the beam
which divided the hall overhead, was
burdened with herbs and berries, hams,
seeds, and a motley variety of domestic
wares.
Mrs. Palmer’s life had slipped
over its fiftieth summer, and her black
hair was thickly sifted with gray, and
there were lines about her forehead, and
the smile in her faded eyes had something sorrowful about it, for Mrs. Palmer
had walked with grief many times; ot ten
fair boys and girls who had been gathered
to her maternal heart, only two remained
to her old age.
It was a small family
under the roof of the old gray homestead
on earth, but tt larger one in that golden
upper homestead whose blessed threshold
is never darkened by the shadow of death.
Mrs. Palmer paused as her ear caught
the faint sweet echoes of the stage-horn,
and she deposited half a dozen freshly
fried doughnuts in the pan on the table,
murmuring to herself: “Now, for all the
world, if that isn't the mail coming in?
Who knows but what there may be some
news from Reuben?”
Ah! if you had
heard how her voice lingered over the
name, you would have known she was
his mother.
“I wonder if that boy’ll take
any sort of care of himself,” continued
the fond mother, dexterously convolving
several strips of dough, and placing them
in the large iron kettle which hung over
the lire, filled with boiling fat, which indignantly snapped and sputtered at their
intrusion.
“If there was a fray, he'd be
sure to be foremost, for he's al’ays poking his head into all sorts o’ danger, and
never seemed to feel quite so content as
when there was a chance o' setting his
neck otf his shoulders!
I never could
exactly see where he got his harem scarum turn, for his lather was alway s a sober-minded man; but it was amazin' lmw
he'd be sartin to come out straight.
I
never had an easy hour for the first ten
years of his life, for fear he’d be brought
home with broken limbs; but after he’d
gone through with what would killed a
dozen ordinary children, 1 kind o’ gave
I concluded he bore a charmed life.
up.
Bless his heart! my brave handsome boy
never gave his mother across word in the
world; and I saw the tears a-shiuin’ under his lashes that morning when he kissed me goodbye, afore he started for the
army, though he talked so bold and
cheery about his coming back a cap’ll or
a colonel.
Poor fellow ! 1 hope he won’t
get the rheumatis’ campin’ out nights,
and they say they have to put up with
fare such as he wouldn’t have face to
offer to a smart dog. I wish I could do
up a paper o' these doughnuts for the
boy, he al’ays was fond of 'em. I tear me !
them cakes are burnin’ (dipping her
large tin ladle into the boiling fat) but it
al’ays Hustrates me wheu I get to thinkin’ of Reuben.
I’m reminded sometimes
o' what Parson Hunter said to me: ‘Mrs.
Palmer, you musn’t make an idol of your
son.
He belongs to the Lord.’
I know
it’s true as Scriptur’, but I can’t help
thinkin’ the Lord’ll show mercy on my
weakness, ’cause lie’s all; I've given up
the others to him; but my life’s bound
up in that boy, and if anything should
happen to him, God knows it would
break his poor mother’s heart.
And Mrs. Palmer broke down here, and
she sat down on the old oaken chest, and
wiped her eyes on the corner of her apron.
Right warbiings of some old psalm-tune
buttered down the staircase, and then
the door opened, and a pleasant looking
gii l burst into the room.
ltebecca Palmer was twenty-two, and
the sight of her bright, young face was
like a picture, rejoicing the eyes. She
was not beautiful, but her cheeks were
lull of the glow of youth, and the richness of perfect health.
“Well, child,” said Mrs. Palmer, taking
the kettle from the crane, “you just bustle round spry, and get supper.
Your
father and the men will come home cleattuckered out, for they’ve been fellin’ trees
all day, and we must get a hearty meal
for ’em. You slice up.some ham, too, and
fry a dozen eggs, while 1 lix up some
short-cake.”
“Mother, did you hear the stage horn ?”
asked Rebecca, as she laid the cloth she
had spun with her own hands for the sup-

per.

“Yes; and 1 was kind of impressed
there was news from Reuben.”
“1 wonder what keeps father so," remarked Rebeffea.

“Likely
tavern to

as

not lie’s gone round to the

learn if there’s anything from

the army.’’
Another half-hour throbbed itself away
in the pulses of the great old-fashioned
clock in the corner, and both the women
had begun to feel alarmed at the deacon’s
prolonged absence, when they caught the
click of the gate latch, and a heavy tread
along the foot path. They saw him stop
as usual at the wooden trough at the well
and wash his hands there, and then he
came into the kitchen.
“Why, father,” began Mrs. Palmer,
with a little wifely admonition, “what
has kept you so long?
1 really began to
get scared about you.”
“And the supper is about burnt to cinders,” added Rebecca, who was in something of a hurry to get the table cleared
in time for a singing school.
The deacon was a square built, sunbrowned man, w ith shaggy eyebrows and
weatherbeaten face, lie came forward
to the table with a slow, groping movement, which neither of the pro-occupied
women noticed, and he cleared his throat
twii e before he spoke.
“I was detained a short time on some
matter of my own
and Mrs. Palmer and
Rebecca at once concluded that he was
alluding to some bargain with a neighbor.
“Don't you see the chair there, father?'’ asked Rebecca, for the old man
stood still as a statue before the table,
though his daughter had just placed his
seat at his elbow, and now lie sat down
without speaking a word.
“Why. husband, 1 do believe you are
deaf to-night; you have not taken your
hat off vet ?" exclaimed tie- astonished
Mrs. Palmer.
“Don't, wife, don’t!" and the old man
iaid his straw hat on the floor beside him.
The two women bent their heads reverently over the board, waiting for the
deacon to invoke his customary blessing
upon the meal, but no sound broke the
stillness.
Mrs. Palmer looked up at her husband.
11 is head, too, was bent over his plate,
and a stream of candle-light, which fell
on his face, revealed it full to her
gaze.
‘•John, there lias something happened
to you to-niglit,” she said, leaning toward
him, and breathlessly searching his face.
A deep, convulsive sort of groan heaved
out of the deacon’s lips, and both of the
women grew white as they heard it.
“(>, what is it, father? Do tell us!"
Muttered up the (’lightened voice of Rebecca.
Mrs. Palmer rose, and went toiler husband, and laid her shaking lingers on his
hard hand.
"O, John, i! ain't anything about Reuben '!'
She cried out the words as one might
if a.sword had struck suddenly into his

heart.
Rebecca had sat still at the table, her
sweet face struck white with wonder and

fear, and her brown

parent's: but she
dropped down on

fastened on her
sprang up, and
her knees at the deaeves

now

con's feet;

father, do say it is not Reuben!’’
and her voice is like her mother’s.
The deacon opened his lips but he
could not speak.
He took the hand of
his wife and child, and covered them
v\ ith his own trembling ones.
oh, Lord, have mercy!” groaned the
stricken man. and then they knew.
Mrs. Palmer crept up to her husband,
and whispered in a faint, broken voice;
‘‘Just say my boy isn’t dead, father.
1
can bear anything else.”
And the deacon made no answer: but
the great tears rolled down his furrowed
cheeks, and it was enough.
The tidings of the disastrous battle at
Long Island, which closed the summer of
177• i. had tilled the land with mourning,
for thousands of widows and orphans had
been made in that terrible hour when so
many brave Americans lay dead on the
bat tic-Held: and the news of the successful skirmish which took place the following month near King's Bridge in New
York, was everywhere hailed with gladness and gratitude, and the little village
of Woodstock bore its part in the general
rejoicing on that autumnal night when
the stage first brought in the tidings.
The deacon’s family was the only one
in Woodstock to whom the news brought
any sorrow, for it was in this engagement
that Reuben had fallen.
He was a great
favorite through the village, and every
heart was tilled with sadness, when it
thought of that bright, handsome face
lying stark and rigid on the battle-field.
It was late that evening when l’arson
Hunter entered the stricken house, fur
friends and neighbors feared to intrude
on its awful grief.
Hut the tender-hearted minister could not rest till he had carried the sweet balm of his love and faith
into their broken hearts.
Parson Hunter was a tall, w hite-haired
old man, a line representative of the
staunch old Puritan minister, hut beneath
some stateliness and austerity of manner
beat a heart where were all fair and fragrant blossoms and golden fruits of charity and love—a heart in whose pleasant
and goodly paths the angels loved to walk
with their shining faces, and of whom
they wrote:
“Of such is the kingdom of heaven.”
The minister found the family in the
kitchen, where he left it, entirely crushed
down by grief which expressed itself
neither by moans nor tears.
Mrs. Palmer sat in the large arm-chair
before the lire, where her husband had
placed her, the crimson light Muttering
over her face, which seemed frozen to
stone, and her tearless eyes fastened in a
blank gaze on the wall; and it is well,
perhaps, that alaim for her reason or her
life had somewhat diverted the thoughts
of the deacon and his daughter from the
dead to the living, though it seemed to
the minister that the last hour had done
the work of years for both of them.
“My friends,” said the minister, speaking in his deej) solemn tones, “1 should
not have come into your house of mourning to-night, feeling that the Lord could
speak to your hearts better than 1 ; but I
remembered that it was twenty-four years
ago this very month when you brought
lieuben up to the altar to dedicate him
to God, and I felt that I had a right and
a title to come.”
And these words unlocked Mrs. Palmer's face. She turned suddenly toward
the old man, as the vision of that Sunday
morning rose and walked up its long path
ot years, and stood before her.
“1 see him/ I sec him!” she sobbed
out, “with bis little brown curlsa-dancin’
round his face, and the merry brown
eyes blinking under them.
My little
Reuben, he was the sweetest baby that
ever gladdened a mother’s
heart, and I
was so proud of him; and I
thought God
would spare him to be the stall of his
mother’s old age, because I had given all
the others to Him.
(), Parson Hunter, it
can’t lie true that I shall never see his
face again, never hear the sound of his
voice, that lie’s lyin’ off there on the battle-lield, and his mother was not there to
smooth away the hair from his forehead,
or give him the kiss when he looked
up
for her face the last time.”
The old man sat still, overwhelmed by
this mighty burst of a mother’s agony,
lie closed his eyes for the tears that tilled
them, and felt that for her he had neither
help nor consolation.
“The Lord gave, and the Lord hath
taken awav; blessed be the name of the

Lord.”
The low solemn tones of the preacher,
scarcely above a whisper, fell into the
hearts of the hearers and stilled them as
man’s never could, as only God’s can.
Blessed Bible words, which we read over
in morning lesson and evening service,

I,ord’s

soul shall sit down under their blessed
shadows and lie healed !

and stretched out her armsasshe rushed
forward, but before she could gather him
to her heart, she had fallen senseless to
the floor.
Her son that was dead was
alive again, but the mother's joy was
more than her heart could bear, lint the
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and never know the tallness and richness,
the depths and meaning there are in
them, till some awful sorrow of our own
touches ilie springs, and then we go in,
and lo! the old familiar passages are like
stately rooms resting on massive pillars,
and garnished and adorned with all fair
and beautiful things; or they rise before
us the
gardens tilled with trees, whose
branches are burdened with gold and
purple, whose winds are full of the breath
of sweet (lowers and whose silence is stirred by the voice of soft falling waters,
amid which the soul may walk and be

George

a

a

dently

don't like the smell of, as she is holdiug
it off at arms length, and saying in Latin, “Whilst
I breathe 1 hope-," but she don't say what she

Editorial Notes.
given us another victory over our
hopes, but probably that she never will get bold
enemy'?”
The government is collecting facts
concerning of another such a smelling branch. It is a good
“Well, not that exactly. It’s somethin’ the Indian
sign languages. Will this include the idea though, this hoping while you breathe, lor ten
that concerns us more nearly—somethin’
Indian signs in front of the tobacco stores !
chances to one. when you stop breathing there is
that’ll give you great.jov, mother.”
1’oor old man!
lie was eternally conRousing a boy from his slumbers at half past no hope. Then there is another figure of a pal
gratulating himself on the tact and dis- four in the morning cost a New Jersey farmer just metto tree, which is also saying in Latin that it is
cretion with which he had approached £300. The indignant youth set his
employer’s “Ready to stake life and property." That, by the
the subject; but he could not keep a tone barn on tire.
way. is a little the neatest conceit l ever saw sand
of triumphant gladness out of his voice,
wiehed into a coat of arms, ami I'll bet a hat that
The Philadelphia Times thinks it is wrong to
and he was not astute enough for a woI am the first one that over saw it, except the inkiss and tell of it. The editor of that paper was
man's quick intuitions.
ventor.
You see that the waters here are so full
recently married. We don’t see that any further
“John,” said she, turning round and comment
of worms, that olm, ash, or oak piles, or anything
is needed.
looking him full in the face—a look that
else in the shape of wood, will not last any time at
refreshed.
The Maine Fusionists, whose only object is to
fairly staggered him—“have you heard
ail, for the worms eat them all up. The palmetto
cilice
and
the
will
get
contest,
fight
Republicans,
0, reader, for you, too, sooner or later, anything about Reuben ?”
is a spongy wood, and there is no more nourishthe
and
town
in
elections
March
city
must come this time when all earthly
[Boston
“Well, yes, it did concern him.” He Journal.
ment in it than there is in a rubber door mat, and
help must (ail you, when no human words broke down here. “Reuben, come in and
Well, they will have to do some lighting before a worm will take one bite of it and spit out the
can be of avail or
healing to you, and in let your mother see for herself.”
get the offices
they
chips and wipe his mouth on his sleeve, and start
those silent and awful sorrows, when only
“.Mother!”
for some other free lunch counter
A Wisconsin woman on her travels left an unthe voice of ( led can speak to the heart,
They also use
She gave one long, greedy look as his
the palmetto in the construction of forts, as it will
is
derskirt
behind
lind
what
it
to
have
the
shadow
fell
her
in
over
the
the
threshold.
room
and
husyou, too, may
herself
not splinter, and will closo lip over a cannon hall,
windows of the promise opened, and your
she comprehended it all in that glance, band had occupied at a hotel
But that is not the

A young man
Days passed away.
walked along the country road slowly and
wearily, leaning upon a stout oak stall'.
Ilis face was ghastly white, and lie wore

the blue uniform of the “Continentals."
ile had a terrible wound in his right
shoulder, and had been left for dead,
ile opened Ihc back gate softly, and
gazed all about him at the woodpile in
one corner of the great yard near the
sunflower stalks, and the small quince
trees which grew on one side of the old
brown homestead of Deacon Calmer.
Suddenly the kitchen door opened, and
Rebecca Calmer came out of the door
with a tin basin in her hand, and the
man’s heart leaped as he heard her say
in her quick way:
“Never mind sprinklin’ them clothes,
mother; I'll attend to it as soon as I’ve
hunted up a few o’ them winter pears to
stew for supper.”
He saw the light, rapid figure hasten
round the corner of the house to the old
pear tree just in the edge of the pasture,
which he remembered climbing so many
times in boyhood, and amid whose branches he had gathered the faded birds' nests
every fall.
Ile followed the quick figure stealthily,
and stood still a moment just outside the
bars, and she did not see him, for her
back was turned, and she had dropped
downon the yellow grass, and was searching amid it for the fruit which the wind
had shaken oil.
“Reeky. Reeky, I say !”
She turned quickly, and as her eyes
fell upon bis face a ghastly pallor crept
over hers.
She covered it. with a shriek,
not loud, for it seemed to lie for very terror in her throat.
“Why, Reeky, do look up here! Now
haven't you got a better welcome than
this for your brother when he seomeback
from the dead like
Rut she cowed closer dow n in the grass,
and moaned and shivered like the leaves
in the old pear tree.
“See here, now, w hat on earth ails you .'
If you take me for a spirit, just look, and
I'll be able to convince you I'm flesh and

blood yet."

lie lifted her up with one arm, for she
was too weak lietwix fright and wonder
to resist, but the. old familiar hearty tones
half re-assured her.
She lifted her face
liom her hands and looked at her brother
a moment with a strained, wild
glance,
and then tin* glad truth broke into her
heart, for the hazel eyes had their old roguish glance, though they were set in a
pale, wasted face,
"< >h
Reuben, Reuben! 1 thought it
was a ghost:’’ and she fell back
upon his
neck with a wild sob of joy.
It was long before he could get her to
talk rationally. She would throw her
arms around his neck, and hugging him
tightly, murmur such tender words over
him betwixt sobs and laughter as Reuben
1’aimer had not heard since he lay a babe
in his mother’s crib. ••You precious, darling fellow, have you realh come back to
us alive i
Mess your heart, how white
and changed you are ! < > Reuben, dul lin',
is it really you, or am 1 dreamin’f”
At last the girl grew calmer, and was
able to tell her brother of the terrible
night when the awful tidings came of his
death, and how they hadn't one of them
smiled since, and how, though his mother
tried to “bear up," everyone who looked
in her face could see that her heart was
broken. And then both the young man
and maiden sat down on the grass and
wept as though they were little children.
At last Rebecca rose up.
“Oh what
will mother say ? You must come right
into the house, Reuben, only perhaps I'd
better break it to her slow-like, for she’s
weakly now and the sudden joy might
kill her.
oh, there’s father!’
And they saw the deacon come slowly
into the yard and alight from his horse
just before the barn door, and remove
the heavy bags of Hour from the animal’s
back, for the old man had just returned
from the mill.
“We’ll go and tell him first.
You just
keep around the corner of the barn, and
I'll break the news,” cried Rebecca.
She
came panting up to her father just as he
was leading the horse to the barn.
“0,
say, father, I want to toll you -some-

thing’s happened

The old man looked into the eager
face of his daughter, an 1 his son, standing a little way off, coal 1 see the change
which the last two weeks had wrought
in his face.
“Well, what is it, my child?”
“You’ll be so glad, father, and yet -1
can’t tell it. O, Reuben, do come here!”
And he came out. “Father.”
And the vague superstition which almost all country people held at that
period, of ghosts who haunted their old
homes, and visits made by the dead to
the living, at once suggested even to the
well-balanced mind of the deacon the
possibility of his son’s spirit returning to
him.
lie turned white as the child had
done, but did not speak, and Rebecca
cried out.
“Don’t be afraid, father.
It
isn't a ghost, but Reuben’s old self, and
lie wasn’t dead, as we all thought.”
Due long, greedy glance, and the father
knew his child.
“O Reuben, my son Reuben, the Lord
be praised!”
And the father and son fell upon each
other’s necks, like Jacob and Joseph of
old. and wept.
‘■\\ e must break it to mother easy, my
children, or it'll sartin kill her for joy,”
said the old man, vigorously wiping his
face with his pocket-handkerchief.
So it was
arranged that Deacon Palmer should
go in and speak the joyful tidings to his wife according to his best
judgment. The trio went into the house;
Deacon Palmer entered the kitchen, and
his children stood just outside the door,
where they could hear every word.
Mrs.
Palmer was slicing some apples into a
wooden bowl. She did not look up as
her husband entered; all these weeks
she had gone on with her household duties carefully and assiduously as ever, but
with a face which grew more pale and
patient every day, more like the faces
over which the
grass grows and the winds
walk.
“Well, Beekcy,” she said, “I couldn’t
make out w hat kept you. You’ve been
a heap of time huntin’ them
pears.”
All the life had gone out of her voice;
it was as full of grief and patience as her
face.
“It’s me, mother, not Heckey.
I have
just got home from the mail, and I’ve
heard good news.”
“What kind of news, fatherf” with
scarcely a faint show of interest.
“Ahem—well, this was from the army.”
The old woman sighed.
“Then the

color came to her faded cheeks, and at
eventide on that happy day was heard in
good Deacon Palmer's house the voice of
praise and thanksgiving to Him who in
His wisdom “taketii aw tv,” but in mercy
“restoreth again.
Maine

Miscellany.

cur urn debts in Maine.
A decision which is likely to have a marked ef
feet in connection with the building of churches
in Maine was rendered iu a recent law term of the
Supreme Court iu that State. The case in which
the decisiou was made was an appeal from the ver
diet rendered in a lower court iu favor of the
plaintiff in the suit of Bailey against the Trustees
of tlie Methodist Episcopal Church iu Freeport.
The action was brought to recover the amount of
a debt contracted
by the defendants in their offi
cial capacity, and the decisiou of the Supreme
Court overrules the verdict given for the plaintiff
in the lower court.
The ground on which this
decision is based is that the defendants were not a
corporation in law empowered to contract debts.
By chapter 1*J, section IB, of the Revised Statutes
ot Maine, it is provided that the Church Wardens
of Episcopal churches, the Trustees of Methodist
Episcopal churches and the Deacons of all other
Protestant churches shall be considered corporations so far as to take in succession all grants of
real and personal estate made to their churches or
to them and their successors The Supreme Court
holds, however, that such a corporation has no
authority to create a debt for the erection oi' a
meeting house, and that any contract made by
such a corporation tor materials which entered iii
to the construction of a meeting house cannot be
enforced against it
The dec’^ion may load to
good results, and placing a very decided business
obstacle in the way of the creation of church debts
may cause religious societies in erecting houses of
worship to count the cost well before beginning
operations, and to keep the expense absolutely
within the means at command for the purpose. Of
course persons composing the corporations can. if
they choose to do so. create and assume debts for
the erection of church buildings, hut for such
debts they will be personally liable, while the
property, once vested in them as corporations,
would be alienated from the debts so created. A
question which might arise would be as to whether the property being subject to lieu or mortgage
before being transferred to the corporation could
be legally transferred, and thus alienated from the
claim upon it.
If it could, the corporations iu
question would find i! difficult, it not impossible,
to raise funds tor the purpose of building. On the
whole it appears as though in the light of this decision churches cannot be built on credit except
when the persons constituting the corporation, or
any portion of them, are willing personally to as
smne and secure the debt created.
[Boston Jour
THE l»IVOUCH LAWS OK MAINE.

Last

the Congregational State Confer
adopted resolution calling attention to the
looseness of our divorce laws, ami the alarming
increase of divorces in Maine, and appointed a
committee to take the subject into consideration.
Subsequently the Cumberland Congregational Alin
isterial Association, appointed a committee consisting of Rev. Messrs. Dickerman of Lewiston,
llinkg of 1'ortiand and Torre)’ of Yarmouth to pre
pare a memorial to tin* Legislature and distribute
it for signature. The memorial is being largely
signed, and will be presented at an early day to
the Legislature
The memorial reads as follows
“The undersigned would respectfully represent
to your honorable bodies that the granting ot divorces in this state is becoming so frequent as seriously to threaten the stability of the lamily, and
to be prejudicial to public morals and the welfare
of the community to such an extent as to awaken
alarm and call for immediate action.
Relieving
that the evil is due largely to the present state of
our laws, and that those laws are therefore an tag
onistic to the Christian law of morals, subversive
of high purposes and legitimate ends ot domestic
life, and opposed to the best interests ©f society,
we respectfully invite your attention to this important subject, and pray that you may take such
action as shall tend to mitigate an evil of so great
magnitude. Especially do we ask you to consider
the propriety :
First—Of requiring the attorney of each county
to appear in behalf of the State and society at the
hearing of each divorce case, in order that all the
tacts may be brought out before the justice pre
summer

cnee

a

siding.

Second—Of providing that all decrees of divorce
shall be interlocutory, and shall not become absolute until one year has elapsed
Third—Ot renewing the distinction between di
voreo from the •'bond of matrimony" and divorce
from "bed and hoard;" and limiting the former to
the grounds permissible by the nature of marriage
and the welfare of society
Fourth—Of providing for criminal proceedings
against all parties from whom divorce is granted
on the ground of adultery.
Fifth—Of forbidding the marriage of parties
against whom a libel for divorce from the bond of
matrimony is granted, within a term of years after
the granting of the libel
Sixth-r-Of so revising our marriage laws as to
guard more effectually against hast}' and criminal
#

TAXATION Ol-

RAILROADS.

The mode <»f taxing railroads, provided by the
last legislature, is open to some objections. The
Governor and Council are instructed by the act of
1.880, to make au annual valuation of the franchises, rolling stock and fixtures of the railroads
in the State, and upon this valuation to levy a tax
ot 1 percent.
This method reaches the tax pay
ing capacity of the roads indirectly and inadequately. The capacity of a railroad to pay taxes
depends upon its income, and the bill offered to
the legislature recently, recognizes this principle.
Instead of a tax upon the arbitrary valuation of
the Governor and Council, it is proposed to levy a
tax upon the gross receipts of the roads for trails
portatiou. If the gross receipts are not over
'-’7> per mile, the tax is to be * per cent upon the
whole amount: if not over *3 000 k per cent: and
so on, adding [ per cent to the tax for each additional >77) of gross receipts per mile. This method of assessing the tax is perfectly equitable.
Whether the proposed rat of taxation is just, is a
question for the committee on railroads to exam
iue and report upon. [Portland Advertiser.
bath's centennial anniversary.
The Sagadahoc Historical Society has perfected
a
programme for a celebration on the loth of
March, of the hundredth anniversary of the first
town meeting at Bath.
Tho town was incorporated Fel> 17. 1781, but after the news had come
from Boston and proper notice had been given for
the first meeting, a month had elapsed.
The city will be decorated for the occasion ;
business will be suspended: the bells will be rung,
and a national salute tired. The act of incorpora
tiou and record of the organization will be read at
one of the churches, and an oration will be delivered by some person not yet named. Then a procession with music will march to City Hall, where
a collation will be served.
The following committee of arrangements has
been appointed—
Thomas W. Hyde, Samuel D Hailey. Wm. U.
Shaw, John G. Richardson, .Joseph M Hayes.
Henry W. Swanton, James W. Wakefield, Hora
lio A. Duncan, Randall I). Bibber. David O Foye.
George E Newman, David T. Percy, James D.
Robinson, James E. Ledyard, William Rogers, Albert G. Page, Elijah Upton, John S. Elliott.
JANE I*. THURSTON.

of the most curious visitors at the White
House is au old woman who comes to Washington once a year regularly from Maine:
She has
the idea in her head that she owns the whole
United States. The deluded creature brings au
armful of papers, old deeds, and takes a seat in
the waiting room. Here she goes over the documents, and prepares them so the President can
sign them. She declares that she has been cheat
ed out of her rights and that as soon as his Excel
leuey places his signature and seal on the papers
she will recover all that has bc-eu stolon from her.
This is carried ou for about a week, when the attaches learn that her funds have run low. Then
they hand her over to the district authorities, who
kindly send her back to her home. For twelve
or fifteen years this woman has made these singular pilgrimages, and all who know her treat her
with consideration. [Washington Letter.
One

It

suggested

that there be a meeting of the
sons of Maine resident in Massachusetts, for the
purpose of declaring war against Governor l’lais
ted, at least to the extent of giving him a piece of
their mind. The brilliant statesman who now
presides over the destiny of their native State, has
insulted them by declaring that the law for the
imprisonment of debtors is the chief cause of the
emigration from the Slate. The implication is
that most of the people who have left Maine to re
sido elsewhere ran away from their creditors.
Rouse, ye sons of Maine, and let gore flow ! f Uos
ton Advertiser.
18

will

ty and being used fcr the

same purpose on forts
the rest of the motto, then 1 shall
give up the idea of interpreting the hieroglyphics
on the Pyramids.

toes not

That’s a hard name for a bed, if it is free. The
Boston Herald suggests that it be called a Free
Stone bed

cover

This palmetto is

Its
curious looking tree.
a cat tail which grows in

a

leaves resemble those of

A large cusk, snatched from its watery home in
Lake W i uni pi seogee. contained a full length lead
pencil, nicely sharpened, one end rubber lipped,
and embellished with the trade-mark of A. W.
Faber, No. 2. best quality.
That’s our pencil
We thought another kind of
a

Stako life and property ;” and if being used
in building a wharf is not staking proper

piles

as

Mrs Valeria (i. Stone of Malden has just presented to the Massachusetts llonueopathic hospital
the sum of £0,000 for the founding of a permanent
free bed, to be known as the “Stone Free Bed.”

they sprout out from the top of
plaited around in growing, till
resembles a huge whip lash, with a

swamps, and
the tree, and are

our

the trunk

They

cus—k had it

top.

on

snapper

have

kind of

a

here which

poultry

is

new

and that is the turkey buzz arc. This bird
is about the size of a small turkey, aud very much
to me.

In “A Poetical Bou juet of the United States,”
culled by Mark F. Biguey, editor « t' the New Orleans Pity Item, we rind the following
MA

resembles it

.n genera!
appearance, only it is
bald headed, and its face and neck are so red

that

INK-

1 surmised that

they drank, aud when I

j saw a dock of them on the ground trying to
Timber and tonnage; sailors and lie sea,
Lakes, rivers, mountains—these belong to thee
walk, l had no doubt of it. A turkey buzzard
Work to thy sons is worship—conquest—gain—
never could join a temperance society, not unless
For wise men are those “Maniacs? of Maine.
he changed his gait.
He would get black ’called
It is a little strange since our postal facilities
by every member on the first ballot. They are a
make the dispatch ot seeds and Lowers so easy
native of the South. like the yellow fever and bad
and inexpensive, that, our Now
florists do

j

England

s^l twenty-five

per cent of the llower seeds,
are used in New Eng
land. The florists in New York. Rochester and
Detroit
even
steal the trade right away because of
their superior enterprise. [Boston Journal.
And wo may add, as the result of experience, su

drainage, and every one of them belongs to the
Turkey Buzzard Scavenger’s Union.” They are not
particular what they eat. though they prefer strong

penor seeds.

egg seasoned with snuff, would he likely to order a
bit ot turkey buzzard to go with it
If, however,
they were worth a cent apiece. 1 think that I have

not

garden seeds and plants that

Dr. !I. M. 1 lurlow, superintendent of the Maine
Insane Asylum,in his annual report, ha-the follow
mg to .-ay c.meerningaleoholie stimulant- a- a cause
for insanifv—

Perliap- no single
mistakahlc-snt-a-ily

cause i- so prominent and mitraced from effort buck tocause,
or from causetocll'cct.asisthisoue potent influence.
In certain constitutions it hnvc- no masked trail,
it- steps are open and plain from the first indulgence
to the culminating point, when the long bent bow
loses it- elaeticitv, and the poor eu-iaved victim ileft writhing in his own agony, from wliicli no
earthly pow cr can extricate him. ('ould the use of
alcohol, eitliera- a luxury ora medicine, he stricken
from the land, many a room in our lunatic hospitals
would he vacated, and many an ill to which tb-di is
In tin-aniheir, deprived of itpower.
mal economy, alcohol is a mon.-tcr hydra leaded
evil,-pending its chief force upon the nerve centres, and deranging every part of the va-t neurotic
system. It -hould never be u-ed in health, and 1
am per-uadt-'l after many
years of observation,
that it seldom does any permanent good, e\en in
-ickness. Where "in* life is >a\c 1 by it. thousandare destroyed by it- li-e.

vitalizing

Romance

of

an

How

Prosident-Elect Garfield and Family
Will Journey to the Capital,

[Washington Despatch

to

the Boston

Herald.]

One of the features of the inauguration <-i Presi
dent (Jarlield will be the arrival of himself and family in a magnificent palace ear This is the prop
erty of W. 1). Washburn, president of the Minneapolis and St. Louis railroad, and has just teen
constructed. It is, without doubt, one of the tinest
railroad coaches over built. Its principal feature
is the woodwork which embellishes its interior,
and in this ri -peel it is even nperior to the Pullman car
The walls of the observatory in the rear,
and the drawing room in the front end of the ear
are of the choicest butternut veneering, carved in
beautiful designs on white holly. The ceilings are
of oak veneering, very tastily frescoed, and illumi
nated iu the most ph asing colors, The president's
private apartment is adorned with ebony, carved
in beautiful designs •
snow white holly which
The ceiling iu this room
gives a very rich effect
is inlaid in various colored woods embellished
with gold. The bed. when folded away, resembles
A
a richly carved wardrobe attached to the wall.
similar arrangement, which provides two beds, is
in the observatory. There are sleeping accomiuoda
tions for lour more persons placed in a section after the manner of the Pullman sleepers
The
drawing room is furnished with a parlor set of
aud
carved
illuminated
with
richly
ebony,
gold
up
bolstered with satin damask. The lloors are cov
ored with heavy velvet carpet of rich design.
Besides the apartments described, there are closets,
kitchen, wash rooms, etc., all of which have been
fitted up with a view to positive comfort. It is understood that the ear cost about £17,000.
The action of the Maine Republicans in refusing
take advantage of technicalities for partisan
gain is worthy of something more than a passing
remark. Cpou a strict construction of the stat
utes concerning elections they could have declared
the Republican candidate for Governor elected.
*
*
Just a year ago the Democrats of Maine
and their allies, the (ireenbackers.were engaged not
merely in taking advantage of every technicality
and informality that actually existed, but in makiug technicalities and informalities by fraud and
forgery by which to cheat the voters ot Maine of
their fairly expressed preference at the polls. That
tells what they would do if they had the opportuui
ty. There can be no question about it iu Die mind
of any intelligent man. Now. though no special
merit may attach to this action of the Republicans. we submit that it fairly illustrates the character of the party as contrasted with that of the
Democrats. No matter whether they acted from
conscientious purpose, or from an enlightened par
tisau selfishness; whatever the motive, they have
dune the fair and square thing
Their opponents
made no attempt, from any motive, to act honest
ly or even decently. [N. Y. Tribune.
to

It is related of the late Lieutenant Commander
II. C. Niolds of West Chester, Pa., that while employed on the maintopsail yir' of a sailing vessel,
during a terrible storm at night, he was pitched
overboard by a lurch of the ship.
Uo instantly
disappeared among the waves that ran mountain
It
Hashed
him
that
the
high
upon
struggle was
hopeless, and so that Ills agony might not be prolonged lie clasped both hands over his head and
permitted himself to sink At the moment the
ship bore down upon him. and, as if by a miracle,
his hands came in contact with a rope, his life lie
ing saved.
The Kennebec Journal says that lion.
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article of food themselves.
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who would call for

epicure,

an

Henry

Ingalls of Wiseasset, while in Augusta rocentlv,

expressed in very strong terms iiis disapprobation
of the linancial views advanced by Gov. Plaisted
in bis inaugural address, and declared that if this
was to be the doctrine of tho Fusion or Democratic party, he should in the future be found in the
ranks of the opposition. Ho expressed himself
quite strongly on this subject, and did not hesi
tate to severely condemn the communistic doc
trines advanced by Gov. Plaisted.

bad

a

of them to pay the Confederate debt.
a law against killing them,
them their rent and board in

city gives

con-

sideration for what they do in the matter of cleaning the streets.
i

chimney sweeps on the
chimney sweep is a small

street

some

saw

A

day.

dressed in

a

and

brushes,

some

one

negro boy
and he carries a coil of rope
lie is to a chimney what a

black

is to the human system.
I am told that howcareful a person may be, that this is a busi-

pill

ever

where

ness

cannot

one

white shirt

wear a

success-

fully.
is furnished with horse cars, but the
seem to be generally furnished with
passengers. I am led to believe that the companies are glad that I came down here, from a reThe

city

did not

cars

mark

Emigrant.

Xkw IIaykn, Ct Jan. *-M, isSl. Koelofl von
Baren is the name of a Gorman emigrant who.
with his wife and infant child, came to Mew Haven
four months ago from Rhilactelphia, penniless, and
who lived in great destitution until last Saturday in
a cheap tenement provided
by charity. He gave his
name to the Young Men's Christian Association
as Joseph Sp'mr.
believed
this, but laughed
They
at him when he said that In* was heir to many
millions For charity's sake they gave him a roof
and menial toil procured him a scanty crust, hardLast Saturday
ly enough to ward oil starvation
a step brother arrived here from
Germany, and
him
out
This
von Baren,
Heinrich
sought
person.
eauie with the mayor <*t Hamburg and two notaries.
They had with them the will of Heinrich Spier of
Hamburg, which gave HoelotV von Baren an es
late worth from >-•>.imo.ooO to S-Uh'MMi.oiMi. Koelolf
was intended for a Catholic priest bv his
parents
His mother died, and his father married again and
had two children by the second union, who were
jealous 1 f lv*»eloil's great prospects. Koelolf be
came a priest, but m three years recanted, became
embroiled in a family quarrel as the consequence,
and. finally, in self deth-iee. stabbed one of his halt
brothers fatal I v
He had to dee Germany or be
tried for murder
He went to London, and there
met a charming Kugiish brunette named Annette
Warsop. whom he married Heinrich Sp'.-r was
his granduncle. After the llight he had furnished
Koelofl with funds, but now he became enraged,
and Koelofl came to this country with lit K money
and separated from all his family. His wd'e dis
covered that his name was not Spier, under which
he was married, and, after her child was born,
they were remarried here by a justice The meet
ing of Koelolf and tin* step-brother was dramatic
The hunted man had suddenly become one of the
wealthiest men in the world, with an income of
>l.>.ltoo per week and the owner of ?u ships and
several ship yards. Tin* step-brother, with whom
there had been an old feud, appeared to say that
the granduncle was dead, aged Uhl. and to propose
to manage tin* estate and giv<* Koeloil rJA.oto per
week, if he could have the balance. The oiler was
refused. To morrow Koelofl'goes to New York to
take preliminary steps, assisted by the Mayor of
Hamburg, toward getting possession of his proper
ty. He is a slight built man. Bo years old, with
good health to enjoy the bonanza. He has light
blue eyes and light hair, ami is well educated. He
cannot return to Germany yet on account of the
charge of murder.

zens

own.

as a dish of jelly will dose up when you drop
\o,r you can see the wisdom
your spoon into it.
of the motto, wherein the Palmetto states that she

recovered b> its owner, who got her greenbacks
back.

marriages.

Seventh—Of such legislation as will deter citiof this State from slicing for divorce in other
States where the laws are less stringent than our

just

most extraordinary part of the story.
There were
£3820 sowed up in the lining of the skirt
It was

dropped by one ot the
paid my fare. Tin glad

l

is

the company can
face illuminated,

Speaking

you got in to ride, for
declare a dividend." and his

now

he

as

spoke,

rainbows,

of

drivers who remarked

one

rainbow.

like

a

day

as

we

were

on

passage here, the captain called me on deck.
1 found that a rainbow runner had come along,
ami was opening his samples. He had all kinds
our

and sizes, and his Christinas goods were a little the
most gorgeous and high toned rainbows that 1
He assured

ever saw.

us

that his

goods

were

all

dye

and fast colors, and he would pull one
out. and stick one end into the water at the horipure

zon, and let go the other end, and it would strike
very graceful attitude and span the heavens for

a

few minutes, and then he would pull that oue
in, and roll it up and give us another. After show

a

ng us all his goods, he took them in and packed
his trunk and left, telling us that he should be
around again in a few days.
given to going into rapture

I

not

am

particularly

natural scenery,
but 1 decided then and there, that if 1 were in the
rainbow business, and was obliged to show my
over

samples on the land, that I should immediately
change my line of goods for something else, as it
would be very much lik»* titling up a show window
with

by nine glass in which

seven

to

exhibit the

present style of hosier}-.
The Charleston News and Courier, is the

leading

paper in the city, and they have a tine granite
front building, in which is their office. With
your

etor,

propri
by Mr.
quite busy

letter of introduction, l called outlie
and was very cordially received

Dawson,

one

of the editors,

lie

was

when 1 called, his partners being away, but he
kindly offered to put himself at my disposal at
any time 1 would call, and he would do all he
could to render my stay pleasant.
As he was a
Southern Democrat. I
he did not
and make

a

for his next

me

Some of the
old.

was

little chagrined that

a

up with his scissors,
column of latest northern news out of

proceed

to cut

me

issue.

buildings

in the

city

The first settlement here

be very
about dOu

must

was

years ago. and 1 should say.that there are build
iugs now standing that can remember that time
without the aid of glasses

I never saw anything
through New Jersey con
anything that is not four or five

like it. and I have been

siderabl), where

hundred years old is considered new. There are
houses hero that are tiled and thatched, and the
architecture looks

as

old

stylo

newspapers in our State.
level in the city, and the streets

weekly

col:

some

as

of the

The land is very
are laid out with

regularity. They claim a good school
was told by a gentleman, that
war a deputation ot *itizons were sent to

side ruble

system '■•ere, and 1
after the

Boston to look into the school system there, and
they came back and fashioned both the school

that

houses and the system itself after that of Boston,
using the same books, and also employing Northteachers

ern

This seemed

so

incredible to

me

that 1 had to .stir the story up in a glass of lemon
ado and drink it. before 1 could get it down
In Itffio the city was evacuated by the Confederates. and in order that the 1'uion forces might
with a warm reception. Gen. Hardee, who
in command of the city, set tire to all the
warehouses, public buildings. Ac. The first thing

meet
wa>

that

our

troops did.

on

landing,

was

to

tire !"

yell

and turn up the legs of their trousers, and get the
engines out and commence putting out the tire.

Probably,

funeral,

next

to

there is

attending his mother in law’s

no

recreation that tlm average

enjoys like going to a tire. Well, they squirted the water round, and throwed the looking
glasses out ot the window, and carried the front
gate to a place of safety-; piled up the crockery
where it would be most likely to get broken, and
man

deluged

the houses with water where there

tire, and did all those little

no

eras,

so

incident to such

got the fire put

1

an

things

occasion, and at last

by eye witnesses,
time that could be remembered,
out.

was

told

that it

was

without

making a memorandum of
city, but it lias

cut

a

in

it.

belt across the

since, that
been

a

one

was

and etcet-

cannot

so

rebuilt

realize that there had

big fire here. It
these people's pockets
a

The flames

been

ever

would have been money
if somebody had invited

Gen. Uar lee to “take suthin," just as he was about
to issue bis fiery order, in which case it is fair to
presume, that, instead.of Charleston being burnt,
it would have been the General’s windpipe.
With the natural advantages of climate, soil,
rice, cotton and other products, there is only one
reason

est

why this

sections of

should not be

our

one

country, and I

of the wealthiam

willing

for

the good of mankind, to briefly bint wbat that
reason is.
It is because the gentle Southerner
will not
to

pull

work and

off his coat, roll up his sleeves aud go
dollar, just the same as we sor

earn a

It takes just one hundid mudsills up North do.
dred and ti vo cents to make a dollar ; one hundred
in the dollar and five in the man’s head to tell
him how to make it. You thiuk this over will
you, for I must go and pack my grip sack, for I
leave this city on the evening train.
Ouk George.
A Chicago telegraph company is
build a line to the east.

organizing

to
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THE WORK OF

FROM

THE

ALL

OVER THE STATE.

VALUATION COMMISSION.

An Augusta correspondent ot the Boston Journal shows how unreasonable are the complaints
that the Valuation Commission are unreasonably
prolonging their work. He says:
The commission is composed largely of men of
experience in public affairs as well as ot business
capacity. They are practical men, who have given
the matter of valuation .and taxation much thought,
and who were recommended to Gov. Davis by the
several county delegations for their supposed
When
knowledge of the property of the State
these gentlemen entered upon their duties the returns of the towns required by au act ot the Legislature of IS?.*—the Fusion body that elected Gar
celou Governor—were not complete, many towns
failing to make them. By dint of hard drumming
of the delinquent towns the returns were procured
and tabulations embracing all the property of the
State were made by counties.
This was completed in May and the commission adjourned until
September 27, when the fixing of tiie value upon
the different classes ot property began. This is a
job by- no means easy. The property of Maine
has as great variety as any state in the
probably
Union ; wild lauds covered with heavy timbers,
wild lands closely cut. wild lauds partially bog and
worthless swamp, wild lands burned over, as well
as wild lands remote from streams upon which
timber can be floated, and other tracts well situat
Tlmse conditions
ed for tloatiug logs to market
in this one kind of property all enter into the value
and must be considered in determining the accurate valuation as a i>asis of taxation for the decade
The farming lands of Maine are of great variety,
Loand their value per acre covers a wide range
cation and richness of soil enter laigely into the
computation. The equalization of the value of
country, village and city property, of shipping,
.anulacturcs. agriculture, lumbciing. mining,
bonds, mortgages, stocks, etc., etc., in Aon towns,
is a matter of vital interest to properly owners and
the business of the State.and one whose •• putable
adjustment is not to be j mped at «»r otherwise
hastily arrived at. It can be accomplished only
by close, patient, hard wori and a good deal of it
This lias been given in good measure and the
commission has got to that point where they think
they can l.Hfk through They have given hearings
to all the towns desiring them, and to proprietors
of wild lands in large numbers, have exhausted
♦
very obtainable source of information and are now
engaged iu fixing the value upon the property of
the various towns, having got well along in their
first estimates
When this is accomplished the
work is to be subjected to a careful revision, put
in form
Tin
and reported to the Legislature
present prospect is that the commission will not
be ready to report the complete valuation until
about the 'JOth or *JAth of February.
It is hoped
the work will be so well done and acceptable to
the Legislature that it need not be revised.
If
th** subject is opened and the values as tixed by
the commission disturbed, there is no knowing
where it will end. and if sixteen men in a year
• an not determine
the valuation justly there is
little hope that a Legislative committee ean d" it
in the limited time they will have to devote to it
*M course all will not be satisfied. It
not reason
able to expect it. yet I am informed that the com
mission has agreed upon the following values for
fariii stock, witn a discount ot from "» to 1A per
cent., according to incation, etc : Oxen fl'J cows.
?'-l
young cattle. •-I-.': horses. >A»i: colts.
sheep, >d swine. >A Au
THI.

S1V1K

Natives of Maine number 384 in Merrimac Mass.;
families S'.*; towns represented 01; trades and professions 20.
News has been received of the death from heart
disease of Capt. Isaac* A. Fossett, of Peinaquid,
Master of the hark Bristol, lying iu port &t Santos
Brazil. Capt. Fossett was a*man much respected
by all who knew him. He leaves a wife and two
children.
There are now 21 inmates at the Bangor jail,
one ot whom is a woman ; this is exactly one half
the number of prisoners at the corresponding date
of last year. Figures indicate that crime is decreasing iu Penobscot county : there were 82 less
commitments to jail iu 1880 than in 1870.
The Georges river is frozen over and closed to

Matters.

IKMi:.K\NVi;

navigation.
There
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A, Jan. Jo. Hi the Senate, ought to pass
on
act to protect fish in Hosraer
Fond in town of Camden ; resolve relating to In
san<* Hospital; limiting appropriation from hospital funds for erection of new building to $24,000;
ar to amend section lti*, chapter 2‘2o. public laws
ot 1*^1 relating to militia, provides for sale or exchange of condemned military property.
lu the House, legislation inexpedient was reported on amending law relating to Justices of the
Peace; on order relating to purchasing copies of
maps of ilie western boundary of the State; on
order relating to double taxation. Ought not to
pass was reported on bill amending section <17,
Revised Statutes, relating to assessment
chapter
--I taxes, to preserve ami enforce attachments in
certain eases on estate of deceased insolvent debt
i»rs.
Resolution expressing sympathy with the
Irish peasantry was referred to the committee on
Federal rela’ions.
T.i irsdav .Ian. *27. Nothing of local interest in
the Senate. In the House, ought to pass, was
reported «»n act to incorporate the Island Cottage
«
act for making cemeteries and burying
grounds public; act to incorporate the town of
Vail Huron.
Legislation inexpedient was reported
on order relating to amending sec
44. chap. IS
public laws, relating to the duties of highway sur
veyors. Committee on Congressional apportion
An;

was

!
I
i

j
!

mer.t

;

[
I

I

j

j
I

j
1

-avis-; station.

Legislature.

si

reported

was

appointed

Friday. Jan. *JS hi the Senate orders were in
trodu* d looking to the repeal of so much of Sec.
!. Chap 'JOS. laws of 1880. as confers and extends
t<- the Commissioners of Fisheries the power and
duty over all matters pertaining to game: to the
regulation and reduction of tolls for grinding
grain, to so amending the law that women may
hold the position of Deputy Town Clerk
lu the House the usual grist of petitions. Legis
la:cm inexpedient was reported on petition for
legislation to prevent the great destruction of
pigeons Ordered. That the State Valuation Com
mission be and they are hereby requested to make
to the Legislature, at their earliest convenience,
such recommendation and suggestions in relation
t<» t e future valuation of this State, as
they may
believe necessary and important. Ordered. That
the Secretary < t State have printed for the use of
the State, *2000 copies of the official census of 1880.
Ought to pass was reported on biF to incorporate
the Maine Sportsman's Association, and an act to
amend sec 1. chapter d of the Revised Statutes,
relating to libraries, charitable societies and public
cemeteries. Legislation inexpedient was reported
The
relating to statutes concerning interest
Financial Committee reported the Treasurer's accounts correct, and that they had destroyed by
burning_coupons to the value of $*J|s.l 17’exclusive >! $1 '211.♦ *_».'» interest paid on registered bonds
They also destroyed $21*1.000 worth of matured
Slate bonds, and also all registered bonds, amounting to >"*2,000 that had been surrendered and cancelled.
Saturday. Jan. *20. In the Senate orders of injury were passed that chapter six of revised stat
ntes n relation to assessment of taxes, be amended
><» that
persons return to assessors, sworn inveD
tones of all their property.
That the standard
weight of salt be established by law. To amend
'••■ftion *' <>f chapter 88, revised statutes
In the House the bill to incorporate the Maine
Sportsmen's Association passed to he engrossed.
Ret tiou was presented to prohibit the sale of lobs
ters .<*ss than ten and one-half inches long.
Monday, Jan. 81. In the Senate remonstrances
from Portland were presented against repeal of the
law permitting taking ot mackerel by seine; remonstrance of citizens of Richmond against
repeal
"1 law allowing seining of'alewivesm the Kenne
bee river.
Passed to be engrossed. Resolve to
provide for the erection of an additional building
’>• the Maine Insane
Hospital. act to amend section
H*v < 1-aptci* *2*2o public law of 1880 relating to the
militia
Vmong the rules presented in the House
was -me
requiring jailors to furnish a list of all
persons in their respective counties who have been
imprisoned for debt
Tuesday. Feb. 1 Mr. Hill presented a bill to
anthoi i/e the extension of the Rangor A Rucks
port railroad to the city of Lllsworth.
In the House Mr. (loss of Rath presented a reM.ive fur the
equitable distribution of the balance
"i the tieiieva award fund, which was adopted and
ordered to he printed.

The Mathias Cinon pub sue*- ,iu interesting acof a visit to the life samug station on Cross
Island, by Mr. \Y \Y Bra
.p\ who witnessed the
men go through their regn ar drill, which consists
of manning the life boat, rigging the surf chair
swimming through the bn-aKers, flag drill, etc
The company have lately had a new life boat sent
to them which
they like very much It is manned
by six oarsmen and the Captain They use oars
twelve feet long, whereas they f« rmerlv used them
I
sixteen feet long
How quickly they eould rig the I
surf chair in a case of emergency depends upon
circumstances
Although on the dav of Mr. Brad
bury's visit, a gale of wind was blowing and it was
in
less than eight minutes from the
intensely cold,
time tiie command was given they had adjusted
their gear, and had brought a man ashore from an
opposite point: this point lying in such a position
that it is made t.. represent a wr- « k
Mr. B. had
the privilege of riding off in tie* surf ear. hut did
The State Capital.
n<»t consider it a pleasant situation.
The swim
tiling apparatus is desert bed as the greatest novel
THE COT XT Y ESTIMATE.
it is a tight rubber suit inflated
ty of the age
with air: so constructed with mouth tubes that
Hon. .1 0 Smith, Tuesday, sent the following
the operator fa:: till them in the water. \\ h
<
ouilly estimates for isxi -j. to the Speaker of the
swimming, should t be necessary. A person who House ot Representatives
understands one of those swimming suits, can go
18s I.
lss-2.
through the surf or in rough water where a boat
'»ndn»~i-<»ggii*.$30,000.00
$30,<mxi
< m not live.
The operator swain through the s
f
\n.o-t.H»k. i<;,(MH).ou
15,uoo
and was in rough water over twenty minutes
Ml,580.00
74,070
W lien he came ashore his
franklin. 7,000.00
clothing was drv and lie
11 a ne. irk. 11,500.00
felt no inconvenience from the cold,
a person
11,500
37,000.00
unprotected could not have lived in the water ten Kennrhee
R'i-\.
10,514.47
minutes
Tin1 Station '-r**w numbers seven men
hiiKuin. 13,752.11
und**r the command of Oapt Lvinan \Yright, ami
<
i0,500.00
10,500
th< v snow great proficiency m’drill
They are a;l l*ein»t >r<u. 43,800.00
able bodied and mostly young men. who are ac
I’i'i-atio ui.-.
E,O00.(X)
eustomod to braving the dangers of the deep, and
taa iali'M. 15.(MX).(X»
15,0(Hl
" ho
>'*in« i>el.
may be relied upon to respond promptly when
|3f000.00
13,01X1
"aid'.
10,000.00
duty calls
Wa-hiuglon.
13,<XM).00
|3,(XXI
TUK MAIM-; KDITOKS AND I Bi.lsllEUS.
Y<*rk...
20,(XKMXi
20,078
l'h«* annual meeting <>; tla* editors and publish
I.IdIISI,ATIVE HOTS AN1> HASHES
or* of Maine was held V*
ednesday evening, Jau
1 iiere were more railroad
hearings in the com
-Mitli. in the Senate ■■ha.nber.
A full attendance
ini'tee rooms at the Maine capitol on Thursday.
was present.
Several additions w ere made !•» tlie
Th<* euiniiiittee for re appointment of the State
r
1 of members
I he ollicers tor the
w 1
i"r
Senators and Representatives consists of IE
President. Marshal'
year were -leeted as follows
Republicans and 7 Fusionists and Democrats.
N Rich. Portland Vice Presidents. Israel P. Wm
<•;. Thursday the ladies turned out in force to
ten, of Portland. Wm. 15 Lupham. of Augusta
hear the Rev. Mr. Dickerman andex-Gov.
M in. S. Gilman, of Houltoti;
Dingley
Secretary. Joseph 0. who argued for amendments on the divorce
law.
Wood, Skowhegan : Treasurer, P <» Vickery. An
1 he hearing in favor of woman suffrage created a
«.
F
gusta: Corresponding Secretary.
Ruin Port
favorable
impression.
land : Executive Committee. S L Boardiuan. of
Jan. *-’Eth the Executive Council confirmed a
Augusta, II. W. Richardson, ot Portland. <1. U. bateh ot
nominations and laid on the table the
^ alkina, of Paris.
It was voted to make the next
nomination of Gov. Plaisted's son for Messenger,
summer excursion to
Ringeiy Likes. As the and the nomination of
Judge Tallman for MuniciLegislature does not convene in Augusta next win
pal J udge of Bath.
ter. it was voted to hold the next
meeting of lss-j
Several petitions have been presented for revival
iu Portland
Thursday afternoon was devoted to of the death
penalty. One to restore it in a modiliterary exercises. The Senate Chamber was lied form was
This provides that
presented.
crowded with the scribes and their lady friends
111 of the public laws of 1X7E shall be
and distinguished visitors
Rev. 15. P Snow, of chapter
amended so as to restore the death, penalty in all
Alfred, read an essay on “The Newspaper Press
case> where
offenses are committed by
W (). fuller Jr, of Rockland,
repeated an origi- convicts whilecapital
under sentence for life.
nal poem which was brilliant ami witty
In the
'1 ’he Committee on
on the \!Eth tilt,
evening the editors sal down to a sumptuous ban j considered the hill of Temperance
Neal Dow asking additional
‘jnot at the Hotel N nth. At it* conclusion the
ation
for the suppression of the liquor traffic.
Knights of the ■: ni. tended the Grand Templar’s legis!
The bill was tabled. Hill to amend the
liquor law
Ball iu Granite Hal!
was ret rred to a sub-Committee.
A hearing was
DIVOKi KS IN MAIM.
given " ednesday on the proposed constitutional
Figures have been collected showing the mini amendment prohibiting the sale of liquor
The Committee oil legal affairs will report a bill
her ot divorces in all tin* states ot New England in
I^7h. From these figures is shown that more di
providing that ballots cast at any election for gov
State and county officers, shall be sealed up
vorces are decreed in Maine in
proportion to our in nor.
envelopes provided by the Secretary of State,
population than in any other New England s‘ate
and more than twice as many as in Massachusetts.
together with a certified copy of the records, in
The figures are as follows
open town meeting, and kept by the clerks, sub
to the order of the Governor and Council
It
Population. Divorce*. Proport.'*n. ject
Aill also provide that in case of doubtful elections
ISSO.
1K7S.
these ballots and certified copies of the record may
Maine.. KlKSCi
17*
1 in j:;r*7
be used as evidence of election.
N. Hampshire— .'54b,t»s4
jii
J in 1 i:5i»
Vermont. :5‘52,2s<>
The vast amount or poor vinegar that has been
p.s;
I in IT C,
<;oo
Massachusetts—L7.is.ol2
I in 2*un
placed upon the market has led to the reporting of
Rhode island. 270,:»7*
p.m
1 in 1111
an act providing that udieuever
vinegar barrels
Connecticut. 022,t;*:i
4ol
1 in 1552
shall have been branded falsely the person so dofrom
thirteen
counties in .Maine indi- ing shall he punished by a tine not less than $50
Figures
cate the number of divorces decreed in ISSO is
nor more than *100.
If the vinegar contains any
much greater than in 1S7S
So Maine is becomproportion of lead, copper, sulphuric acid or other
ing more and more conspicuous for the ease with ingredients injurious to the health, the tine shall
which divorces are obtained in her courts
This not be less than $100.
It shall be the duty of the
is the more striking from the prominence of Maine
aldermen of cities and selectmen of towns to ap
in some other reforms. It would seem that a
point reliable persons to inspect the vinegar placed
state with a few cities and a population so
largely on sale when requested.
The Bangor A Buckport Railroad Co. are asking
agricultural, ought to lie conspicuous for guarding
the sanctity of marriage and the permanence of f< r ail extension ot the charter of their
road, with
the family, f Lewiston Journal.
ih the rights and privileges of the present charter,
from Bucksport to Ellsworth.
If this is granted
IN OK.NKKAL.
anu if the project is favored
by the bondholders ot
George T. Murray, of East Booth bav, was swin- the road, the work will be begun and pushed vig
dled out of $50 iu Boston by a confidence man.
orously during the coming summer. By the route
The Whig says that the factory of Parker A
surveyed, the distance will be 'J‘2 miles from Bucks
now
turns
out
athousaud
Peakes, Bangor,
pairs of port to Ellsworth ; this is live miles or more longboots and shoes a week
er than an air line, but the
slight circuitous route
Perry & Flint, at their factory at Baldwin, put is preferred, as it will reach valuable water powers,
up 1,500 cases of dried apples, during the fall, each
take in business and avoid heavy grades. Parties
ease weighing fifty pounds, besides
making several have agreed to build the 2*2 miles of narrow guage
hundred barrels of cider.
road in a first class manner and lay iron rails, for
A man giving the name of Frank Preston Olds,
the sum often thousand dollars a mile.
residence Ayer, Mass., was arrested in Rockland,
Jan. 24th for numerous burglaries and larcenies at
Deer Isle and Vmalhaven
He confessed his guilt.
1’erley givi 8 some interesting gossip about (Jen.
John W. Chileott, sou of Deputy Collector <’hil- Garfield’s Cabinet, to the effect that Senator
ISbnno may possibly go to England as Minister to
cott. of Ellsworth, was lost at sea Dec. 11th, duiing
the Court of St James: that Hamilton Eish
He was second mate of brig Dirigo.
a storm.
may
bo Secretary of State ; that a New Yorker cannot
There are about 214,000 scholars in Maine behave the Treasury portfolio, and that
tween four and twenty one years of age.
The
possibly
Secretary Sherman may succeed himself.
average attendance upon the summer school last
Only about
year was 100,000, less then one half.
statements in English papers,
4.000 more attended the winter schools, making it Notwithstanding
does not appear that Wisconsion farms are
49 per cent, of the whole number.
In 1879, 50 per
“played out." The State raised last year 21,040,238
cent attended
bushels of wheat. 27,530,121 of corn. 27.197,579 of
Superstitious people regarded the mirage recent- oats. 5,994.923 of potatoes, and 17,597,859
pounds
seen
in
in
which
the
ly
Androscoggin county,
city of Halt, 22.703.549 of butter. 10,407.145 of
cheese,
of Lewiston was seen in the clouds, as a portent
of tobacco and 1,607,012 of hops.
9,050,954
of a great conllagration
It is said that before
Portland was destroyed by lire, a mirage was seen
The new apportionment bill reported to the
at North Yarmouth, in which the whole of the
House Monday, is not notable for its fairness
It
Forest City” was apparently suspended in the air
proposes that the next House shall consist of 311
Brunswick girls are reveling in Germans, and
to
members, giving
the South again of 12 mem
whist parties.
hers, while the North and West together only are
There are six lodges of Odd Fellows in Portland,
given an increase of six votes. The minority of
and 2601 members.
The order in that city has
the committee reported a bill, for making the
$116,587.91 in funds at market value This sum, if number of members 319, which divides the frac
divided, would give each member. $11 82.
lions equally between North, South and West.
count

■

...

..

in his article in the

Tourgee

that it should.

er

shared the

profits

The

North

having

slavery he thinks

of

'‘it

by no means just that the South should
compelled to bear alone the burden of
curing the evils which the nation fosterlie that as it
ed and grew fat upon.”
may, the evil sought to be cured just
now is illiteracy, and it is sufficient for
is

be

present purposes to say that where the
evil exists the remedy must be applied.
If

is done in this direction it

anything

will be

by the Republican party.
The Chicago platform says:
The work
of popular education is one left to the

done

of the several States, but it is the
of the national government to aid

care

duty

j

>

mu

H.
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Orouo House, dieu in Chicago last week.
The large school building at Maehiasport was
burned Friday night. Loss *3.000. No insurance.
The followingare authorized agents for the .JourFifteen barrels of Kentucky whiskey were seized j nal :
Tremont St., Boston.
S. R. NILES, No.
at the Maine Cen ral station in Lewiston Friday.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 A S, Tremont Temple,
The Maine Board of Agriculture will hold a
Boston.
Farmers’ Institute at Grange Hall. Turner Centre,
S. M. PETTENGILL A Co., 10 State st., Boston, and
on Tuesday, Feb. 8
37 Park Row, N. Y.
A lire at Dexter Friday night damaged the high
Horace Dodd, 2G5 Washington s ., Boston.
Not insured.
school building five hundred dollars
(ii-:o. P. Rowell A Co., 10 spruce st.. New York.
Bev..Albert Cole died at Cornish, Saturday, at
•J. II. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.
The funeral will take place
about six o'clock.
this afternoon.
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
The twelve year old sou of Lewis Gould of Harthave the address of papers changed, must state the
land was instantly killed Saturday by the accidenPost, Office to which the paper has been sent, as well
tal discharge of a* gun which he was taking from a
as the office to which it is to go.
box.
Kennebec
Subscribers are requested to take,.notice of the
If we live until spring, says the
It
paper.
Journal, we shall have passed through one of the date on the colored slip attached to the
Kven the oldest inhab- is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
coldest winters in history.
is
to
the
means
that
15
subscription
paid
SI,
May
itant is frozen up. and has nothing to say about
that date. When a new payment is made, tin* date
he weather in the past.
will 1m* changed to correspond, and si 15S( i{|BERs
was
street.
fhe brick block on Main
Bangor,
ARE REQUESTED TO SEE Til ATTHE1R DATES
gutted bv tire Saturday night, ll is impossible to ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are re
but
the
of
the
the
amount
losses,
occupants
give
quested to forward the sums due.
of the block were insured as follows J II Clergue,
l air goods. *4000; Doe A Mullau, jewelers, *3500 ;
The Educational Question.
Miss Kittridge, millinery, £500 ; Dr Hamlin, office,
*500: Dr. Gardner, office, *500. The building was
Tlut
quest indicated by Judge A. W.
I us tired for *350o.

niNVKNIH'N.

Tiiis con vent iou met at Augusta, .Jan.
li.
There was a fail attendance
Remarks were made
at the afternoon meeting by Hon. .Josliua Nye.
Chairman : ex (ioveruor Dinglov. Hen. N- al Ib-w,
V R Simouton INq
Mr. Stearns of New York,
and other prominent men in the temperance cause.
In the evening the convention was addressed by
Rev Dr. Miner, of Boston. Thursday the follow
mg officers were chosen President. 1! \V. Dunn :
Secretary. A S Burke: Treasurer. Thomas B< yd.
\ ice Presidents, Jordan Rand ot' Audroseoggin.
Rev. Deo M Park ol Aroostook, T. <i Rich of
Cumberland. Jusiah Rmery of Franklin. J. (’ Chil
cott of Hancock. B. C Tor set
K« nnelx c Rev
<i
P Mathews of Knox. F \Y Stetson of Lincoln.
C R Bridgham of Oxford. Rev S L B s
pea re ot
Penobscot. M. W. Hall of Piscataquis. Rev D L
Cushman of Sagadahoc. Chandler Baker of Somer
set. \Y R. Rankin of Waldo, Rev. 11. M Raton ot'
Washington. S C. Hamilton of York
Resolutions were adopted reaffirming the prin
ciple of total abstinence : asking for tin- submission
of the prohibitory constitutional amendment: pro
testing against the repeal of the constabulary
clause of last year and against legalizing the sale
*»f cider for tippling purposes: commending the
J’resident and Mrs Hayes for excluding liquors
from the White H mse : calling oi: the Liendsof
temperance to maintain harmony and union and to
see to it that men favorable to
temperance and
Remarks were made
prohibition are nominated
hv manv speakers
Some of the resolutions oe
casioued (juite an animated dismission
The two days session was brought to
close
Thursday night by ail immense mass uiee’iniriu
Meouutu Hall, addressed by D overuut daisied.
The D ivernor committed himself fully to the prm
ciples of prohibition. His speech was not sweet to
the ears of his Democratic hearers. R idic.b r*->
luttons were adopted which urge ti <* adoption ot
a constitutional amendment that s,,.tll
incorporate
prohibition into the fundamental law of the State
Joshua Nye took occasion to ventilate his griev
unces. but his remarks received but little attention
and made no perceptible imprest on upon his
hearers.

was

Joseph

time; the remainder to be provided either
by State taxation or private subscription.
This, of course, is a mere outline of the
plan suggested ; those deeply interested
in the subject will naturally look to the
article itself for further particulars. Judge
Tourgee does not claim that the system
he proposes is a perfect one, or even the
best that could bo adopted, although he
is well (qualified by his studies and observations to speak authoritatively.
Under

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

that work to*the extent of its constitu-

February

In his last message to
ability
Congress President Hayes urges the ne-

tional

number of the North American Review is
l itder
far from being a Fool’s Krrand.

of

cessity

the title of “Aaron's Rod in Politics" he

cation

free

encouraging

and

;

we

popular

edu-

cannot better close this

coming national issue as article than by presenting his exact words
It is not, however, to lie forgot ton that the best
question. The “thought
ami surest guarantee of the primary rights of citiin
a
new
departure
compel
zenship is to he found in that capacity for self

foreshadows the
the educational
which is to

politics," he says “is the relation of the
general government—the American nation

the American

or

to the

people

hardly necessary to
for popular education

ilIt

literate voters of the several States."
is

which can belong only to a people
whose right to universal suffrage is supported by
universal education. The means at the command
of the local and State authorities are, in many
cases, wholly inadequate to furnish free instruc
tion to all who need it
This is especially true
where, before emancipation, the education of the
people was neglected or prevented, in the interest
of slavery.
Firmly convinced that the subject of
popular education deserves the earnest attention
of the people of the whole country, with a view to
wise and comprehensive action by the Ciovern
ment of the United States. I respectfully recom
mend that Congress, by suitable legislation and
with proper safeguaids. supplement the local edu
eational funds in the several States where the
grave duties and responsibilities of citizenship
have been devolved on uneducated people, by devoting to the purpose grants of the public lands,
and. if necessary, by appropriations from the
Whatever (iov
Treasury of the United States
eminent can fairly do to promote tree popular ed
neat ion ought to be done.
Wherever general ed
ueation is found, peace, virtue and social order
and
civil
and
prevail,
religious liberty are secure

protection

urge the
:

necessityeverybody is fa-

miliar with the stock arguments used in
its boha’I'; everybody knows it is the high
average of

intelligence which has given
prestige and pros-

this country its present

perity

everybody knows,

:

Richard Crant

White to the contrary notwithstanding,
that in the common schools were laid the
foundations for the future greatness of
The converse of
many of our citizens.

propositions by which the necessity
popular education is urged are equally

the
of

The

Ignorance and vice go hand in

familiar.

There

hand.
threaten

our

possible dangers
republic from without
are no

apportionment bill reported
by the Committee

National House

to

to the
on

the

Census increases the number of

so

sentatives from BUI

to •ill.

A

Repreminority

greatly to be feared as those arising from
report increases the number to Blit W ith
illiteracy within. Ignorance among the it
present membership of BUB members
people, the source of power, is poisoning the house is an
nnweildy body, and Mr.
And it
its fountain head.
the stream at
is to this
tention

Cox of New York will

danger Judge Tourgee calls atin a stirring article, which will

sympathies are natthe Republican party and In
admonishes that party not to neglect thi.
issue, which public sentiment is demand
ing shall be pressed to a successful con-

clusion. 'There

dillieulties to he

are

of

popular education
general government

eignty;’’

ber of

Representatives agreed upon by
majority of the Census committee is
that which gives to the section to which
the Democracy looks for its votes in Congress the greatest possible advantage.

over-

the part of the
will be pretty sure

to “rouse the

In fact, that number appears to be the
only one between the present number,

State sov er-

sleeping

the breast of the hide-bound

We shall be told that the Constitution

does not provide for such

a

BUB and BB5, the highest number spoken
of, which would make the fractions of

lion” in

Bourbon.

step.

Nor

population in the several Southern States
I sufficiently large to be
given Representa-

does it.

But, as Judge Tourgee points
out, “the Departments of Agriculture,
the (.’oast survey, scientilic and exploring
expeditions, the Military and Naval Academies at West Point and Annapolis, and
many other branches of administrative
work are beyond the purview of the written Constitution."

If

liot

that the State will

so

the

on

to exorcise “the demon of

Representative,

lie divided into four Congressional districts, instead of live as now. The num-

A movement in behalf

tives, while the States of the North and
W est, by reason of their fractions
being
smaller, would lose the greatest number
of Representatives. The Democrats hav
ing made the question of apportionment
one, the Republicans will of
resist the adoption of the majority

partisan

a

course

bill.

The Boston Journal

points

out that

warranted

by the bill of the committee ;s also objecthey are at tionable because that section of the Cox
least in accord with the spirit of our in- hill, and also of the
minority bill, which
stitutions and with the advancing civilirequires that the Congressional districts
zation of the age in which we live. The created
by the States shall be formed
C< institution is a good anchor, but our from
contiguous territory, is omitted,
ship of state is not destined to sw ing for- Why the majority of the Apportionment
ever idly
at her moorings.
As to the
Committee should strike out of the origipower of Congress over the subject mat- nal hill so important and so just a feature,
ter Judge 'Tourgee says
we cannot imagine, unless that
majority
the letter of that instrument

The power to

for the education of Untho intelligence of its electors
and there!)}' prevent its disintegration and destruction, is one of these incidents of national existence
The right of self preservation and defence is as much an essential of national a> < b,iu
dividual life. The power to provide for an inudli
gent exercise of the ballotorial right is a necessary
incident of elective government. If we are to be
ruled by the ballot, the ballot-box must be kept
open. tree, and the power to be exercised through
it must be the power of intelligence. The rule of
the ballot implies supervision : and the power to
make all participants in our governmental control,
implies the right to make them lit to do so. Man
liood suffrage, equality of right, presupposes, in
the power conferring such equality, the power and
the right to render the recipient capable of its in
telligent exercise. The safety of the rcpuldic is
the highest law. and the most evident condition
of its safety is, that tl.o-e who\oteshall have sufficient intelligence to know what they desire to do
and when they are doing it
The illiterate man
who holds a ballot is like the blind man who
weilds a sword —he knows not whether he wounds
friend or foe
The ballot box, controlled by ignorance is as
much an instrument, of chance as a dice box. The
illiterate has, in the first place, but a limited
means of learning how he ought to vote, and no
means at all of making sure that he has voted as
he wishes. He is tin* ready victim of fraud. He
invites deception, and furnishes food to the dem
agogue. He is more to be feared than the traitor
or usurper, because he constitutes the following
which makes treason dangerous
The ignorant
voter swells the rank and file of the army that fol
lows at the heels of the corrupt politician. Hduca
tion does not make men honest, but it enables
them to detect fraud. It is a safe guard, because
tlie bulk of mankind are honest; and if intelligent
enough to distinguish the right will follow it. The
power to educate its own voters then, is, and must
be, inherent in any republic, because it is only an
incident of the national right of self defence

people.

to

provide

secure

The facts that
of

some seventeen

population

our

per cent,

is illiterate, and that

per cent, of our voters cannot read

twenty
ballots, by no means disclose, in
Judge Tourgee's opinion, “the imminency
their

of

our

national

be thinks, lies

peril.” The real danger,
in the unequal distribution

of the percentage of illiterates.
He presents a table computed from the census
of 1870, with the remark that while the
recent census will considerably increase
the aggregates it is not probable that it
will materially effect the relative proportions. This table reveals the following
facts
1. The sixteen Southern States contain about
one third of our voting population, and nhiuj.it
three fiMitk.1 of our i//itreuei/.
«i. Forty-live per cent, of the voters of the South
ern States are unable to read thetr ballots
:i. The illiteracy of the South, plus six per cent,
ot the literate voters, can exercise the entire
power of those States.
■4. If this illiterate vote be neutralized by force
or fraud, a majority of the
intelligent voters, or
twenty eight per cent, of the entire vote of these
States, will exercise their entire national strength.
These States have one hundred and thirty-eight
electoral votes, or, in other words they exercise
nemnhj hro inr rent, of the power necessary to
choose a President or constitute a majority in the
House of Representatives, and rhjkty-jiiiie
yirr
of a majority in the Senate.

The

remedy proposed by Judge Tourgee is the raising of a national educational fund, to he distributed on the basis of
illiteracy, the payment of the fund to tie
made directly to the officers or teachers
of schools in towns or districts, according to the number of illiterates therein,
ami on proof that schools, free to till
within school age, have actually been
kept in operation therein for a certain
specified portion of the year. The sum
allowed, in no ease to be more than onethird

or

one-lialf the amount necessary to

maintain the school

during

the

specified

years ago, and

expects its party friends in the Legisla-

they

tures

control to

in their interest

or

gerrymander

State-

that their devotion to

the doctrine of State

rights impels them
to resist any declaration or assumption
on the part of the Federal
Congress that
it can make laws which State Legislatures are bound to observe.

should become

ure

a

The

meas-

part of any Appor-

tionment bill that receives the favorable
action of Congress.
The Fusion papers have been endeavto make it appear that Webster

Mr. Beck's speech was delivered from manuscript.
Mr. Beck’s argument was, that our merchant marine could

so.”

more

“drift” of the

The

acts in aid of internal transportation,
and had given •J0(»,(l()0,000 acres of the public lands,
worth to-day $1,000,000,000 in money, and seventy
millions in cash to the same end.
As to subsidies Mr. Blame said
-‘It is always

lawful to be taught by au enemy." lie referred to
what (Jreat Britain and France have done aud are

doing iu this direction aud advocated the adoption
of a like policy in this part ol the country
"Let
tiie American marine," he said, “feel that the
government is beh ud them : let tin* l uited States
only take from the treasury per annum $1,000,000,
the same sum (ireat Britain is par ing <»nlyr as
postscript to her $200,000,000 investment and let

eule, almost contempt, the State of Maine which we
all love. 1I»* road his noted army order which was
widely scattered in tin* last campaign in l’laisted’s
‘•Life and Slitherings,’’ ordering the discontinuance
of the usual whiskey allowance. This was for the
soldier- at the front, and didn’t of course interfere
with the General far removed from danger at his

be used as a fund to stimulate any company
from any port of the l uited Sta'es to any foreign
port." Mr. Blaine then contrasted the expensive
ness of our nine naval establishments with the
three of (ireat Britain, and after retorting to our
comparatively defenceless position, with exposed
ocean and Half coasts, he inquired of Mr Beck
how he was going to hare us maintain our navy
after getting the country into a state of absolute
dependence upon (ireat Britain for a commercial
How would that Senator retain even the
marine
rudimentary art of shipbuilding for our ocean
steamers when his policy absolutely forbade the
-.remotest prospect of any of them being built here !
Alter referring to the naval establishment of a
nation as properly the necessary outgrowth of a
mercantile marine and to the fact that where the
iatter did not exist the former could not. Mr.
Blaine reviewed the statements of Mr Beck m
relation to the downfall of the American marine,
and held that the principal cause was the com
plete revolution effected in seagoing steamers
light in the midst of our war. hv a succession of
inventions partly American and partly British.
I’p to that time the steam vessels had not been
great freighters and a vessel of 8,000 toils on a
voyage of a given date took 2.201* tons of coal aud
No-v this was
machinery and 800 tons of freight
exactly reversed and it could take *00 tons tor coal
and machinery and 2.200 tons f »r !i« .ght
This
revolution, consi.-tent with the cuiim* mentioned
In ret>y Mr Beck, had prostrated our maiitie
gard to the revolution from -ailing vessels to
steam marine he said the carrying capacity of an
that

The General didn’t tell Ids hearers
during the la-1 eampaign this general order of
bis was eircwlaled in hi.- pamphlet along with a full
page rum advertisement of a wholesale Roston
liquor dealer! ( on-i-leiux tie>u art a jewel! l’lais
ted\- -peeeh in the e-invention will never go down
In posterity, a- it u a- unreported and therefore re-

headquarters.
that

It i-

generally

ad-

mitted. ho\vo\ er, that lu emphatically pronounced
in fax

of tin- enforcement of the

or

liquor

He

law-

good lleld in xvhieli to begin operations ii hiown enmity of Renohseot. xvhere there i.-a t usion
sheriff and deputies Fu.-ion county attorney and
Fusion county * umui-.-Joners. lie has all the n»a
has

a

Now, if you are lione-t. Governor Plaited, and mean what y ou ay, go forward and enforce the law, and never mind the barking of the

ehinery.

Rangor ('ommereial.
Tin* protracted cold w eather has nearly given a
death blow t.* tlie ire -iH'eulators who made a mint
About
of money on tie Kennebec tin* last season.
one half the amount oi ire put up last winter w ill
be harvested thi- -ea-on. and none will be -tacked,
-eason

iug

delpliia, Washington, and [daces farther South.
These regularly organized eonc-nis find a legitimate and protitahlc business, notw ithstanding the
Hurt nation- of the markets, partly «m account of
the superior quality of Kennebec ice, which ‘‘takes
the cake" over the products of any other river. For
the purposes of speculation, once in six years a
bonanza opens in tlii- business, but how to tel!
when the good year- art* eoming, and have the ice
boil-**.- and fixings all ready, i- a puzzle.
\ few of tiie soldier- and sailors of the state met
in Port Ian 1 recently and determined upon calling a
and sailors in the Slat

The executive

who have all the arrangements in charge,
a request
for tin* loan of the battle
-arced and filtered tlags now encased in the rotunda of the state I louse. This has raised a storm
of indignation among the ohl soldiers of this region,
who are signing remonstrances against it.
The
committee

-•

one-armed and one-legged veterans w ho, with tear
dimmed eyes, look with pride up m these glorious
standard- which they carried through the smoke
battle, say “wo, No!” The removal of
tiie.-eilags would pro\e their ruination
Many of
them hang together as by a thread, and would soon
fall to pieces by removal or exposure to the air. I
would as sum think of going to Forest (.rove cemand tire of

etery, entering the receiving tomb, and taking the
wreathe.-of faded Howers from the casket of the
sleeping one- and bring them forth to adorn a banquet,

to

as

attempt

to

remove

these

Hags,

which

are

precious and sacred as a soldier’s grave.
The printers, editors and publishers have been
here in force, the largest and most profitable gathering wo have had for years, bringing not only
strength to the social tie and cementing the fraternal elements, hut resulting in good to the era ft in
their practical, every-day life. Had you seen the
as

editor-

together, you w otild ha\ e called them a line
lot, and disbelieved the universal report that they
sub-i-t abogetheron sawdu-t pudding. The literary
e\ere:-i
in the s<enatc chamber on Thursday after
noon, attracted a large and cultured audience. The
e--.i v by Ke\. If I*. Snow, put the new
spaper ahead

nearly all other agencies as the educator and
leader "f thought and public opinion. He argued
for a e!i,an, pur**, incorruptible ,-iftingof the matter
making up the columns of the newspaper. The
p.*em by Fuller, tin* funny man of the dockland
Fourier, was unique and w itty, the preface being
of

exceedingly happy, having an allusion to his boyhood days, w hen for not engaging in the delightful
and milky w ay of churning, his mother churned
him, on the principle that one good churn deserved
another.

parody

poem was woven on the thread of a
the “Freed of the Hells," and in Fuller’s

T>,

«>n

line intonation- and musical compass, represented
tin sentiments in glory
or the other place) of the
that

newspaper.-

“gone tin* way of all the

have

what similar to
first

in Daniel Webster's

one

Plymouth oration,

delivered

sixty
productions are I|

But tho two
years ago.
as unlike as light and darkness.

As the

Boston Advertiser puts it:
“The spirit
of the one is that of the typical American
the spirit of the other it
wholly unnecessary to characterize.”

statesman,

is

Those who have applied lor pensions and those
about to make application, will bo aliko interested
in the interview with Commissioner Houtley. published

the fourth page. Money put into the
Washington claim agents, as stated by
Mr. Bentley, is simply thrown away : and when
these agents represent that they eau secure the
on

hands of

Waldo:

Kdgar F. Wiiitehouse, his associates
are hereby authorized to 'dear chan
dredge bars, remove stones and build piers in
Winnecook lake, otherwise culled Fnity pond, in
the county of Waldo : and they are hereby vested
section I.

and assigns,
uels.

persons’

with tin* exclusive right against all
and corporations, of employing and navigating every kind
boat or water craft propelled by steam, for carrying passengers or freight on said lake, for the
term of ten years from the passage of this act.
Section
Yny person or corporation who shall
use or employ on said lake any boat or other water
craft propelled by steam, as carriers of passengers
of

or

rator,

sociates

shall neglect for the term of
to navigate said lake by steam, as herein provided, and provided lie *>r they, after the *oniuieiieemenl of such navigation shall neglect for
I hree years at
anyone time to so navigate said lake,
tlien this charter-hall Ik* void.
(iKiUMK.

At

to

employ

conn

is

necessity for an intermediary in nine cases
out ot teu.
It must he confessed that the outlook
no

for those who have
ant.

for

a

<

l

wing

to

cases

pending is

not

the failure of Congress to

sufficient number of clerks to

the work, it is

very pleas-

now

sadly

in

arrears.

provide

keep

up with
On Jan, 25th,

Mr E. B. Boring of Boston, called on President
Hayes in company with Senator Hoar, aud presented memorials from nearly all the Grand
Army
posts in the Department of Massachusetts, urging

shown that the busi-

was

rapidh increasing, and that it

is

ness

The tish do not decrease iu

itable.

withstanding,

it

is

very

quantity,

profnot

predicted that, in a lew years,
become quite extinct, and that

was

the spec ies would
the blue tish, which feed upon the menhaden,
would become scarce in consequence. There are
70 factories, employing dti(» sailing and 82
steaming vessels, and TJol hands in operation
now

7ti.000.oo0 tish

flounders

compel pensioners

The Boston Herald saysof men engaged iu the inenl.a

den tlshery business, it

sious aud then

sel to obtain their just dues. The Pension Bureau
not only furnishes the necessary blanks, on
application, hut instructions as to their use, and there

meeting

recent

a

nishing tho
lons of oil

caught last year, fur
materials for obtaining 2,<):{.'>,(100 galand l.">,0()0 tons of guano_Shipping

to

were

Sow York is

a new

Portland indus-

try. and tlounder nets can be found spread all
among tho islands. Several thousand barrels of

flounders have been exported this winter-Maine
takes the lead in the matter of lishways, and
“among tho oldest may be mentioned the one at
Pamariseotta Mills, that has been iu operation
This

about seventy-live years.
lishway
effective passage for ale wives to ascend over a fall
of tifty-two feet in height, and was iu operation
long before any other on this continent outside
the State of Maine.”-The (’ape Ann Advertiser
affords

an

says that seining for codfish proves to be a success.
-Forest and Stream of Jan. 27th, contains an

legislation as
may he necessary to secure a speedy settlement
of the pension claims now pending in the Pension

interesting paper on The Growth of Carp iu
In a private note to
America, by Fred Mather
the Journal Mr. Mather says: “The carp is of groat

Mr. Boring aud Senator Hoar urged the
President to forward the memorials to Congress,

next

accompanied by

growth

Congressional

action to

provide

such

Office.

a special message
inviting the attention of that body to the necessity of immediate

legislation upon the subject. The Bostou Journal's

Washington correspondent

says—
If it were not so near the end of the present
Congress there would he a probability of something being done both to relieve the overburden
ed Pension Office aud to enact preventive legislation against fraudulent pension claims. Tile fact
that about eighteen millions will he required %>
meet pension deficiencies for the current year revives the talk of frauds committed against worthy
applicants for pensions The present system is
acknowledged by everybody except tho claim
agents to bo a very faulty oue.
Wo lmlo to

value to
to

our

food list.

1

cod. and the

predict that it. will rank
migratory tishes, and its

here is far beyond what it has attained in

We have hertofore given an
any other country.
account of this tish, its propagation, etc_At
Waldoboro quite a number of the smelt houses
have been removed down the river. Tho smelts
bite well this winter, blit the prices paid are not
very remunerative-New Hampshire is putting
European red trout into Lake Winipisoogoe_A
remonstrance against the passage of a law preventing the taking of tish in the Kennebec, otherwise
than by hook and line, lias received about 200
signatures in Lewiston.
1<

Notes

The Gardiner ice

companies have
housed nearly all that article they will harvest
In some places along the river, it is
this year
E

good story but later advices
indicate that the report publisuod on the lirst page

said, tho ice has reached a thickness of twentytwo inches.The Prospect Uarbor Ice Co., of

of

Gouldsboro, will

a man

spoil

a

in New Haven

fortune in Holland is
be

a

falling heir to a marvelous
pure

an

There

of hoaxes at this time.

appears
epidemic
Some imaginative reporter
to

fabrication.

recently

had

1’ike's

Peak ill
of

a

eruption. Then came the wonderful story
Virginia village buried in snow. Then the old

sell concerning the manufacture of artificial eggs
was revived, and next—well,
possibly somebody
will accuse Kli Perkins of telling tbe truth. Hut,
of course, no one will swallow that.

bark

"Mignon''

is

cut

no

coming

ice this winter.The
to

Friendship

to

take

a

cargo of ice from tho Forest Lake Ice Works to
New Orleans
Tho ice will bo sluiced from the

pond directly

on board.
Tho "Mignon" will take
eight hundred tous.Tho Centennial lee
Company have tilled their south ieo houses at Pittston. which have a capacity of 18,000 tons_A
good deal of ice is being cut in Itootlibay and
vicinity-The Philadelphia ice crop is a failure
in consei(tioncc ot the heavy- snow falls.

about

were

lost *277

reported

Kelley’s evening
pupils.

one

we

school

Mr.

At

say coldest?

now mini hers

twenty-

paper.
Mr. Pitcher, last week, presented to the Maine
legislature the petition of J. \V. Frederick and p;
others of Belfast, for the repeal of Compulsory
pilotage through Hell date; referred to the Com
mittec

on

Commerce.

& Co. have three clerks named Charles.
They are designed as Charles the First, Second and
Third. < )ne of the Charleses was a very hard charHowes

history,

acter in

the boys

won’t say which of

so we

that handle belongs to.
Candlemas Day.

was

It is

said that—
“If Candlemas day is fair and bright,
Winter’ll take another flight;
But if it brings either snow or rain,
Winter is gone not to come again."

harbor two days last week.
tieers

are

very

G1 others of Islesboro for
Bell Gate
tee

ou

repeal

Commerce_The Bath

ted, ma

e

or

modification of

referred to the Commit-

pilotage laws;

ship

Samaria, Pat-

the run from San Francisco

to

Liverpool

passage for a lull ship... .The
French Senate lias passod a bill granting subsi lies

in

days,

to
a

good

a

merchant

shipping, which
capable

sengers is to be built
Mount Desert
The State trials in

will shortly become

of carrying *2<hi pas
Augusta for business at

law_A steamer

m

England

resulted

m

a

disa-

greement of the jury as anticipated The Parnell
party claim a great victory, but in escaping from
the possibility of making martyrs of the accus'd
the

victory

is

thought

to

bo

on

the side ot the

au-

The Loudon Times is, however, dissatisfied with the result, and saws that "if no.supple
mentary legislation is forthcoming, the misear

thorities.

holding all night sessions n
brought forward by the Ministry

Parliament has been

<

the coercion bill
It will be followed by
audits passage is assured.
a laud bill, which John Bright has foreshadowed
as

*‘a

great and eouipretiensive

prove

a

measure, u

Inch will

durable monument of this Parliament and

Ministry."

languages, beside* sonic pages of
Turkish, Armenian, Greek. Bulgarian and Chinese.
The work is certainly a literary curiosity aud
worthy of preservation. An edition of ten lo
eleven millions is printed tor free cireulutio
ten

different

It is said that Air

Ingalls

ot

Wiscassc:, who

the ablest Democrat in the last .Maine Legislature, declares that if the Fusioaists adopt the
was

financial heresies of Governor Plaisted, he will be
forced to act with the

England

fears

opposition.

immense Fenian uprising, not
alone in Ireland, but in all the principal towns of
England. Several Irish regiments have been disan

armed.
are

indebted to

Congressman

Alurcli for

copies of the auuual reports of the Secretary of the
Treasury and Comptroller of the Currency.
Veunor thaw t it was
The

a

thaw, but it wasn’t.

BJizzard

in

Maine.

The terrible blow of Thursday night left the rail
road packed with drifts so hard it was dillieult for
trains to get through. The Kasteru train that left
Boston at Id BO r 11 got stuck in a cut at Ipswich
and was not extricated when the uiglit train came
up. These traius united, did not reach Portland
till ti A. M., Saturday. A gentleman who was on
the train, says the wind blew with terrilic force.
Lie says the car lie was in shaken like a shoe box,
and he feared it would blow over. The mail due
at d a. m„ got through to Lewiston about half
past
nine Saturday merging.
Friday night there was a
general delay of trains. The Maine Central train
from Bangor was an hour late at Augusta, and the
eastern bound trains were more seriously delayed.
In Massachusetts the railroad trains generally
were blockaded
Despatches from various points
in N'ew Hampshire and Vermont say that Friday
uiglu was the coldest of the season, the thermom
etor indicating dll to BO below.
The detention of
trains continued on Saturday, the wind packing
the llangcs of the rails solid with gravel and ice
mixed, requiring the use of picks aud shovels

couple

popular

with

were

produced.

was

bark in
W. < ottrell’s
yard recently
s°Id to New ^ ork parties i- to be commanded by
Capt. W s. Gibson. Capt. Gibson is a native of
Kastport, but now hails from New York. He is at
I he

new

seen by the/eard in another column that
lladloek. K~q,, formerly of Bueksport, lnm
opened ;t law otlice in- No. 1, ( entennial Block, Portland. Mr. lladloek lias won a line reputation at
the bar, and politically has received wide common
dation by his uncompromising stand in behalf of

it will be

II. 1>.

financial doctrines and the purity of the suf
Hitmans friends in h
section wish him
the fullest measure of snort
in his new field.

"ound

I rage.

in

on
on

the evening following.

--

Tin: fin

t'he Baptist church is now an
incorporate.| !>,,.|v.fh* subject «»f ltev. Mr.
row ninshitdd''
Sunday morning serin 11 at tin*
1 nitarian church will be ‘*The
Triumph of Life.”
....Rev. Mr. Ro-s will preach at tin North church
lie\t Sunday morning upon tin sub-jeer of ••Faith.
Prayer meetingin the evening.R» \ Mr. Gerrish
at the Met lux list church will
speak upon the subject
"t Meil.’odism, the third of a series on flic same
subject.>ubjeet of lecture at the l uiversnlisf
church next Sunday evening. **< hri<t and Buddha.
i:<

m>

<

A funeral procession was badly disarranged in
coining out "f the eenletery tin other day. A
sleigh had stopped to take in another person, when
the horse jumped, taking oil' the back of the vehicle,
and tumbling out the occupants of the seat. The
new comer, standing up and looking around, was
by a second jump of the animal landed with the rest

1

reduced the coal bins, and
The price of the article inow *(i.2f> per ton.
The man who tilled up4hi- coal
bin, the tirst of November, and thought lie had a
pile of coal big enough to keep bis family warm till
May, i> staggered at finding the bottom of the bin,
The recent eold snap

coal

dealers

about this

happy

are

time, and

lers for

or

sult.

more

talking

If you hear a man
unction about the sevo Tty

coal

are

the

re-

with ewedinu

of the winter, yon are
been explorim: hi-

generally safe in concl iding lie’private coal mine.
Aun:i>

l

Fire

i’.

Havener’s instrumental concert and bali at lla
ford Hall, on Thursday evening last. wa> a -ucreThe floor was well tilled with darners, while the
gallen scats were nearh all oe.-upied b\ -pectafoi'
Chandler’' band of ten piece-, from Portland, wapie-ent and gave
gan. Tiie music

was

lcased the building from the company, and will put
Mr. (ieorge s.
the same in condition to work.
base, of this city, is foreman of the foundry dc
John l.oso i- engineer.
Two ma
chinists will be set to work and the force increased

happiest

the

-hal

building

The

i-

good

a

the facilities for work excellent, and ii is to
be Imped that a profitable i»u-ine-- will again be
built up.

quotations for hay and straw are as
Timothy, *22«i2.‘> P ton, for good eastern
lot— ; and *21 for common grades ; tine hay, sI'.'m In
lower grades range from *l:i.'»u for swale t<* *I7<_'1>

latest Boston
I".lows

medium ; straw, *2J **,21 P ton ; machine I lire shed,
*17420 P ton oat straw, *l2«ji:>.
ft

»r

fill: Coi.i> W

hie of theeoldest wave-of

the

reached this locality on Friday, continuing
days. The weather was not extreme

season
over

(

vvi..

several

ly severe, but the cold was steady, tie* mercury
remaining about zero. The north west win*l of
Friday night was very heavy blowing the -now
about and blocking up traveled vv ay- a- web a the
railroads. Friday’s evening train did u<»t arrive until two o’clock Saturday morning, although an extra
m u
snow train wa- on the road. On Saturday the
was packed in very hard, and tin* snow plow <»f the
up

train

where

a

was
new

broken before reaching Burnham,
The "old nude
was procured.

one

hard work for the railroad men. and trains for
several days were late. Friday *- Boston boat did
The continued
not arrive until Saturday evening.
eoid penetrated dwellings, killing house plants,
freezing up cisterns and water pipe-. Some ice
made in the harbor, but not enough to impede nav i

gation.
(ioon

TK.viri.AK

Nolls.

The

(.rand

Council

week fixed the date of the annual ses-ion of
theCrand Lodge in Portland on Tuesday and Wed
ne-day April 2(ltli, and 27th. Ii will h« a very large
session.
Belfast lodge is entitled to ten deh gate-State Deputy M. J. Dow, has returned from hi-

last

Franklin and Somerset eountie-. having or.
ganized nine new lodges and broken ground f<
half as many more... .This is the week of in-t.dla

throughout the

L^ilge

lodge-

world.

The

for the

new

principal

quarter

"Nicer-

of

will lx* John s. Fernaid, ( i.ief
Templar; Linnie Davis and Nancy Mdler, *>e
Belfast

Mrs.

laries;

No. :{()

L.

L.

Knovvlton, Deputy

Brackett.
The

lodge

Treasurer;
start- it-

new

\N

J.

quar

very promising numerical and lluaie ial
condition.... At the annual se-sion -•!' the Wald"
District Lodge in this city Feb. 21th. the visiting
members will be treated to a picnic dinner by Belfast Lodge_Besides installation of ollie.-r- and
a

the usual business this evening in Belfast Lodge,
will be a charade.

there

A lively war of word- berecently took place on board
May Queen while crossing the bay. \

Wakkinu Wo.mkn.
tween

two

steamer

women

female passenger named Brown, fr«-m Islesboro,
went up to another woman named Mrs. Rhoda
Page, from the same town, and demanded the
shawl she won*.
Mrs. Page of course demurred,

saying that the -haw 1
cha-#l and paid for

her own, she having pur
it.
Miss Brown called her a
liar and said the shawl belonged to her aunt, and
that Mrs. Page had stolen it. She knew the gar
Hot
ment by a certain mark which she recognized
words ensued and at one time it looked as though
was

apt. Gilmore might have to bring his pa>-engerinto port under double irons, subsequently Mr.
O. M. Brow'll, the father of the girl, searched Mr-.
Page’s residence. Mrs. Page says -he purchased
the shawl of Sargent \ s,,n, at Castiue, and has
their receipted bill and a note from the tlrm continuing her statement. Mrs. Page came to this city
last week, procured the necessary papers and will
sue

ter.

and Miss Brown for defamation of characThe case may come before the courts.

Mr.

Rainbow Grange, Brook.-villc,
has taken in twenty-one members during the last
year, and has traded $0,000 since last April. The
store is open three afternoons each week. The following are the officers for issl : M., (’. II. Perkins;
<>., A. A. Grindle; L., A. Herrick; S.f .1. s. Gray;
A. s., XV. Gray; C., A. K. P. Blodgett
1’., G. M
(’.
Dodge; See., C. K. snow; b. K., J. Snow; (
T. Grindle; P., F. Gray; F., N. l\ Douglas.... Mytie Grange, Belmont, has taken in ten new members
lately; and there are more coming.... In Verona
Tin: Gkancjks.

.,

Grange, Bueksport, recently, two of it- members,
Mr. Charles F. Allen, of Verona, and Miss Lena R.
Whitmore, of Bueksport, were joined in marriage
in open grange. At the next meeting of the grange
the newly w'edded couple gave a reception which
On Thursday, Reprevery pleasant a hair
sentative Ritchie, of Winterport, presented in the
House petition of the order of the Patrons of Hus
bandy for amendment of the laws in relation to

was a

West Virginia has elected Johnson N. Condon
(Deui ) United States Senator; W J. Sowell (Kep.)
has been declared elected by tho New Jersey Legnotes for patent rights; referred to the Committee
islature; Senator Maxey (Dein) was reelected
in Texas; Philelus Sawyer (Kep ) was elected bv on the Judiciary; also resolve of the order of the
j Patrons of
the Wisconsin Legislature, and Howell K Jackson
Husbandry for an appropriation; refer
red to the Committee on Agriculture.
(Dein ) elected from Tennessee.

Ii

wn-

>1 n

I-

Itk.ms.

On

Many out-of low n people
undoubted)) the best ball of
afternoon *»f la-1

Thur-day

anoth.i raid

«■<I

liquor sellers. In company with city marales. policemen Bow'en, Howard and Knight,

(

""ius

I>.>*lge at the American ll"i;-•

.|

searehed, hut
The par

w

-treel,

ith

here

w

jug

w

into\ieating liquor- u ere found.
the cvvptior of Howard, then pr*

no

'•red ed to the

,-lor.-

Dcorge

,.|

.-c'uuiv

a

Wells,

4.

madia

w as

»

I isffli

*m

hottie and

Uu

found containing liiftior-. Well-aud
4,ray wee arraigned before Judge
lioardtnan -ame day, pleade ! not guilty but were
eon\ ieted and fined *100 and costs, from w
tliey
appealed and gave bonds for their appearance to

one

w en

hi-Her1.. C. J.

die S. J. Court. < iray made no defence, while Wells
contended that the liquor wa~ not for -ale, hut f<
ha- he-n libelled and a
private use. The liqm
hearing will be had upon it on the >th
Wm.iii; Allot

i-

11 Kid'

or

\

s'l

dark

i.-sM

"sarah A. staple- -ailed. from 1C- I
a
in. J‘.'th,
for Barbado-... .ship C r
ot
15i"»klyn cleared
1 »'•*•' Mobile dan. -a, I'm* I.iveri.i
.'-hip Chan
do,-sailed from \-toria, Oregon, dan. Idtli. for a
port in the i nited Kinmb-m... .s«-h. Fl«*ra ( "ii'lmi
and T. 11. l.i

ingstou

dan.

former

the

_*>.

rii e>!

ai

<

at

n. -. <

.eorg.-tow

Churie-ton, die latte

from

from Savannah.*-« h. Paragon arrived at Provi
denec dan. -Uth, from Port Johnson.ship l.oui-

Walsh-ailed from 1 .iverpool Jan. J_’ i-m -I. dot.
N B.seh. \. \N .'dlisarrived at < hai l. tondan
-1, nine days from Belfast.
!'h<- enpiain writehat lie carried away the main boom on trie pa-.-age.
..seh. Fiori la arm
I at dack-..n\ ille. dan dlth,
f 1*4 mi New York..
.> h. Nellie -. Pickering clear. I
from d-icksonville Ian

doth, foi N> w \ ork. ...Sch.
from Ballim vc dan. -2'adi,
foi Jacksonville... .-c!i. Kdward Johnson arrived
I.oi

\

—

tuple- cleared

(

Jfth, from ( harle-tou-Brig
Whit..*, Tlumih-. arrived at New Zealand. Dee.

at Keriiaudina dan
Neu

1-th, Ii‘> day- from New York... .Sell. Fannie \
l b11111 i- at Bluehill where -;ic is fro/ n In. In order
io ad to

di.ci,

the w’harl

in

town,

tut

eight imhe-

ice

nad to be .aft through.

Tuanski-us

|jk\i
Fsiati;.
The following
real estate in Waldo county for the
wcekendiug Fen. |-t. 1-. II. A. Boo.lv, Brook-, to
Prince Bessey,Thorndike. Ueuben Blake,Mont\ ille,
two lot.-, one to Helen M. Cu.-hman, M.vutville. and
<me to Henrietta A. Sweet, Knox
Nathan Ua'i.iw,
Freeuoni, to Kdmund II Nealley, M«mi*".
-.amuel
Clark. Freed*mi, to David Moody, Pnit
Mr-.
Nathan I. \\
»<11.i
Mary U t 'illev. H al*!"
K i. \.
\\
Clark. Daily
Primm Be— ey.
s
TlmvmlikIn i.ilmore. M"iit\ille, to Ward
Mason, -am* !• *w n. sp -.t. n 1* I la ii*
Wahl-*, t
Jo-eph F. Bray, >aun* town. I’haddeu- 1 lluxtord,
Brooks, I*. Vlpheus B. and su-an B. Hull', same
town.
Havi'l Mo-»dy, Dnity, to Julia P. Tilton,
Freedom. Mary K. Md nmald, M■ -n!-•
t*. sar.ih d.
Bow i*n. -ame t.-wii. Matilda Bus- 11. a m ill.-, i..
in

1 ran-fer- in

are-

.•

-*

■*

Kdmund H. Nealley, M*»m
Portland, t*» Amanda 1

William \. Ib*g
B<»wd**in, Frankfort.
I buiiei
simp-on, searsport, P* Howard -1111p-• *11.
-ame town
d *-eph < T *i*ie, Mont\ ille, p. latneI.
KPm, same t*>wn.
Ingraham Turner, Palermo,
t
Artemus Turner, same town.
Yew-man \\
\ ickery, l nity
■lainB. \ i*-ki
-ame {"-a n.
e

or-.

t

I

Win;

Bella

.it:

Be w is

n

\

W1

il.omb,

Belfast.
( apt. I.
1\ Ni.-kels, captain
-f tin
late bark
lara, of >. am port, and editor of the Ocean
Chronicle, made the Journal oiliee a i-it >m Thurs

(

da\ last. The rap tain saved a portion of hii\pe
and priming material from the w reck, and printed
a half sheet on the homeward pas>a_r on h..ard the

hitglish steamer IHinrobin Castle It appears from
Chronicle ait tin clitoris

the latest number of the

exempt from (lie fate that befalls mam of his
mi -ieo-e. inasnim-h as In1 was arrested outlie last
>\aire and the b.irk detained ott
not

‘•ontemporarirs

<

I»os11ni

Liteh!

'This

record in which

umi'.iiMedl' tin liy-t

'.i,

e;,-e on

printing otl'me was *» -utrlit to
anehor bn-an alleged nlVeuee on tin- part ot it- pr..
prietor. \ C .j. shipping commissioner bron^hf
the complaint, hut the vessel was lelaiued only ten
hours. The '-Mptain consoles liim-<lf by -a\ ing the
wind was easterly and lie ould not gc; to s,a.
a

<

apt. Nickels had one advantage »ver l.i- brothei
editors ashore, for he can spread hi- fop-ails and
under a spanking hree/.e rein »ve his printing olliee
at tin rate of [ wel\ e knots an hour, out ot the reach
of the oilieer- -f the law, or tak-'tiiem to sea w ith
(

him should the

hoard the vessel,

will procure another
liealioll oi the »tv,ui
lx I > \

lour in

lion of ollicers in the

programme,

the

"ii

die

business may demand.

eighteen lances, including
and all went otf in

were

week, slate constable laHi

partment, and

one,

ing be

frequent

out

season.

**'

1

as

brought

good and

mailin

present.

"‘•■re

before the darn

a omirri

was

applause. There
the laquet, on tin
flic

put under the boiler of
the Belfast Foundry company last week, tin* tirst
I Hall haMr. <
time for a number «*l years.
si

(

We

published in this city recently, the
being but IT, and the bride younger,
Before issuing a certificate of marriage the clerk
demanded the consent of the young man’s parents,
A

would he groom

our

\va>

heretic olliccrs attended the Masonic sociable
Wednesday eve, and the ball at 11 ay ford Hall

ter in

Ayer's Almanac comes to us this year in a neatly
bound volume, which gives the weather, etc., in

The proprietors of the American House have laid
a stock of fifty tons of ice for next season’* eon
sumption. A building in the rear of the house has
been lit ted up for its storage.
in

('apt. Deane and ofBelfast people. W hile

cutter McCulloch

revenue

Island.

present in Belfast looking after his vessel.

The Fernald Brothers are making a very elaborate monument and granite enclosure for the lot in
drove cemetery, where repose the remains of Nathaniel Wilson, a native of Belfast. The Journal
has before given a description of this monument,
which is to be erected in the spring.
s.

Capt. Keene’s new bark In J. Y. Cottrell’s yard,
nearly ready for launching, has been named ( '. 1*.
Dixon, in honor of the gentleman who owns Dix

which

Yesterday (Feb. *2d.)

The l‘.

“blizzard.”

a

wedding in this vicinity the bride
wore, without alteration, the dress she had worn
when married to her first husband, forty-five years
recent

a

ago.

The levee and ball of No. 5 engine company took
place last evening, too late to be fully noticed in this

—

riage of the Dublin trial will be hailed in some
quarters as establishing and sanctioning license."

Fish and Fismso.

Some

cases

as-

assigns

or

three year-

in advance of their regular
order, they may he sot down as swindlers. It
would he absurd for the government to grant pen

consideration of

part iu the district of Castiue I Ship. 1 Barks. S
Brigs, d'21 Schooners and 7 Sloops, making a total
of HI 1 vessels hailing from the district, with an
aggregate touage of'Jti,17d.S'.» tons. About thirty
percent of this tonnage is engaged more cr less
the remainder in the
in the foreign trade, and
coastwise trade and fisheries-During the mouth
On Thursday
sailing vessels and )fc2 steamers
last Kop. Thatcher of Bangor presented to the
Maine House the potitiou of James F. Griudle ar.d

Provided the said corporator, his

Cold, colder—when shill

The recent cold snap is called

Vicinity.

■

of November last there

lection

and

>

following is the act just passe* 1 the legislature
forthe navigation of Winnecook Hake in the County
The

freight, without being authorized by saiu corpohi- associates or as-igns, -hafl forfeit for
each o lienee not less than twenty dollars, nor exceeding one hundred dollars, to be recovered by* and
was a communist, because Dov. J’laisted's
; f'orthe use of said corporator, his associates and
inaugural contained a paragraph some- assigns, in an action of debt.

oring

Belfast

Star lines), carried an assoited cargo, which by the
STKAMKit Non.-, ( apt. John J. I.iseomb, long
manifest showed more than could be got into the
and favorably known a- master of the steamer
hold of the vessel a; d in addition to that there
John Brooks, of the Portland and Boston line, died
was rolled into the hold 20.000 barrels of tbuir
These latter alone would occupy 200 railway cars.
at his residence in Portland on the 2»»th ult.. aged
It was by their enormous capacity for freight that
nearly sixty one years. He began hi- steamboat,
the steam marine had gained oil the sailing ves
career on the steamer Bangor, running between
sels of the carding trade
ii was bile for us to
Portland and Bangor in ls:;7....The Cambridge
fold our arms ami suppose that wn<>'• ii sailing
will come upon the route in about a week, when the
vessels were to maintain anything like their
former importance. Their days were ot yet over
Katahdin will haul otV to be made reads tVi the
and they would prove a valuable auxiliary in com
.The Ixatahdin w ill make but "in
coming season.
merce, but the great ocean routes such as the
trip this week, leaving Boston tomorrow Friday
West I miles, from rsan Francisco to Melbourne.
at the usual hour.
Ac., would soon he occupied almost to the exclusion of sailing craft by steamers
The luited
Mrs. Abbott, of tiii- city, mother •>!' William T
States could take a great part of the trade of these
Abbott, now serving a four y ear-' sentence in the
routes whenever they made up their minds that a
State prison, at Tliomaston, for incendiarism, is
mercantile marine aud a naval establishment must
seeking to obtain his pardon. Mr-. Abbott doego hand in hand, and that Congress is derelict iu
its duty it it passes another naval appiopriation ! not receiv e tin* assistance of our leading citizens in
bill without accompanying it with some forecast
the matter.
Kverybodv remembers the terrorism
ing provisions looking t-* the upbuilding of the which reigned in our city a few year- ago, on acmercantile marine
To give practical effect t»» his arguments Senator count of the incendiary's torch, ami contrasts that
Blaine has introduced a lull tor the establishment
period with the present exemption from lire-, and
of 1'. S ocean mail service, and the revival of the
the security now felt by our people.
Kvery bodv
foreign commerce in American steamship*, which sympathies with tin* mother in her troubles, but the
of
that
the
owners
American
steamships
provides
safety of properly demand that a 'Time of such
of .‘1,000 tous register, or upwards, constructed
enormity should not be easily condoned.
alter approved models, and 041111! in accommodations, safety and speed, to the mail carrying vessel
Recently a long time subscriber to the .Journal, a
of any nation, shall be entitled to receive- tor car
staunch Democrat, and one of the most substantial
the
States
on
lines
of
n mg
Tinted
mails.
regular
and respected citizens of his town, in Waldo county,
such steamships from any port or ports in the
Cnited States to any foreign port or ports, mail
discontinued his copy of the Journal without the
compensation not exceeding S:j l per nautical mile knowledge of hi- family. One week passed and
per annum b*r the distance one way. for twelve
numerous inquiries were made in the household
round trips per annum ; SI- per mile tor twentyfor the Journal. The postmaster wa- asked if he
four trips, and Sou per mile tor fort/-eight trips
had overlooked it, and with adjusted spcota'Tcper annum, in accordance with contracts to be
made for such mail transportation by the Post
peered about in vain. At last the true nu-e was
master General, after public advertisement for
ascertained, when the family organized themselves
proposals with the lowest bidders on each line h>/ into a committee of the whole and unanimously
terms not exceeding IT years, and upon all the
voted that they could not get along without the
conditions for securing rapid and ellicient traus
portation which are usual or established by law in Journal. The writer in forwarding *2 for a re
similar cases.
nevval ‘•ays—“When tin* real cause of tin* paper's
Sec J—Only those steamships shall be accepted I non
appearance was ascertained and a countermand
been
built
Amerifor such service which have
in
emphatically demanded, 1 cheerfully ueroeded and
can ship iards of American material and by Amur
forward the necessary messenger for another ear."
icun mechanics, and they shall he commanded by
citizens of the Cnited States and manned by crews
11 v V V > I >. The A p|deton correspondent *f the
of whom at least three fourths tire American citi
Rockland Free Pro-- says “Many -f our f q-zens; and before being accepted they shall be duly
are engaged in pressing hay for market at pre-ent.
inspected under the direction of the Postmaster
1 have heard it estimated that *20,imhi will be
General and Secretary of the Navy ; and sneh Sec
ret ary may also allow any otlic. r of the Navy leave
brought into town for hay before next July The
of absence, for not exceeding live years, tor the
greater portion of the hay sold from here goes t >
purpose of serving on such ships, winch absence
Belfast for shipment, though some goes to Rockland
shall be without pay. but without prejudice to rank
We venture
and some to the railroad at Warren.
or promotion.
tin assertion that Belfast is the largest shipping
At the close of the year end
SimmiN*; Itkms
hay port in the state.Hay continues at our !a-t
ing June 30, lssuf there was owned wholly or in quotation-, from *1<»1«> *17 per Imi forbesi.The

earth.”

of

of

News

-.

days* reunion the coining summer, of all the

three

going

steamer was something \vn surpris
to men who had n•
The very
examined it
first steamers id'tlie IJouch line, so called (steamers
not near so large as those ot the Canard aud White

ocean

having been taken
dow n. It i< estimated that about .">00,000 tons will
bo put into the houses, the most *d tlii- being the
property of regularly organized c> mpanie-, whose
market- are in the large cities of New York. 1‘hilaused last

many icc how-.

remarkable fact that for

a

ninety-two

eampaign, had to take the back seats,
and were not given any of the principal olliees. The
appearance in the convention of Gov. Harris M.
Rlnisted wa- unique in the extreme, and particularly amusing to all familiar with the habits of the
gentleman who has recently held up to public ridi-

to what lie said.

was

twenty years, or from the time of the war to the
present time, Congress had not done one solitary
thing to uphold the navigation interests of the
United States, while during thattiiueit had passed

ment the last

as

lie said it

tion.

against Hie foolish attempt of a
few impracticables last year to found a third party
on the principles of prohibition, though it adopted
a resolution or two commending the men who had
the courage t<> come out and vote against candidates
not pronounced temperance men. Ex Gov. Dingley’s remark.- were ;t scathing rebuke to those win*
have been laboring to disorganize the Republican
party, which is really the only party in Maine that
ha-exer given us any temperance legislation. Those
who were present and participated in the move-

port.-differ

bo revived by repealing the present
laws which prohibit the registry of

only

navigation
foreign built ships, and ho admitted that this policy looked to a permanent dependence of the Uni
ted States upon England for her ships. Mr Blaine
did not believe the people or Congress of the
United States were prepared to make that declara-

was

have made

doubt lose

speech of Senator Blaine in the Senate on
Thursday last in reply to Seualor Beck’s advocacy
of free ships is universally admitted to be a very
able one. Mr. Blaino spoke without notes, while

ventions, a good many intemperate things were
said, and inconsistencies exhibited. For instance,
one of the speakers sang the triumphs of the Maine
law, and almost the next speaker pointed to Augusta, Hallowed and Gardiner, remarking that “the
grog shops were as open there to-day as they were
ten

Com-

our

The

The State Temperance convention held last week
this city, did not call together the stalwarts who
have been wont to assemble in past years, and
whose presence has given tone and character to
these annual assemblages. We missed the faces of
the venerable Rev. 1). 1>. Randall and John S. Kim
ball and other veterans. As in all temperance con-

In any event

no

J

in

c\--oldie

Maine will

of the Journal
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convention

Blaine In Behalf of
mercial Marine.

Senate*.*

Augusta.

from

(Special Correspondence

viding for Bui members as
majority report of the committee.

one

But his

come, of course.

his bill proa substitute

for the

lie treats the
carry conviction to many,
question ably, and not front a partisan

standpoint.
urally with

move

.Letter

kk

proaehed

|

on

unlay

M

hmnicle.

(

\\'hen

s-.

(.apt. Nickels
pub

e.-sel and continue the

it

I

-hades of

he

was

■

n-_

;ij.

diseoi <*red in tee.four

mil otliee that the aa- could not l>e liahteo nn iroing
to the street it was found that tin whole busi
ness centre and the southern p-ndou of tin- eii\ w a~

on

iudarkue--:

notaga-.iet would

while Hu- low

er

section

w as a-s

mid of Main

ditlieulty.

and

bright l\ illuminated as

iutcudent Tierce at
the

forth it- ra;

send

-;ivot

and

once

set to work

discovered that

tin

u-uai.

ascertain

l"

frost

po -es-ion of the main where it crossed
near the An,aim- store.
This sometimes

north

-'llper
had got

a

-ewer

happens

pipes cro>s -ew ei and drains, but is tin*
lirst instance of the kind in Belfast of -neb magnitude. Mr. Bierce started a tire of ro-m, kmo-muand waste in the sew er, and by !> o’clock forced gas
where gas

through

the main.

There were

eidents during the eveninir.
tunate

enough

some

Tlm-e

to have kerosene

ludicrous in

w

lamp-

li>>

w ere

for

i,-cd

lliem;
indie- placed in
Postmaster Beau had tallow
ami ma
the window- of the post -hi
tantiln
the ight •>' talsat down to their evening meal
la

low candles inserted in lutt ie-.

(iarlield and llaueoek

.unpuigM

year were brought out, and
in the political professions.

Tuesday looking after

the

did

a

Mr.

pipe-

w

b\ frost in several sections of the
I’kusonvi.

son to

ea-e-

the

iautmn- of last

good -ervi'as
1‘ieree was iiu-\
hien were touched
city.

A.

Oeorgc
Perrigo, formerly of Bo I
candidate tor the Police Judg»*-hip of
Rockland.U the state temperance com ention at
\ugusta last week, W. B. Rankin. of Belfast, was

fast, is

a

elected vice president foi W aldo county.... Repre
sentative Pitcher, of Belfast, ha- been appointed
on the committee on Count
e.-timate-, Rep. Nick
els, of Searsport, on < <*ngre--ional apportionment,
ami I vt* p- Freeman, of Lincolnvillc, on apportion
ment for Senators ami Representative*.State
Constable Kills, of tins city, i- making it hot for
B. Ha/a ltiue and famiBelfast liquor seller.-... .1
ly, and Col. ( liem-i > and family, left on Wednesday for Jacksonville, Florida, where they will re
main until .Max....Miss s <_. siarrett, assistant
teacher in the Belfast High school, has been ten
teacher’- position in the Normal school at
it a higher salary than her present
For the sake of her pupils we are glad to
one.
learn that -he lias declined the. position, preferring
to continue her work here for the present.Julius
do red

a

Farmington,

Andrew-, of Belfast, was married in Boston \es
to a lady of that city. The e«%iple will take
rooms at Mr-. Kills' boarding house in Belfast. We
umh r-taml that they are the recipients of many

terday,

valuable presents, among which may be mentioned
cn*,My piano and parlor suit, by Mr. Andrews’
brothers-Our fellow citizen, Ihinlel Lane, who
nexer \x ore an overcoat in his Iif-•. has been driven
into one by the present severe winter.Frank
Woodcock, Will Crawford and Robie Frye, Belfast
box at Watcrville college, are now at home during
vacation.We learn that Charles P. lfazeltim
will move to Bridgeport, Conn., where In* will en
gage in business.

a

rank \Y. Collins ha- 111 led his refrigerator on
wharf, in which lie will keep ill hi- fish next
mer with forty-five tons of ice

I
w

a

-.

It

deg.

12

\\a-

-aid

hax

to

Hi

sunrise, Wednesday, and

below at

been *20 below at 4 a.

e

full of lloating ice
Monday foi the first time this season. If the cold
weather continues we shall have an ice bridge
Silas M.
across the
Penobscot at this point
Adams, M. 1>., oi v astinc, has opened an olUee in

overboard.

ami went

ivd.

Yesterday’s

m.

report indicates stationary
rature—not a i»lcasant prospect.
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bed-

ha-

me

di-pose of, our several
pl.wr them where they

to

v

result.

pressing

ui"-t

If any
i;i’|• ii'ri

have been

-eilent

e\

firm ha- just purB -i
a baiikrwi'l-b»ek oi goods. whieli
r | ;dr":t- at man eloiish low
Head tin ii
duiim advertisement and see

\\

1

‘!

i11.u

.v

rail,
-hi

Thi-

■

-rated.

••mum

k•

;.!•• !■

: »r rare

iii

eouipany i^
bargain- and al-

The

-aler-ei! them in goods,
'in

I

with age.
!""k at tin

lr

the In*

are ear

-t«*« k and

!•

-ale-

»r

at about

i-

o'clock in tin*

morning.

Hv

o'clock the holts**, *11 and stable were m ashe-.
All tli household goods up stair- and a portion be
ow W'
de-: oyed. la*-- s-J.'»uo. insured lor sldoo
V W. Vickery ha- sold hi- farm to Oliver
Whitten, and in the -pring will move to Hampden.
.lieacon F.phraim March, an old and re.-pecte«l
'•iii/eu, a brother "t the late lame- 1». Mureh. Fsq.,
•f Heita-t. i.- ill beyond reev cry.... Mrs. M. .1.
( lark has been holding a -cries of
very -urees.sful
meeting- at tin I'nion church. .Many have been
converted, backslide'*- reclaimed, and many are
coming forward for prayer-.
I.in<
form

<

Tiiejv

't.s VIi.I.i:.

is
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a
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a
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sandv Point. and it i.- now
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that
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Malaria.
Blasters.
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which, if true, stops all water rounnuniea-

-•

ih

liinksport,

while the

present weather
got underw ay at
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Inn wharf, as after proeeeding a few
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over
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^ ork
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then hauie I

llillg .-late for lb '-toil.

l-

tin* ir.m
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-ii

W

J.. and the

ippc.ir- that the schooner
ii-b; e .ntaincd a portion of

Jcr-e.

...at

"x-

N

g

th

bo ii

.a

vc--.

I

iron

w a-

discharged

being onboard,

she left JJelfast w as a Ilangor man.
a
: n-r b
l- the -aim* one now in
custody we
ie t“ -a;.
<'apt. Holmes 1* a young man of
ii h iv. and hi- friends bolu s,
he
I uia
!e*w that he hud nothing to do with the affair.
hen

ui de w
■

from New York

nan wr;

i

tied, and

-et

undoubtedly

that the difli-

apt. Ho lines
Tm* -••lioom r i- owned

harged befoiv this.

<

Huniel Lane.
b

.hwell,

.Mo-,--

m 'i

*N

attic

water, threw
I

■m.

a

Saturday, in driving
piece of edging at one
on

missile -nnek tin* animal, and tlew
Jewell in the rye, destroying the

;e

k sinking Mr
.It is

unit siekh in thi- io- ality.. ..Iras
i-unite hard, the -now drifting badly in the
causing a delay in the mail-.There were

g

I

t he mil! of J. N. M- lu

at

imey, last vear, 7,wheat, and ti.UUO bushel- of ei.rn and

bu- hel- of
’.aiii.

rr

Two months .f the time

bum
r

e

l

since

d

>

Win:i

to

Brighton this week

on

...A remonstranet
in tbilew

a

again-t

the manufae

being

and “everybody and his

town

exceptions,

are

signing

it.

bur

back
lial of temperance.... Mr.
Chirk died in Cambridge, Mass., on tin* 2Sth
■ho-nan.
Ills remains were brought, to Winter
!•! f«»r burial.T. J
Snow, Ksip.of Portland,
i in that city last week.
His remains were
ight to Winterport on Sunday hi.-1. Mr. Snow
a son ol the late
Myriek Snow, and a brother
Mr-. Judge Libia
He was born in Winterport
ie j. ls.57, and hapractieed law in Corinth, Auia and Portland.
He leave- a wife and one
de-ire

aoi

e

1degree-

on

the

have the shadow go

t-i

-un

..

a

daughter.
There is quite a riva Iry am mg the
here. Capt. Fred Smith of sell.

"i. \itsi'oin

iu

u..
-•-!

i

t}

ii.'

i.-.-M

i-

.iigh-line,

s..

so that the hoys
“Kiln-wood Queen.”

mueii

k named hi- vessel the

M.irday,

off Camden, ( apt. smith carried away
jib mid lost lii> hat and came Into port with a

i*

paper

hag

on

his head

hound

round

with

a

red

handkerchief, giving him a very piratical
appearance-\ party of four middle-aged men
iiidana

back part of tin* town, having shoveled the
•\v from the
door-yard, were observed playing
piet one day last week....One of our young
ii, v isiting tin* capital recently, went into a barshop for a shave, ordering his moustache left,

die

1

barber remarked “I think

you must have left
.(.liarlie Pendleton left Ills horse in
mt .»i the hotel
Saturday night, while waiting for
d"' -'oat. and l«»st a fine wolf robe. Whether stolen
lost is a mystery-The Katnhdin arrived at ten
"atunlay night and remained at the wharf here tillhome”..

at

'd

Sunday morning

on

account of ice in the river.

Hamilton’.- row got out of the barn Satlav night and was found n* \t morning all
right,
although the Lhermometor marked down below zero,
<

l

ie.

ha-.

friends of

Capt. David Nickels

were

informed

telegraph that Capt. X. left Liverpool for home
iturdav last—During the installation services at
Masonic Hall Tuesday evening of i? ; week, tin*
fraternity were surprised by the ladies with a Imuiii
dul collation.
The brethren soon recovered from
d'eir surprise enough to be able to do ample justice
die viands. The brethren returned the compli■''-•nt to the ladies on Tuesday evening, tin* 1st inst,
■

having

sociable-S«*h. Brunette, Capt. Babige, has made thirty round trips from Belfast to
lloston, hav loaded. Parties here are talking of
’>

a

'biding Capt. B. a larger vessel next season....
Linery Sawyer, Esq., reports having seen a family
t seven seals sporting on the rocks off Moose Point
ome of the cold
mornings last week.W. J.
Hodge, HO years old, celebrated the (With anniversary
■f his marriage
Wednesday evening, Feb. 2d. He
married Betsy Colcord M years ago and they lived
together 63 years. His wife died in December, 1877.
'Mily four of sixty persons at the original wedding
;tr,‘
living-Bark Beatrice Havener, Havener, ar1;v« <i at
Auckland, N. /.., Jan. 27, from New York.
The paragraph in the Journal some time since i
tilling that the Searsport Spool factory liad conbai led to buy a large amount of white birch stand
"k in Milford township was correct at the
time,
but the bargain has ln*en cancelled. The
factory

through

/

hi-

.*i-umpt io11.
-die

w
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w

eek, of

failing during

her death was not unex'-timable young lady and
-p *. ted by all her friends

d
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ami
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1.V

Ul'es

pleasing

Ml--

dennie

"••I! trained reader and
extra

Helie

and well attended.

<nc*

entertainment

Ne.de

NEPHBKTHTM is the best
known remedy for Diabetes.
NEPHBKTHTM, as a Tonic
and Stimulant for aged persons, Is w It hoot a rhal. Be
sure and ask for Dr. HILBKllKDl.
LOCK'S KIDXEl
For Sale
XEPHRETK1M.

Miss

excellent

an

Neale i.-

pianist.

ill he given this week

w

our-*Wa-

U
a

An

Thurs-

day eve* by I’r*i W. L. la-tty.. \ short time
since, Mrs. Harriet Oney, an aged li.-irre-- liv ing in
Camden died, and her remains were placed in the

hy all Druggists.
Price, only $1.00 per Bottle.
(’. S. BOBKBTSON. Proprietor, Boston.

They

full of

wa re

pretty
thing str-mgcr than water, and our selectmen not
-ati-lied
with
their
being
responsibility, refused to
deliver the body to them, whereupon tin* liquid lire

began t
claiming t->

within
"lie

burn
the

lurioii-ly, especially

lyr.7

-on,

and it

sary to urtv-t an 1 put him in the
trial he wa- lined three dollars

>aturda\ lame- ^ton*y look

Ih'ckport

a

wa-

found

neces-

I pon his
costs_Last

lockup.

and
load of little

ours

to

the
Carlcton liou-e. ti **y w«*r** made comfortable by tin*
landlord, Mr. L -v. joy. who treated them to pop
corn

The

.hi

and

a

ma

ride.

charge
Mr. Lovejov

arriv

ing

at

for their entertainment.

no

te

Cnexpertcdly

children think

i-

very nice man.
ha- just been received
for K. H over--Jleury Mmslleld is home on a
vacation from the Normal School at Farmington_
\inity Lodge I A \. M., had a public installation
--\m»ther cargo of

of ..ftieer-

a

Generalities.

Brooklyn

is aMlicte l with small pox.

following

Mr. Jellison of Belfast, has contracted for
Mock which will In* got out in Waldo and
Washington counties.

d.ooo.i'oo
Nearly
owned by women.

<>i

United States bonds

Trade between Canada and the
tell away materially last year

United

are

States

II\ C. II.

SAKUKVr, No. v, Main Street.
PRICKS

PKOIM CK MAKKi; I*.

I' A11»

PROPl

CKliS.

2.7a.7o 11 ay # ton,
$12.oOa pi.oo
.7a)i
4 a.7 Hale- ¥ lb.
.7at;
Beans. pea,bush Ui.7al.sii Lamb ¥ tb,
,7.7a
Medium
l.To
Lamh
sl..7ual.oo
$1
Skins,
7a*i
Yellow-eyes l.OUa 17.7 Motion ¥ lb.
20a2’l Oats # bush,
47a is
Butter ¥ lb,
.70 a .7.7
Beef # tb,
7aS Potatoes,
00aTi.7 Bound Hog ¥ 11*
7a7L
Barley ¥ hush,
Cheese#’ tb,
12a.1:5 >jvnw ¥ ton,
$0.nuas.uo
H>al2
12a 14
# lb.
Chicken# tt».
oaU
Calf Skins # 1b,
12 Veal # lb.
P<i 11 Wool, washed, # lb.
14
Duck#’lb,
2S Wool, unwashed. ¥ lb, :>:>
Kggs ¥ do/..,
on
«.7.
on
Fowl ¥ tt».
sap) Wood, hard,
$-4.
Geese #’ lb,
pall Wood, soft,
$2.*>U a .TOO

Apples

Uenerai Oartielu is the tirsl active Knight Temwho lias ever been elected President.
It

is announc'd that the Dutch Booers have
the English iu South Africa.

bush,
dried, #11)
#*

GREAT BARGAINS

Total

That will he tVhuh 1

are

Hocking

tion

Washington detectives thieves
capital to attend the inaugura-

.7 n.7‘2
hit Meal #' lb,
Beef, Corned, #' tb,
.7a*.
2u Onions ¥ tt>,
Butter, Salt, ¥ box,
US Oil, Kerosene # gal..
Corn ¥ hush,
1G
Os Polloek ¥ It),
:5a:;1.,
Corn Meal ¥ hu>h,
lOall
Cheese#’lb,
1.7fi 17 Pork #• lb,
.7a<> Plaster ¥ hhl.,
$l.oo
Codllsh, dry, #■ tb,
<1 Bye Meal, ¥ lb,
Cranberries # (jt.,
2L
(’lover See*!, #’ It),
Pa2:5 Shorts #’r\v‘.,
$1.2.7
Flour ¥ hhl.,
Pa in1*
$7.00)7P.2.7 sugar ¥ D»,
II. G. Seed ¥ bush, $.4.20 Sait, T. L, # hush,
4.7
In1, <412 S. Potatoes # It),
o
Lard ¥ tb,
Lime ¥ hhl.,
S.7 Wlieat Meal, ¥
la 4 C
s (

it*,

Oreece is prepairing for a war with Turkey, and
Creek troops are ready to march to the front at
any moment.
The Oat belie

thorough reform

SPECIAL NOTICES.

the United States.

Uov. Sprague files a libel for divorce from his
wife on account of her alleged desertion, adultery
and abusive conduct towards him.

Airs.

Sally

Hunter, aged

Washington, Wednesday.

l!.» years, died in
She is supposed to be

the last of the servants oftieorge
whose will she was manumitted.

Washington, by

of manhood, &c., i will send a recipe that will
you, FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
discovered by a missionary in South America.

loss

was

Send

self-addressed envelope to the Rev. Joseph
T. Inman, Station ]), Xew York City.
Iy20
a

it EM

ED v

In

Waldo, Jan. :toth, at tne residence of <
Reynolds, by Rev. W. Eermond, Mr. Ralph

Cross .»f

Belfast, and Miss Emma

E.
E.
Reynolds of

<

In Millhridgc, Jan. 24th, b\ Rev. W. 11. (. rawford,
Mr. Fred B. Sprague and Miss Nancy A. Whitten,
both of Millhridgc.
In Rockland, Jan. 27th, Mr. Fred S.
Gurney of
Chelsea, Mass., and Miss Emma S. Wilson of R.
At Mt. Desert, Jan. 17th, Mr. Hiram C.
Treworgy
and Miss Ida E. Richardson, both of Mt. Desert.

7a_;

the lot.
Swine—Prices of fat hogs have advanced, those
for lids week's market costing the butchers from
5*4 to 57„r. r ft, live weight.

•>.

HEAVY

IMIZK.% Ol Nil AW LN to !>.• >oM at a rului'tlou of 50 p( 1- .cut. We sell for ft 25 a Shawl

24

..|

BROWN COTTON

rth

In remnants fr. i;

yanls In Jn yanls, we shall sell
astnnishin.i; price of i;',e. per aol, worth

lne. per

l l f..i

nH‘rt\

I"i

vinoc yourseh

v m vin

Tiic assortment

«»r

oui-'f

ot

As

specialty'

a

shall oiler

we

BI.KAt 11KI» COTTON

eipialleil hy

not

vsst; 1

IM.oOS.Ti!

Bought expressly for this great sale.

.'Mo.02

14.S74.20

l.tini' for 1.0"tiiMamlinjr .hm. 1. lss|.
All .-tlirr flaini'.

a

only 10c.

for

Tin

well known-

yanl,

per

house in Maine.

any

Felt Skirts.

W I

shall

We

»i
ia; \ siu.kn i>n> p; in. ( aslnnere for 07
7 V.
marked down from S7!y. ; S7‘ y. markeddown from
$1.00; $1.00 marked down from $l.*2.r». Do not fail
to avail yourx-lf of these bargains.

1

<

MI VII.

<

>I’E\

>\ THE

<

i>f Ihfitbft

Cast-

Extra rli'au

ilk

Hu.s/,

The balance of these good.-* >old
♦ 1.00 we sell a -kirt that s«»|,i

ji'ih,

nut

;il

For

n»|.

Ciprst'ts.

rnibroiiluivii, lor .*>7 I •*2r.ra-1;.

RIBBONS!

ss/,4:,. j;,

>

eim-

reputation of the i .>\vel we sell for £& rents is
length 1
arils, width 22 in.—extra
our .V., loe. amt
j neavy, haimsomelyjo.rdcred—also
BKA1TIFIT.
I.’
\ Towels are ver\
heap.

CORSETS.

1M».00
400.00

»1 l»*« ti<m.

aiel

I.ook at t’u'iii

ant.

\

Bleached Cotton!

complete; all shades in stock
subjected to the^rreat mark down. Fine qualities at
$1 00and $1.25 per yard.
Corduroy Velveteens at
>7'..c. per yard. Striped Latins $1.00, sold for $1.25
is

Kailroatl Mock'.s200,2ss..‘>o

ami

f 2.00.

i-.

TOWELS!

Company,

..>:iS.'.,!t70.4S

\\. T. KAIiTOX. Trrv l.

7;>0.1 s

WM. 1’. I.00DAVIX, See’},

FKKD ATAV00D. Aireril.

lilac/,- Mama Cloths Hoc. <t4 S

Gloucester Fire Insurance Co.,
Oioiieester, Mass., .human

\S>|;

few small lnts at

*10,1:57.An
H,217 An
|o. soo.oo

Hank >toek-.
Hailroa<t Moek-.
M<Ttgaav Loans.
Premium N ■!
iiel.l i.y the < mui-any...
Amount tine from Agents ami Mi. «■' hi e
niium-.
Intere-t aeerue.l.
( a -11 in
City National Hank.

An,HI.An

e.

A24.77

ash in tin-

(

Mi<

per

yard -marked down

DIED.

«

under this heading.)
%
In this citv, Jan. 2stli. Walter I. son of Geo. II.
and Annabel Forbes, aged 1 vear and J months.
In Lincolnville, Jan. 20th, kmma E. I.unt,
aged 22
years and it months.
In Appleton, Jan. 24Mi, Sarah Mitchell,
aged 21.
In Rockland, Jan. 20th, (’liarles W. Shaw, formerly of Belfast, aged J5 years.
In Rockland, Jan. 20th, Annie E.
Buckminister,
aged 40 years.
In Thiunaston, Jan. 25th, the wife of William M.

yler.
in Appleton, Jan. 24th, of consumption, Sarah
Mitchell, aged 21 years.
In Waldoboro, Jan, 12th, Mrs. Bollv Gross, aged
11

I I Vltll.I

;

:{o,7Al.r,|

•d years.
In Warren, Jan. 17th, Grace I).
Birmigion, aged
a years and 0 months.
In Warren, Jan. 20th, Mcaubec It.
Crawford,aged
20 years and 11 months.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 22d, Mrs.
Mary F. Larkin, aged
24 years and 11 months.

SHAWLS

(

«111:11 it
ailvaneini*; in print

2,*»2,.i.77
27‘*,.:5A

apital

ami

From 10e. to -Joe., formerly sold for *2o<

suri-iu-.

•»'VA

-IN

r« u.u iks

wimttks

FltFD ATWOOD. Agent,

m

\\ interport. Me.

£

One

Remnant Dross Goods!

SAILED.

Jail. 27tli, sehrs. <ieo. Shattuek, Jones, Boston;
Henry, Woods, do.
Jan. 29th, sehrs. Emma Hotchkiss, Phillips do;

Medford, Jordan, Winterport;

s.

j.

Hiimore,

Syl-

vester, Boston.
Jan. 31st, schr. M. W. Drew, Mahoney, Jackson
villc.

1000 Yds.

We have

t.oods

in

to the

a large stock of >hort length Dress
all qualities, from the highest eo>t goodlowest. We shall close out the lot at am
Hoods worth $l.on per yard shall dispose of
\ splemlid opportunity
and :>7e. per yanl.
tain dresses for children at nominal price-.

f HI LLand DRILL

Prints,

KiOO Yds. Brown Cotton

SEND r'Oi: F
!
i

Belfast, Me. sitf

lot

Dozen,

worth

$1.25 for 81.00

2000 Yds. Bleached Cotton
6 1-2 Gen's.

1

|

500 Yds. CRASH
3 Gents.

I

fc

Bankrupts.

Shirting
3c.

all

Linen,

1 Lot Bed
1 Lot

Spreads,
Handkerchiefs,

1 Lot Hemstitched
500

50c.
60c.
2c.

Hdkfs.,

Embroidered Corsets,

have

a

Dress

in tin*

Stock

In

District of

a

Bankruptcy.

)

E.

County

This Bankrupt Stock
*

Was closed to

BOSTON,

us

in

FEB.

And is oll'ered to the

public

Notice.

•Bv'.

BLUE STORE.

a

LINE
v

o

ri

h

licre at

07r.

Tapestries for oii1f$1 Per Yd.
Lowell Extras, 90 Cts.
ALL-WOOL 75 CTS.

ONI 1

THE CASTINE BRICK COMPANY
EUR
THEIR BRICK YARD,
in extent, containing large bed
OFFER
| excellent
with
SALE

nine

acres

clay,

of

a

front, and convenient
pri\ileges. Also, their sheds, 111aand other movable property, and the franj chines,
chise of the eompanv. Apply to
CFORCE H. WTTII FREE. Secretary,
j Castine, Maine.
f>tf
wharf in

remember these priors. We sell a
dove, 2 Buttons, for 2.V. One lot for -IT
.'1 Button kids .'»0e., former
o.
prior $|.ou. I But
tun Kid- j?l.no. old prior si.To.
W e shall oiler a lot
of ki'ls, slightly soiled, l»e-t .pialitv. at lr-- than

in value to

shall srll

•DOIBLE INDIA STRIPED FROM $7.00 TO $30.00.
FORMER PRICE,

Buy

one,

one

or

HADLOCK,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

>o. 1, Centennial Block, «:t Exchange SI.,
i Room
PORTUSD, JUIXE
Mr. llaillock will rnnlinuc to atleml the eoiirts in
Hancock ainl Wahl,> counties.
:jnia

Oil Cloths &

Rugs

MARKED DOWN
T!

Only

WOOLEN SHAWLS,
Both
Wil l.

MIIKT

&

Single
nil

S\Mi:

Vi l-'ir. to

*

go.'-U

'*'■»“

ill

h'

l"

1

>u

mi;,

giiaranh-i-

have in

<•

m

marked

down

rd. and lh«->e pritv> are
|>.
ft.r ihe >.I on hand for Ik) day-.

e|-.

run VI A

I I KM"

(

\<ll

Double,

S\CK1IJCK

IN

COVENTRY YARN

I’lilCKS.

I

‘iOr. Vrr Shrill.
\"

SCOTCH YARN
'iOr., irortli 'i,~>r.

Marked down from $:>.oo and $8.00 per pair.

BED SPREADS!
*»n

hand; look at the spreads

!

and

to

make

a

elean sweep of

I'nrimr i*rh‘t

our

fate of tin*

-anie

HO its.

Carpet Sweepers!

we

sell for

65 Cents

intention i-

.»/> (7s.,

-ilJ
A full assortment

uni'

link, these gtrnds will utVer the
others. Shall sell ( wrtains for

I

<

>no

lot

BEST MAKE $2.50.

hoiustitehed oul\ 1*2 Be., worth 2 .To.
and show it to your friends. All l. nen
lldkfs. Se
|0r., I JBe., I7e., splendid value-.

-buy

$1.25.

tine

one

WOOLENS! Si Ilfs. & Neel Ties!
-F O II-

Our assortment

MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR.
This

to

lie ringed out

regardless

of

anv

stock is not lar^e, hut have about .‘»oo yards on
to In* sold “2'» percent, less than former prico.

hand,

FLANNELS I
One Lot of

Grey

1-2c. per

Flannel at 12

HAMBURGS!

ii

ii

22c.

“

on hand, together with a full
regular lengths. We make this stork
specialty, the prices will astonish all.

a

all

to the col-

us

will settle imme-

propose to secure the

as we

ser-

Attorney when it is required.

1 P The quotations
the fact that these

on

goods

our

prices

and

may be relied

upon, should induce the trade far and
near

HOSIERY!
Have opened a
Hosiery carried
at a bargain.

Cts.,

indebted to

Uenmant Hamburgs

“

Buy the Flannel we sell for 121-2

parties
diately,

assortment of

yard.

COTTON FLANNELS!

of

an

given

unsettled accounts, and

lection

vices of

yard.

One Lot at 18c. per

Our attention will be

profit.

ty

complete

they

were

to secure the

olfered to the
full line of
over

spring and Summer
year—shall sell them

from last

stock will be sold
sold at auction.

as

cheap

as

though

opportuni-

greatest bargains

ploy

ever

public.

Prices will be attached to the
sale and the

Bleached Hose worth :17 l*‘2c. for 1*2 l-*2e. A 17c.
Our

to avail themselves of an

large

will enable

us

tion to the trade.

force of
to

give

goods for

help

wo

em-

proper attenSw-i

cpvc

OfliccoverA.il. Chase's Store,Custom House Squure
BELFAST,
MAINE, atf
THOMPSON.

SOLD EVERYWHERE AT 25c.

altie.

! r*

Sold everywhere al Id ('Is.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
P.

\

LACE NECK TIES

<<

p

half t !u*ir

Hemp Carpeting 15e.,

money

H. D.

uu

»

$10.00 TO $37.00.

perfect satisfaction warranted

50 Cts.

Warps,

refunded.

sand and water

I_

Double

and

sure

irood kid

CLEMENT R. JUNES.

for the next

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

shalhuVcr

INGRAINS 55 CTS.

have the I..\IM1>T ami MOST ( < >M I'l.KTK
Belfast, and shall close out the entire I<»t,

COOMBS, late of Islesboro,
Waldo, deceased, bv giving bond

ls-l, assigned to me all his real and personal prop
erly, right- and credits, not exempt by law from
attachment and execution, in trust, for the benefit
of his creditors under the provisions of < ha
pier 70
of the Revised Statutes of this State, and that I
have accepted said trust, and given the bond redid red by law. Three months from said 2sth day
"t January, is,M, are allowed to creditors of said
Horace Jones in which to prove their claims and become parties to said
assignment.
Cnity, Me., January Jl, 1SS1.

W.

\

GOOD

Kuril.

\vi*

**

From $2,50 to $6.00.

on

I, 1881.

THIRTY DAYS at

\

tents

50

|»">ilivrly 1 *»• -.*!«!

$2 00, $2.50, $3.50 and $5.00 Each.

Stork in

of

Assignee’s

'

25

It

•*

\- ihi- -i"i'k must

KID GLOVES.
amounting

GIVE NOTICE, THAT III lit ACE
IIIKKKISY
JONES, ,,f Brooks,
the 28th day of January,

we

SATINS k VELVETS
at

$.~>.OOto $liS'.OO.

••

Bangor, January 21, issi.—J\v~»

Goods, Silks,
selling

Freseiit

$‘i.~>.tttt.

to

t

therefore requests all perto the estate of said do
ceased, to make immediate payment, and those who
have any demands thereon, to present the ,amc for
sett lenient to him.
FREDERICK II. AIM’!.ETON, Adiu’r.

choice line of

we are

$7.00

as tin* law directs.
He
sons who are indebted

\\ liirli every person should examine.

Mankrupt

Former Friee,

CO

rFBI sub.-cuibci hereby gives public notice to all
A
concerned, that he ha- been dulv appointed,
and has taken upon himself the trust of \dministrator of the estate of

flaiii®, Laces, Hois,
Kid Gloves k Hosiery,
In addition to this

j

E

35c.

on

**

Vi

Administrator’s Notice.

few lots of

are a

j

8c.

Beautiful Silk

Pair

I1

j

I I S IS T< > (• I \ 1. N< >'!'!( E, That a petP.ion has
X_ been presented !*> the ( <uirt this 2sth day of
April. 1ST’.', bv Nehemiah and Joshua K. Bassett, of
Verona. Bankrupt-, praying that they may In* decreed to have a full discharge from all their debts
provable under tin* Bankrupt act, individually and
as members of the firm of \. ,Y J. It Bassett, and
it appearing that the former order of notice I hereon
has not been duly published, and without their fault,
and upon reading-aid Petition
It i- ordered by the Court that
hearing In* had
upon the same on tin* lir-t Mondav of March, A. I).
before
the
Court
in
P<
ISM,
rtland, in said District,
at lu o’clock A. M.. and uoti *e thereof lie published
in the Ellsworth American and the Republican Journal, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three \\ rks, anr that a I creditors who
have proved their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said tinn* and place, and show
cause if any the\ have, w hv the prayer of said
petition should not be granted. \VM. P. PREBLE,
< lerk of District Court for said District.
IE !.. Mm mu.t.. Solicitor.
!w.’>*

(1 1-1 Cents.

Towels,
Napkins,

In the matter of
A: I R- BASSETT,

N.

1 ‘l t ’ents.

**

out

m: Foi si) in

Carpet Room

RUBBER WATERPROOFS

CLOAKS!

‘I1

We

District Court of the lulled States.
Maine.

i? 1 -i Cents.

500 Yds. Striped

i Ij

Be

1000 Yds. Blue Mixed Flannel

2.00

will

One lot (liildrrn's Vests, Medium Size, |5r. hach.

13\v.-»

Turkey Damask

2.50

Oents* Indrrsliirts 50c., sold iMcrj

and

YORK

All Linen, ‘20 Cents.

300 Yds.

1.50

Saps!

Also for sale STOCKBRIOSE MANURES.

FERTILIZER
jBOWKER
BOSTON & NEW

200 Yds. TABLE LINEN,

only SI.00.

sell at

we

Tie Greatest

1.25

••

2.00

sri.i-.MHii

>

Ii.llj

Til I

\T

FORMER PRICE $1.50.

til l inen.

I’er

llo/en Ladles \ests,

55

..

I’!'ll

>K

..JFHLET.

This is a tni.-lm.i
i>orphosphate. and
i: the hill or drill
may he used..
or broadcast.. i• 11 him \
,rnh.‘-tt manure.
will
and
produce a much earlier ami larger
li the Report..f the Mass.
In.-pet-tor
of Fertilizers its \aluatmii is from £3 to
#10 per ton higher than ether Phosphates
which yell at the yano- pri •<■.
The past
Year over 30(H) tons wore sold against KH)
tons throe y-ars ago. showing that it is
liked by the farmery. If there is no local
agent near you. send to us.

I

3 Gents.

at

No. I# Main Ht„

$1.00; former print-

UNDERWEAR!

to oh

grand cleaning out of these goods will be made,
as the prices vary we cannot quote them. Suf
lice it to say that they will he cheap.

PHOSPHATE

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

SURGEON DENTIST,

Umbrella

ii

25c. per vanl,

price.

Cotton Dress Goods!

metal

ISAAC HILLS,

*»111\

at _'V.

A

4r 1-2 Gents.

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.
Marvelous Low Prices.
PE METAL,
best anti-friction
for
TIlining
machinery boxes, for sale
•JOistf
the

in

r

1.50

50

ARRIVED.

Jan. 28th, sehr. Minetta, Wade, Winterport, and
sailed for Boston.

*

soil l<

NAPKINS !

and

Only Toe.

.si ln.n72.i>A

Woolen I

anil

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE,

Bhie'liilf"^1’

1.1

American Diess Goods

I2,l2s.7'.i

n s.

wo

ISORKIST IS. FKAISS, I'res'l. .1011 \ 11 NMNt.IIAM, Set*,

SHIP NEWS.

Jan.
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Linen Damasks!

67 l-2c. 46 in. Wide,

ll.22S.Ao

Extra

•'

Shoodahs in Black fi Colors,

Total A .--el -.S1A1,MA4.:?2
l.iahiiilie:52,2sl.iJ7

years and 1 month.

In Augusta, Jan. 10th, Edward A. Reed of Waldo,
boro, aged 05 years.
In Warren, .Jan. 17th, Mr. William E. Walter,
aged

Himr

cents.

55

.S1.00

Total..*.52,2SL»J7

In this stock there

(Nothing beyond the announcement of the name, age,
resilience, if c., of deceased persons will be published

15
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$2.50, $5.00 & $10.00.
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$100,000.00
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Brighton Cattle Market.
Boston, Wednesday, .fan. 20.
Amount of stock at market: Cattle, 1030; .sheep
and lambs, 2000: swine, 15,030; veal, 40; number td'

western cattle. 1510; eastern cattle, 200; milch cows
and northern cattle, 100.
ITice of beef ■r loo ft live
weight, extra quality,
$0 50ab
l.rst, *5 5oa0 25; second, $1 7505 37,‘i ;
third, $1 25a 4 021.,; poorest grade id' coarse oxen,
bulls, etc., $3 50 a4 0(i.
Brighton Hides, s‘aa!(c #> n,; Brighton Tallow, 7c
k* ft; Country Hides, 7>a asc. -r ft; Country Tallow,
4a4V. r ft: Calf skins, 10412
V ft; Sheepskins,
$1 255 2 00 each: I.amb skins, $1 25a2 00 each.
Cattle cost higher at the West, and the quality of
ttiose offered for sale was mostly of a good grade.
From Maine there were some very One beeves,
which sold at 7■- to s!ar k* ft, dressed weight.
Working Oxen—There was a fair supply in market, and a moderate call for them. We quote sales
in full:
1 pair girth 0 ft., 2 inches, live weight 2000 ft, $75;
1 pair girth 7 ft., 0 inches, live weight 21100 ft, $130;
1 pair girth 0 ft., 10 inches, live weight 21(00 ft, $135;
2 pair girth (I ft., 4 inches, live weight 2400 ft, $02;
1 pair girth 7 ft., 4 inches, live weight 3250 ft, *150;
1 pair girtli (I ft., 8 inches, live weight 2500 ft, $114;
2 pair girth 0 ft, 0 inches, live weight 2700, ft $215;
Milch Cows—Most of the cows offered for sale
were of an ordinary grade.
We quote sales of 2
springers for $73; 3 cows and calves for $102.50 the
lot; 1 springer $38; 1 do., $40; I cow and calf, $41;
1 do., $35; 1 Jersey cow, $115; 3 springers for $150

(

(

Tie Best Value Ever Offereflin

1 Lot
I Lot

MARRIED.

S1

for Diabetes. 0 ravel,
and all diseases of the Urinary Organs, is found iu
the old established remedy, known as Dr. BUL
LOOK'S KIDNEY REMEDY, “XEPIiRETICUM
It has cured thousands of these distressing com
plaints and wherever known has become the favor
ite medicine.
1 wf>.
A most effectual

w<

at the

u \ mu m;s.

1 Lot Minnie Cloths.. Se.
I Lot I »milile width Brocades.Ivite.

W Cents.

To all who are suffering from the errors and iudis
cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,

in Ireland declare that a
the laud laws will restore

Swayne, resigned.
Only two Harvard graduates -John Quincy Ad
ams and R. B.
Hayes—have become Presidents of

si

300 Yds. Plaid Flannel

peace to Erin
The President has nominate 1 Stanley Mathews
for Judge in the Supreme court, iu
place of Judge

$2.oi)per van!: tor $2.on,
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83 Main St.

\<-rriinl Intrrrst.

■

Waldo.

An attempt will be made to drain Lake Okeechobee in Florida, to reclaim I million acres of
sugar lands.

/;mu. t.

Loans on Mort noire.
Loans on ('ollatrral^.
< .Mi in Lank ami Ollier.

KKTA1L MARKKT.

England fears a Fenian uprising in Ireland, and
several Irish regiments have been disarmed.
to the
to the

mi

Hank, (.as

ijirkey

again repulsed

According

and value

$2.50.
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V irk
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Krsrrvr for ail other ( laims.
7.40.is
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Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
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liOODWIX A CO., Oen'l Agents,
30 A 3S Ilanox r St., Boston. Mass.
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dead house in Mountain stre* t cemetery. Last Friday two colon-1 men from Warren came here,
"lie claiming to !.<• a -on of the old
lady, and demanded her bodv.
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Ohio built 11J school-houses last year.
Ydelia Webb Lufkin, laugh
Cuba
tobacco crop will be of light quality this
'ale J ini Mb Iib. of \Vinierport, and wife
.11!k!i;. of Newburgh, died Jan. ‘2Jd, year
The best dancers m Washington are army and
!•'» years.... Mr-. < »tis Cb < <»uillard has
i navy officers.
rented her house to Mr. U
pang,

will

il l.

Luut di
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Wo h}i\e marke* 1
down silks *20 per cent. We sell a «;ooilsilk for 75e
Km* $1.00, worth $1.25
w1 »rtIt $ 1 .Oil.
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Merchants Insurance

Borons

Is the most effectual Heinefor all Diseases of the
/ kldnejs. Bladder, and l rinary Organs, Female t omplaints and General Debility .surli as painful.dragging
sensation in the Back and
Loins. Suppressed or Incontinent Irination. with
whitish or brlek-dust deposit, Dropsy, tiravel, Dlajbetes, Organic Weakness,
Ac.
XKPHKETHTM lias no
Icqual for Lameness and
Weakness peculiar to Fe-

Knight, who for two year- ! a- been in
Colorado, has returned to hi- home. Hi> brother
l .\ ans who went t > < dorado la-t spring lias returned roc.-nth and i- in
er\
poor health.... Miss
■
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DR. BULLOCK'S KIDNEY REMEDY.
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BURKETT,

Klceiricity and

25 cents.

LIder I»ragg... Not wit a-lauding t In* <• -Id vv eat her
and large amount of snow Mr. i.ben Feruald is
at

li/iny;

BREAK DOWN PRICES.

I2ie.
•wASTE*^ Pain and Weaklier of tie* I Lot Colored Alpacas.
Lungs, Liver, Kidney- and Back, Rheumatism.* I Lot ('olored Cashmere..1 le.
Neuralgia and Sciatica. Placed over the pit of the 1 Lot
Klejiant Fabrics..o(lc
stoniaeli, they cure Dyspepsia. Bilious Colie, DiarI Lot each 15k. ('ashmere,-'{7 Jc., dOe.,tlt2ie
I rluea, < ramps and Bain, and prevent Agile and

oi

vigorously
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ventist- continue their meeting- under the preaching
still

ot

COLLINS^ Healing Balsams ten timi
",:ln
VOLTAIC ^SELECTfflC'!l"“'
p«»rott- pla-tei for relieving

...

\\ 11;-ay- iliii last Sunday morning
h Uu.u iin had a haid time P* plow her

1
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Total

house at Lincoln

ville Centre has lately moved to < amden. It is reported that i'homus hiim-clf ha- disapp**ared, asherifl* Wadsworth is in pursuit *.f hiui
Tin* Ad-

i CUR ENTIRE DRESS GOODS STOCK

The

The

AT

10c, EACH.

(

The ( r nri'KA Remedies are prepared
A Pottkh, Chemists and Druggists. ;»«io W.u-hington Street. Bo-ton,-21 Front street, Toronto. Out.,
and snow I Mil. 1 -ondon.and are for -ale hy all 1 >ruggists. Brice of Cl ’TK.TRA, small ho\e-, 5o cents;
large boxes, containing two and one-half times the
Resolvent, £1.oo per
quantity of small. £1.00.
ct Tiri ttA Mepii inni. Toii.kt soap. 25
bottle.
Hi
Mephinvi ^ii.wim;
Cr
ha
cents per cake;
soap, 15 cents per cake, in bars for Barber- and
Iyrl5
large consumers. 50 rents.

LOOK.

In *plrndid Sit*cl (iru> Color*, sc. prr jard.

G. W.

!»\ Weeks

Eilaned

100 Dozen Elegant Linen Towels

CUTICURA REMEDIES
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For Blood, Skin and Sealp Humors.

Our Store to le

positive.

in na Remedies of an Itching Humor
the (
from which he lias been a great sufferer, as all his
He considers them the greate-l
friend- know.
remedies of the age.

the roots.

in
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by

fire, which
supposed t<» haveeaught from burning
-oot in the chimney, broke out in the upper part of

file linn
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Tie Dent is Imperative.

order to meet the demand of our
increasing trade. For 60 days only will this GREAT SALE
continue, as the carpenters will then be at work and our stock nearly if not wholly sold out.
No such bargains ever offered the
people of this county before. RELIANCE must be placed
on the prices advertised, for the
closing out sale is bona fide and

Yards Cretonnes

BEST GOODS. 20c. per yard.

John W. F. Iloitns, l -q.. North Hampton, N.
H., Nvell known as the originator of the Citizens’
Line Coaches. Boston, Nvritcs that he has been eured

buildings of Nel-on V. K c kliiV. in
the village, were entirely destroyed by lire on
Thursday morning -d la-t week. Mr. ILtcklifl*,
who i-

-30 DAYS!—

For eleven years eured.

The

MM

500

wllMETTI

Our Stock 1st tie Retail.

20c- per yard.

remedies she is completely eured.
HKNR'l I.ANDKt'KKl!
Respectfully vours,
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to see the sores heal up one by one, and
1 recommended the
now not one sore is to be seen.
>ame to a neighboring lady who had been troubled
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& 1*INKH AM, Druggists hear
Sirs,—< Mi the -.{«I of August, 1S77, I had the niisfortune ot ha\ing my leg broken, in front of William
sterns’ dry-goods store, b\ a ease «*i goods bring
thrown on me. 'The hone was set b\ a physician ot
this place. I pon removing the splint-, -or. broke
out from my knee to the heel, and se\cral physicians called it varicose \eins, and ordered me to
\fter wearing out about
wear rubber stockings,
£25 worth of differeiit makes without am -ign- f
a Re Ml'.me- bn tin
net'K
any cure, I bought the CT
purpose, as I expressed it at the time, to hi* hum-

William W in lieu, mentioned la-t week
i' hav ing re»reived serious
injuries In a tree fall
ing on his Jeg w Idle in the woods, has since died,
Hi
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al, the Liberty new paper published
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turned out by machinery,
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A number of team- came from Hock
land one da last week and took aw ay a large lot of
tin m, ami ar < "liiing ho- more... .The measles and
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hand, boa number of

on

Interesting Iccount of the Healing of

lot Mf lime c,*t.-k In-ad-
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'The thick -moke flowing
fumigated lh.»-e place- uuplea-antlv.
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RUNNING SORES.

<

created in the >avingIn i'-hou.-e. kills At l.inn’- store, the

cn-ation

soap compounded expressly for shaving.

during last summer's drouth arc now dry.The
people arc engaged in getting to the several mills
in hi- vicinity large plan tit in- of -tav c stuff.\.

culvert

a

Thanksgiving

on

\ I ter all

FANCY GOODS, TOWELS,

GOODS!

by

I.tliKin v. Mountains of hark have -pi ling up in
the vicinity of the taunt ie- within the past two
we«k-.... The water all along the river is very low,
and -«*me of the wells and » i-terns that held out

a

1, A-

\ ai

ia
..

\twood i-

Skin Diseases issue from an unhealthy condition
of the blood, and are blood diseases.— ITi/son.
The t'rm ritA Remedies euro the most obstinate
form of Rlood ami Skin Diseases, and Affections of
the Scalp with Loss of Hair, when all other remedies and methods of treatment fail. Clticiua Resolvent purifies the Wood, renovates and invigorates the system, absorbs and carries away poisonous matter, and
enriching and strengthening the
Woo.l, vitalizes with new life every organ and process of the body.
Hence the permanence of the
cures made by the Cl TIiTKA REMEDIES.
(
tkt ka, a Medicinal Jelly for external application., arrests disease, eats away dead fiesh and
skin, allays inflammation, itching and irritation, and
heals ulcers, sores, and scalp affections with loss of
hair, when the Resolvent is taken internally.
< t in eka Soap, prepared from ( uticura, is cleansing, refreshing, and the only natural beautilier of
the skin, which it softens, whitens, and preserves
beyond praise. (T iktua Siiavtn». ><* \r. also prepared from (.’uticura, is the first ami only medicinal
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Poisons.

year- ago a >tranger walked into the household of Mr. Clark, who proved to he the son men
tinned. The parent- did not recognize him. lie
again went away, but in November last wrote his
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Clark,

P.
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of Mr.

son

on Wednesday evening of last week
pneumonia, aged about
years. The young
man wa- a sailor and had visited nearly every country on the globe. When he was about thirteen
years of age, his lather being absent in California,
be left home, and did not return for twenty years.
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from Silver Cliff, Colorado, says the Bask mine extracted <>re during six months of 1SS0,

\ letter

i.-one.if tin* ten mines at

Bueksport

A

gauge railroad has come nearer than other
roads we have heard of in running on schedule
time during the recent blizzard.

i-lii- bu.-ine.-.-, and the products of hi- taste
are worth examining.

n
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oid -kill

1

was

Bradley'- block-The Bangor

1
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in

The river
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Howard— marble works, on Church
ma> be -een some very handsome specimens
Mr. Howard thoroughly under
workman hip.
\v

\t

ksi'okt.
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SPECIAL

(jiticura

sail Diego county, California, William K. Libby,
7-’
resident
raptain brings a horse around just as In* aged years. Mr. Libby w as formerly a
On Tuesdax an ex-sea cap- ! of this town, and i- remembered by many of the old
11it' up a ship.
brought hi- team around too suddenly on Main residents as an energetic business man.

\

■

Jackson. l>ie«l very suddenly at the residence
of his daughter, Mrs. D. II. Foss, at San Lois Hay,

It.

K. DUNTON

THOMPSON & DUNTON,

Attorneys and Counsellors

at

Law,

Agents

for Domestic

Paper Fashions.

Catalogues

Free.

The addition to our Store and the general enlargement of our Counter and Shelf
Room, make
it necessary for us to limit this sale to only 60 days, as repairs will then commence. Thanking the public for their generous patronage, we are resolved to merit your continued good will,
by presenting the most attractive bargains ever offered over our counters. We cannot guarantee duplicates, and shall withdraw from this advertisement items as soon as sold.

BELFAST,

MAINE.
Ollier in Manonic Temple, entrance II igh street.
13tf

GEO. W. BURKETT,

83 Main St.,

City Block,

White Store.

A

Flea for the Old Men That Smoke.

There, daughter, stop scolding 1

Don t worry and

tret
And work yourself into such ire
Just about all the comfort your father can get
Is a smoke by the warm kitchen lire ;
Let him smoke in the corner in peace if he can,
Though the clouds of tobacco may choke :
There is no one can tell, but a lonely old man.
llow much comfort thoro is in a smoke.
Like a free bird that tlyeth from limb unto limb,
Your routine of joys you go through ;
And some of them look just as foolish to him
As smoking looks foolish to you :
We re none of us perfect—all this you believe—
Our lives should with charity shine,
Like the golden thread that the weavers weave
In and out of the dark design.
Should you live to he old—though you may never
smoke—
Yet r I wager a penny or two
You will have some strong habit to tease other

folk,

CANTERBURY

Bad as Ibis that is worrying you ;
Let him smoke in the corner in peace, if be can,
Though the clouds of tobacco may choke ;
There is no one can tell but a lonely old man
llow much comfort there is in a smoke.

SHAKERS’

WORLD-RENOWNED

So, not J! Nor will 1 advise
Any youth the bad habit to get :
But when one is old, and can't stop if he tries,
Is it wisdom to worry and fret?
Let him smoke in the corner in peace, if he can,
Though the clouds of tobacco may choke ;
There is no one can tell but a lonely old mail
How much comfort there is in a smoke.
Do 1 smoke !

SARSAPARILLA.
The Great Health Restorative.

FT\

to the minutest
(.row m. m;i.i:< th»n \m» Pkki’

ingredient- entitle this great origi-

auvtion

nal Family Mcdieiiu: t.* the <-,mlidenre of those de
siring a pure, safe, ell'eeti.e ami genuine lilood
PuriJki. Spring M.-di dm App«ti/er and Tonic. If
has "-ii puhlieh indorsed Mid proscribed by linn
dreds of tin* greatest American physicians, among
whom arc Dr>. Valentine Mott, Di\i ( rosby ami
Frol. Cleveland.
Kvery druggist familiar with its
virtues will hear tc-tiinouy to its universai excellence, unequalled puritv ml never failing success.
It is

\.

1

II., Jai

Ismi.

iC»r*Knclosi* stamp for shaki

Manual.

A study in oil—the attempt
whole.

to

get

a

sardine out

Have Wlstar’s Balsam of Wild €herr) always
hand It cures Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis, Whoop
ing Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all
Throat aud Lung Complaints. 50 cents and $1 a
bottle.
An American President's
aud bored.

pay—*50,000

year

a

ACiESTft AND (ANVA8IERN
Make from $25 to $50 per week selling goods for
H.CL ItIDKOUT Sc CO.,10 Barclay Street,New York.
Send for their < latalogue and terms.
lyr.U

In Chicago, women dress so much like men that
allowed to hang on the straps of streetcars without recognition.

they are

picked up dinner, a linger
seeker are always on hand.

nail, and

an

rpllis
-*■

I’lilKNT

iilem

l-

and Muscle Producing Material-than
all other forms of malt or medicine, while five
from the objection- urged against malt liquorFor difficult Dige-li-ie. >irk IFadarh*-.
ou-ump
tion, Kmaeiution, Mental ami Pn\-ie.l Kxhaii-tion,
in Hone

Nervoiisne--, Waul of sleep, l*lei rathe Weak
nesses of Females, K\ ha list ion of \ur.-ing Mother-,
of t lie Aged, and of Helical < hihlreu. MAI .T I PI
TKHs

the

are

medicim

ever

purest. 1-e-t, and

compounded.

mo.-t

‘•old

ceonnmiea|
where.

everv

HAS NEVER FAILED

Commissioner

The

Height of Happiness,
Is the restoration of a woman after years of sick-

.Bentley's

Advice to

HOW

A D V P

E

ID

CLAIM

AN IS.

Your advice to persons claiming a pension is.
C.:eref«>rc. to engage no pensiou or claim agents at
all. but to apply directly to the Tension office and
get their papers drawn up at home
Yes ; the Tension otlicc furnishes blanks for
the original application, with all necessary iustruc
lions f r drawing up the papers It prints also and
t urn ’."lies fret- to applicants a book containing all
th*1 petition laws and all the forms and instructions as to what evidence is necessary in each
class of eases
How. then, do the peusion claim agents here,
win* seem to do ail enormous business, persuade
people to deal with them
WHAT TUK AOI.NIS Ini.

BY

EVERYBODY.

PAIN KILLER

Throat, ( hills. Diarrhoea, Djsriiin.
Cramps, Cholera, .../ u’l Bowel Coin^uu.a
We have innumerable tej-timnniuls fr 2 1
parties in all parts of the world u .liau used

the belief among poor and ill informed persons
that i; is diilicult to get a claim properly consid
ivd without the intervention of a lawyer, and
also tiiat they possess some means ot intiuenciug
the Pension Bureau to examine or to hasten the
disposition ot the cases they have iu hand. All
this is false.
Pensioners and persons making
••laiins may rest assured that these claim agents
have not such special or any other inlluence. These
claim agents know this su well themselves that
they ("instantly ask their poor clients to write to
their member of Pongress to ascertain the condiii"u (-1 the case. The bureai in hundreds, and indeed thousands of instances, has discovered b\
correspondence sent it by claimants that the claim
agent to whom the case had been intrusted has
w itteu letters
pretending to have diligently pushed the ease, when in fact nothing had been done
to
the
Ml this in order
put
except
papers ou tile
to persuade the
poor claimants to pay money in
a iv thee for services which had not been rendered,
and which, as 1 have said, are not necessary iu any
ease.
Those claim agents have thus collected
••iiorimms sums of money iu advance from
poor
people, who have been misled by their advertise
meuts. The hall dozen or more, perhaps ten, men
most largely engaged in this business of claim
agents in this city and in some other large cities,
have tiled probably three out of every live cases
coming upon tlie new law. and 11xey have collected
in advance for this totally unnecessary work, 1
^hnuld think, not leas than $lfi0.000 from poormen
and women. They pretend, in their letter to claim
ant.-, that under the new law claimants are rel-iled to pay fees in advance. This is absolutely
false and fraudulent The law, which was intended
not to encourage but to limit the extortions of
, pension claim agents, says that such an agent shall
1 no? be allowed to charge more than $10, and this
they represent in letters 1 now show you to be a
| requirement that the claimant shall pay in ad
vance

NNKCLSSAUY TO

internally with never-failing

hi

2:1

of sickness of almost every nature.

cases

PAINWorld
KILLER MKE
Itcudaclic,

to

the

lor Sick

s«

a

Sickness,Pain in the Hack. Pain in the
Side, Rheumatism, and j\< iaul^ia.

INQUESTIONAIliLy

TIIE

BEST LINIMENT MADE
Its
equal

7wr

■'!;<)

yet Lcuijuuud.

PAIN KILLER

cases of
Severe

C uts,

Burns,

Bruises, Spraint>, Scalds,
ere.

is the well tried and
trusted friend of the
Farmer, Planter, Sailor, Mechanic, and
in fact all classes wanting a sure and sate
medicine which will always be at hand.
and can be freely u-cd internally or externally without fear of harm and with

PAIIJ If ji | CD
lAIH IVI LLLn

certainty

PAIIJ If II I CD I* »> Medicine Chest in
iMIH IVILLCIi it>e!f. »t:id few vessels
leave port without a supply of it.
"hop

oil

every Farm

a:

and in every Household. ready 1
use

only

not

Sores, etc., but
any kind.

! IMantuti
r

11.

immediate

for A cidents’, < ut-. brwdes.
in case ol sudden sickness c.

No family can safely be without this invaluable remedy in ih>* house, it- price brings ii
within the reach of ad. and it will Mutually
save many times its co.-t in doctor’s bills.
For sale by all druggi.-ts at 23c., 50c., and
91 per bottle.

PERRY DAVIS & SON.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Proprietors.
i

FELLOWS'

\

r! 4e«»w

Lying Between Earth

HYPOPHOSPHITES.

combination of Ilypopiio-philcs originated
by me in Canada while under the process of pulmonary consumption, and which has since been employed by the medical profession throughout America and England with unprecedented success.
It contains the elements essential to the animal
organization, tin* oxidizing agents and tonics.
In combination with the stimulating agent ph o?»
phorus, possessing the merit «»f being slightly alka
Is

a

line, and

is

dispensed

ble form of

its effects

in the convenient

and palata-

j

\

syrup.

usually visible within twenty-four
hours and are marked by a stimulation of the appetite, the digestion and assimilation, entering directly into the circulation; it tones the nerves and
muscles; exerts a healthy action of the secretions;
neither disturbs the stomach nor injures the system
under prolonged use, and may be discontinued at
are

time without inconvenience.
in a word it possesses the stimulants to arouse
the strength, the tonics to retain it, and merit of a
anv

high degree.

Very respectfullv,

JAMES 1. FELLOWS.
be deceived by remedies bearing a smtlar
name ; no other preparation is a substitute for this
under any circumstances.
Iyr47
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
Do not

For Mile by WM. 0. POOR A SON.

as a

rail,

as

Ferguson

MASONIC
in-lt'a-t, fan. I, I SSI.

—

1

and

Iliivr jii"l iMM
ail kinds of

Company.
$600,000.

ACCOUNT CURRENT.

t iu d a ( lioici*, mUchm! stork of
Kish for Fall and Winter trade.

For the Year Ending December 31,1880
Amount insured.*01,310,501.00
Premiums lieeeived.
I ,OOs,011.03

SALT MACKEREL!

tee mean

Premiums earned and terminated.
Interest and other items.

Rackliffe,,

Is,

Mo.

TEMPLE.

Vml

2s and

3s,

CONTRA.

eliniee Ini of TABLE MAI kKKKL In kits and
Hall kits.

a

paid

losses

tot I

known

an

unpaid, ineluding
supposed iosse>, r<‘turn

and
!

all

rs* insuranre, taxes,
hates, and all other expend'dun

re

Net

MUM.
iiKl'KI! A I I LI

N<I\ V

LINK <>K

gain

3 Button Black Kid
J

all

ii

mmiliiT-, from •'*to

-ALSO

Finer

Quality

in

SOUNDS,

u<»o.| «|ualit\ for -!.

\nmnnl iu.-ured sinee organization. .^2U,.»,52«:.222.uu
Premium;- ■.r-rived sine,-organization
5,172,350.s7
I.iiHMj red sima organization..
‘..o.’.u.tml.7.'!

ASSETS.

CANNKO

SALMON. I LAMS. MW KFliKL in Tlilllttln
sauce. Ill n il lliasitIM.s. vt KOINES, FISH anil
I LAM IIIOMOKIi. I.KIiMAN NAIiDINKN in

Spices and Mustard.

FRESH

A-

FISH

Of all kinds in their Season.

All Numbers,

ami with Hanker-.
1 nil«ti States Bnmls..
Kail road Hnml uni stuck".
Boston ami other New l upland < iI\

sJ'.i.'.i lii.Jl

Bonds.
Bank stock.

I JO,:!7-'».n()

Lash in Hanks

1

Mort.irauv appraised

n»ans on

±24,;>7.‘».0o
i to,17'>.0o

I!. Inn.oo

valueof

real estate £1 le.ooo

I'rom (i to .S' in HI nr lx. $ I .iiO.

70,M)0.0‘»

secured hy ('ollateral market

Loans

value $1

SPURTS of disgusting Mur,::
Snuffles. Crackling Pains in tL,
Hoad, Fetid Breath, Deafness, a: .a
any Catarrhal Complaint, can bees
terminated by Wei Do Meyer’
Catarrh Cure, a Constitutional Ar."
tidote by Absorption. The most Important Discovery since Vaccination

lyrO

In

1 Manniuin

lintt

He

.M:ikin;r tin- im.sl extensile as- .rlmenl
Ulaek
Ivi I- ever <»llere<t in the eity.
V full line nl‘

j

Opera & Street Shades Only 35c.
Do. Do, in all Numbers for 65c. i
n

SPECIALTY.

A

lilnrk. nf fil. Tit.

\

PROF. EDISON S

IIT,4oo.»o
Notes.•s,s, in-2.nl
I>ue on aeeuimt r."s|nn. Nrw i ork and
Montreal < Mli
n|

FOSTERS*HOOK BUTTON KIDS!

■

i i. i.im. <>i

<

omuieneed opening a lien anil fresh
stork of

I,

POLYFORM.
much persuasion, Prof. Edison has been
prevailed upon to give to the world hi- truh won

HIES,

These Ojsters are unequalled in qnalitj nr size,
such are our facilities fur handling Ojsters
that we are rt reiving them hj everj steumee.
Mould also call atlriition to our Shell Oysters, as
within the past tew jears the demand Inis inrreased lor good Ojsters at a low price, the Providence
Hlver Plants will give perfect satisfaction and for
the price there Is no Ojsicr sold Unit ran till thele

Castor and Gauntlet

Gloves.

LIABILITIES.

ami

Peddlers will liinl tills the best place In the
eiii to get their milllts, as we rarrj the largest
and most complete stock to select from at BOTTOM
PP.lt FS.
Orders hj telegraph or mall prompllj tilled and
Is
sallsfaetion guaranteed.
«.v

I'rom it ii-I to S.

is:{,s7:;..*is

FROV DENCE RIVER OYSTERS.

place.

WHITE

r y« ar- he
discovery for alleviating pain.
sutiered from neuralgi pains, unable to lind any
remedy among the hundreds which he tried that
would give him permanent ca-e. F inally lie became
convinced that he must become hi- own phy.-irian
and seek, by experiments, for the desired relief Me

8.

derful

had taken all the well known sedathe.-, which tave
only temporary relief, and produced nervousness,
loss of appetite, .V'Me now -ought tor a combi
nation of ,-iieh remodic- as would, b\ out tea rd application, cure him of his distres- and at -ame time

injuriou.-. t.i his system.
Trial- and experiments followed thi-dertimination until he at last produced a compound which,
by a pplie.a tion,entirely subdue. 1 all pain and alio we- {
not 1m*

system t-» recuperate, and throw olV the disca-e.
To his discovery Prof. Kdison gave the name

hi-

POLYFORM.
(■ratified with tin* result upon him-elf, he toted
discovery upon others who su tiered from nerv
ous pain, and in every ease tin- relief wa- perfect.
The cures performed by his gifts of Polyform became so celebrated and the demand upon hi- time

F.

WELLS,

llr/jiist.

Maim

\!l

known,n-ported

Lros>

l’reiniuni"

at

loo

w
fi

so

great, I’rof. Kdison

to the solicitation of those who

preparation

finally yielded

knew the unfits of

allowed a -onipam to he form
ed for the manufacture and sale «d I’olyform under
his

his

and

supervision.

The number of

remarkable

ing Polyform has sa\ ed, atte-t
antrophy of this course.
No higher testimony could

cures,

tin-

w

and the sufferi-dom and phil-

»

°

1.»

e
^

«s
*E J

<1

£

*

^

°

I 3

he

KNOWN
\s KIHSOVS POL Y K< HIM 1- M\I>K
A((OlM)I\o To I'nllMH/v l)i;\|h|.;|> ANI>
I'sKl) uv MYsKKK.
THOMAS v
KIHsoN.

many other complaints beside Neuralgia, such*
as Rheumatism, Headache, Sdatlca, (.out. Fain in
Hack or Side, or wherever pain exist-, without
abrasion of the -kin. Polyform will give prompt
relief.
lyrhl
For

Price $1.00 per Bottle
The Menlo Park

sos:L.v; 7/2:1

111,11170

Capital.
Net surpln-.

;»00,(NHMM»

inn,: lot
s

l) n\

£

o

g

a

a

I

£

^

Heaven.

About a week ago Miss Minnie Boyd, the I I
year old daughter of J. A Boyd, of Atlanta. <ia
died to all appearances. Arrangements were made
tor the funeral, and at the
appointed hour the ser
vices commenced. One of the mourners noticed
that a tlower had fallen from the hand of the do
ceased, and m endeavoring to replaco it he touched
the hand ot the corpse and was surprised to liud
it quite warm
The lips and ears were highly col
ored and also warm, lie called the attention of
the company to the fact, and placing his hand
under Hie body, found that there was considerable
warmth in that portion of the body lying next to
the bottom of the coffin. The hearse and
carriages
were dismissed and a conference was held
An
examination of the body was made, and, Bfter
some discussion it was decided that the girl was
dead. The mol her interposed, however, and in
sisted that the remains should not be interred until it was proven beyond doubt that her daughter
was dead.
The remains were removed to a tomb
and a watch was kept
There lias been no perceptible change in the condition of the body. No
signs of decay are noticed, aud certain portions of
the body are still warm and lifelike.
in reply to a newspaper interviewer's inquiry as
to what ho considered tho most important
political
question to be metin ihe nearfutnre, Hon Eugene
Halo said
“The first of all would be whether or
not every voter in every State should he
protected
in the exercise of his rights; that is, whether or
not we shall have a free and fair ballot.’'
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WHITMORE.

tf

Fire & Marine Insurance
VSSI

Company.

and ?>sr1!h Blond 7

Sy; tout,
Strong, Lh:iicis
down

diai.c

til-

up tin

Crm

invigoiaits
Brain, and

;*<

»

tiro

-CURES—'
Dyspepsia, Nervous Affeetious, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Coinplaint, Remittent

V. J. BEALS.

A

M. ROSS.

Messrs. Beals & Ross
Having leased the Nlehnls lfloek nn Main
and bought for CASH the

Largest

si

and most Varied Stock
——O F-

laim-.

(

all 1.iai*ilit i»
regards Poliev

ov er
as

PERUVIAN SYRUP
the blond with its Vital Principle, or
Element., IKON, inlu i: : Stre ngth,
Now Pile into all parts .ft1-iHEINO FREE FROM AI.COHol..
;
ing die ts are not followed by corresponding r.but
are
tion,
permanent.

Supplies
laic

Vigor and

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprie-t -r-,
ilarrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by all Dru^isis.

$1,720,637.39

15.I50.UU

SET

~ICE FOR SALE !
stored si a thousand tons of
ICE for sale in summer, I am now prepared to till orders for eargoes direet from pond
with ire from 11 to 24 inches thick, at I'OIITI
NR TOM. Those wishing for cargoes should not send vessels that will draw over
twelve feet of water.
II. K. PBIIIUE.
Belfast, Jan. 35, DSetX.—3w4

Having

C.

P.

LOMBARD,

DENTIST
Corner of Church d-

Sjiriar/ Sts., BELFAST.

&c*., &c.,

Corn, Flour & Groceries
Which will he sold at prices to suit the times.
We shall make a specialty of

44tf

GOODS!

CONSISTING OF

Brackets, Wall Pockets, Fancy Baskets, &c.

1 'HKD ATWOOD, Agent, Wlnterport.

Freedom
Tin*

spring

3\v3

Academy.
Term wiil

TUESDAY,

eummenre

MARCH

&c.,

Were bought direct from the manufactories, and
are carefully selected.

i. ./.
Ami

u iiitsey,

-iieli

ROSS-

Searsjiort, Dee. (I, IMHO.—3m51*
new

saw, will,
V
Nassau,
N.

rillls. II. LtHill, Secretary.

m:ii

4t3

>u>iir/t

"Wall

on h i:.

Street,

IIKItliKliT FI LLKIi.Wee President.
W Will WILLIAMS.Asst. .Secretary.

1, 1881,
rrhxijHti,

:

••

il

I\ I\ KN.

Stork mid Bonds at market value
Loans on Mortgage.
Krai Estate.
Premium Notes secured hv polices
worth doable thr amount loaned
Outstanding Renewal Premiums upon
policies upon which a valuation lias
been made and reserved.
Accrued Interests and Rents.
Cash in Banks.
Loans on Collateral.

$9,478,111 50
2,1-19,809 68
1,295,900 00
1,382,569 45
170,090 35
201,068 91
138,81141
113,70000
$15,131,240 65

LIABILITIES.
Reserve at 1 per

rent, in
the
statutes of Massachusetts .$12,917,119 03
Distributions unpaid
187,176 56
Death losses unpaid
96,755 00
Matured endowments un51,028 00
paid

compliance with

now

ready

for

$1,879,162

06

distribution.

BKX.J. F.
.JOSEPH M. CIBBLNS,
March 11 1680.—lyrll

$500 REWARD !
will pay the above reward for anywise of
< ••mpiaint, Dyspepsia, sick lleadaelie, Indigcst ion, Con-tipation or (.'ostiveness we cannot cure
West’s
with
Vegetable Liver Pills, when the directions are strictly complied with. They are purely
Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction. Sugar
foaled. Large bo\t s, containing tit) Pills, *2."> cents.
Lor .-ale by It. 11. Moony, Belfast. Mo. Beware of
counterfeit and imitations.
The genuine manufacWUST & CO., “The Pill
tilled only by doIIN <
Makers,” 1S1 \ is:; W. Madison St., Chicago. Free
trial package sent by mail prepaid on receipt of a :»
cent -tamp.
lyreow-14

^

Ton MAY S( VLKs. Small
.In-t the thing for farmers.
LltLD ATWOOD,

THE ( f RE AT

KIDNEY

REGULATOR

w

idow

oi

Chromo Cards, the prettiest i/nn
N vss.w CvuiiCo.,
name. 10c.
tteoyvl!

tiwfti

Winterport, Me.

SEAMEN WANTED.
OK YMLN

O

ers.

31 tf

ANDOUDIN ARY SL A M LN, for eoastto
A. S. U AN LETT,
Intelligence Office, Rockland.

Apply

NOTICE.
AM) AFTKU TilK FOIRTH WEDNESDAY
of .laniuirv, the regular term of the Court of
j
Insolvency for the County of Waldo, will he held at
the Probate Office, Belfast, on Thursday following
the second Tuesday of each month, until otherwise
.1. D. LAM$>oN. Judge.
ordered.
IsSl.—3\v:i
Freedom, Jan. 1

17AR0M

a

t-ur dt

Pot t le

Ueai

and addlePoudout, New York.
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the
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mod
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Notice of Foreclosure.
\i r

IIKIM: \s. .1 \MK- II. I i;«»- I of Keiiu-i.
the f ount;, of Waldo, h;. hi- morta-m. deed
}\
dated No\* iuber
D'iT, and recorded in Waldo
in
i:
t.
Keyi.-lr\, Volume 1 *: •. Pa_
m\»■;.
* rtain
yaye to lioherl Patter-on. o| -aid le Ita-t.
I
m led
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it,-.
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land of .1. To\\ ie. ei*rhl v-thrce
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-take ami .-tone-, at the
road afori -aid : then. e. N
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Hurt; ii\ ;e re-, m. re -u |,
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a_e |
Pay I | -. a iua <•■ |
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HALF A CEKTuRY

OLD,
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s
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®

Is

a

remedy

sure

S3

Coughs, Colds, \V hoopin''Cough, and all Lung

*K

at.;eases

when

^

season.

Fitly years

used in
ago,

^5

Eld..- Dow

S

Con:-, -option.
Under tli- se cirt.umstauces he compound -J this
-Ffixir, w:.s cut**d, and
lived to a good old age.
You can try it for the
priceof one doctor' visit.
For sale everywhere.
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CURED ANNUALLY.
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.l\MK* FOW

late of
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At a Probate Court lie! I at P.elfa-t. within
of Waldo, on the -i .md Tu.
tile < "lint
January. A. lb 1*.*1.

'm

an

-d-iy

>•!

«•
Monroe, in -aid < -imly
for letter-of Admini-t ra
e-tale of |->T1I MR J 1.1.1.1 *< b\ late
Monroe, in -aid Comity of Waldo, deeea -,-d
( M'dcred, That tin- -aid Jelli-on -i\e notice b, ud
persons intere-ted by eau-ina a copy ..i tie.-order
to be published three week- -m e, -1 \. y in the Re
puhliean Journal printed at I it 1 fa-t, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Keltu-I.
within and for said < ouniy, on the -e<- >ml l'm -day
of February next. a» ten of the clock before no<ui,
and -how cause, if any tlu-y have, why t!-< -tunstiould iu»t he irranted.
J AMI
h. I.AMm >N, Judiiv.
A true eopv. Attest
A
\. Ft i. n 111:i;. Re-’ ter.

JFI.U-oN,
MO>I>
ha\inir petitioned
the
on

FI*H l!R

posits

in the Bladder and any straining, smarting
irritation in tin* water pa-sages,giving them
strength, vigor and causing a healthy color and ea-y
dow <*t urine.
It. can he ^aken at all lime-, in all
tern.
I’alike an\
climates, without injm to the
other preparation lor Kidney dillhulties, it ha* a
and
very pleasant
agreeable taste and lla\or. h
contains positive diuretic propertie* ami will not
nauseate. Ladies especially will like it, ami hentlemen will tlnd KlDNYuKN the he-t Kidney
Tonic ever used!
NOTH E.--Each hottle hear* the signature o|
I, \WKY,M E A M \ RT1 N, also a /'i'opri* tori/ (lor
‘•rnment Stamp, which permit* KIbNEt.EN to be
sold (without license) by druggists, grocers and
other persons everywhere.
Put up in Quart-si:* Pottles for (lateral ami
Fa milt/ Use.
lyrcow Is
or

late of

JOHN

R|iast.

BRIhllT’S DISEASE. LOSS of ENKRhN, NERVOI S
OERILITY, or any ORSTRl t TIONs arising from
0RAVEL or BLADDER DISEASES. \lso for YELLOW
FEVER, BLOOD and KIDNEY POISONINh, in infected malarial sections.
iftf-Iiv the distillation of a FoilKs'r I.KAY* with
.11 N11*1:It BERRIES and BABKEN MA1.T weh;i\e
discovered KlbNEKEN. which act* specifically
no tin* Kidneys and I rinary organs, removing deneat

F.

ar-um, i,

ouniy of Waldo, deceased, by -i\ in- In.mi
as the law direct-, he therefore reqiie-t-ail pel
sons who are indebted to -aid deeea-ed'-e-tab- I
make immediate pay iin-iit, and tliose w ho )ia\ e an;
demands thereon, to exhibit the -ame for etHeim-m'
(

to him.

AND DIURETIC.

M. FI.FTt til It

Jan. 1*, 1**1.

*I'' 11 K subscriber limbs yive- ptibli« ii.'liiv
1 roneerned, that -he It. i.r.n dul\ .ippand taken upon lnr-rlf I be tru-i of \

In

•' n

H.

Al.li K

W

1*A

UK l.U. late of Winterp-n

in the t ounly of Waldo. derr.i-rd, b> ai in_ 1 ond
all pi t
as the law divert-; she then fore re.pie
e
;u!
t
sons who are indebted to .-ai* I deer a-••• i
an\
make immediate payment. and those w In* ten
demand- thereon, to exhibit the same !•". rttienumt
IIAUUIKT !’. I.KWls.
to her.
dan. is. Isst.
■

r|A| I U

snb>eriber

hereby

id\

public

n> 'I

i*

«•

>

EDDY,

Yo Agency in the United States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.
U. II. KDDY, Solicitor of Patents.
TESTIMON I \ I S.

“I regard Mr. Kddy as one of the most capable
and successful practitioners with whom 1 have had
official intercourse.
t il As. .MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.”

employ a person
capable of securing

more

trust-

them an
earlv and favorable consideration at the Patent <>flice.
EDMUND BUKKE,
Kate Commissioner of Patents.”
Boston, October lit, 1*70.
K. II. El>DY, Es«y -Dear Sir : You procured for
me, iu 1840, my lirst patent. Since then you have
aeted for and advised me in hundreds of eases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed tin*, best agencies in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but I still
give you almost the whole of my business, in your
line, and advise others to employ you.
Yours truly,
UEOKUK DKAPEK,
Boston, Jan. I, 1881.—1\ rl
or more

of the estate of
LOIS M(

(

<»p*r., late id Lineolnville.

i

in the < 'ouniy of Waldo, deceased, b\ idvin.n' bond
as the law directs; sin*therefore requrstsall per-ons
who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have ain de
mauds thereon, to exhihit the same for sett lenient
to her.
M \ in
\
Met old;,
dan. Is, |ssl.

j

I

r'M'i

BOSTON LEAD MF'M'o.
SAMI EL LITTLE. Vrvs.

.1. ItUIDK, Treat.

MM.

OHiee 24 & 26 Oliver St., Boston,Mass,.
M VM'i

\«

ami imsnrpus.-fil l»v

I 1

UK US

u|

,5osToN

WHITE
LFAfi
n,,[*
L.trtO,
anv

",v,;

Warrant. A strath
in tin- market.

pur.

RED LEAD & LITHARGE.
SHEET LEAD.

h&LH

..
VEGETABLE SEEDS,
llT\
Gladiolus, Lilies, Roses,
Plants, etc,
I
\\ henutifulljt illustrated'.with colored plates, I j
A \\ free to all who send their address. / /1
8 a U\ Application may be matte to /W |\ll
119 •181>and I®3 Main Street, / I
IF J

| \\

j

j

\\N\
NY.
\\vRochester,
E.Randolph St.
\\k NSv
\ Ul^^^Chlcago. 111^
or 174

I

1

j

am

wi.lt h up

I" s

In

t

in mll>.

PATENT TIN LINED PIPE.
j Pipe,

lint

an

actual I'm IMpr in.-i.l.-

TIN PIPE

PUMPS

/
uVl
/ J \\ \\\1
^ jj M

a

L. a.l 1 *ip.•.

nta<l»- iroin Pure lilo. k

SOLDER

dc.

Tin.
-7wt

HIRAM SIBLlY&C57>i

(ROCHES^rrv-y

&r CHICAGO, ILL?],
1 W 4 HH44T < INK lti ITT1.K a |n rli-.i un
.all tin- \\ "i'~l fi.rins nf 1MI.KS, i« .i tn four in I In
\\"i-1 i'.a-." ..i I.KIMHI.-Y. M lMKl I.
VMIUI \
AM l.K. Ill /.KM
-I-',
SALT KIIKIM. Kill I
'I 'I I'M. KIIINKYs, nv 'I'KK'l A. ( \ I\KKII
ii. I all ili-i-asi- ..f ili,.
KIN ami lll.mil'
Kniinl> i t’aclalili'. Internal anil external usr. 1 autlnn
t/.i- ami thunk all ilealer> In return tin* mone\ ami
••harjrc it back t<> me in all rases of failure. Sent b\
1\\ press to all parts of tin* 1. s. SI bottle, s,»ll|
c\er\ where. Semi for m:\v i*\mi*iii i:r tree.
II. I>
Fo\V I K, Chemist, lioston,
lyreow Jt;

4too\v:»

for

Catalogue of beats*
8
ing articles on earth. Work,
Mfg Co. 122 Nassau St. ha
♦Jm44

ami

jil
j
jjl
//

Will be mailed frh to all applicants, and to customers
ordering it. It contains live colored plates, Coo enc a
pages, and full descriptions, prices and !>•
planting 1500 varieties of Vegetable and Flowr S.>

Hoses, etc.

Invaluable to all.

Send for it.

inc-.
.»

■' >i*

Add

D. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Mk‘
4to<*wJ

MANHOOD RESTORED.

a
»■

1

^1
M Khi Pi
IL JLVl i.l A

all

1. concerned, that -he has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Admin; -Matrix

about HOO

fTl 1 \

•1

lead pipe.

No. 7f> State St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Secures Patents in tin* United States; also in (ireat
Britain. Prance and other foreign countries. Copies
of tiu* claims of am Patent furnished by remitting
one dollar.
Assignment.- recorded at Washington.

worthy

x

of the e-late "I

PATENTS.

R.

all

■.*11«•

■

LAW RENTE A MARTIN, Prop’rs, Chicago, III.
And 0 Barclay Street, New York.
"ohl by I>ruggists, c Jroeers and I)ealers everywhere.

Inventors cannot

scales, low prices

<

tied die ;-io.,.|

r:

A. Id 1**1.

U.MIRA

STEVENS, President.
Secretary.

WK
Liver

Tr\

att-e.-

yist has it.

pi:

next, at ten ot flu* clock be? ,iv ...
rm
w by lie pra_.
should
not be granted.
petition
d \MF* I*
la
l,AM*i\
A true copy. Attest
\. A Ft.l < n t:Rv_; !ei

ill the

KID.NKhEV is highly recommended and unsur
passed for WEAK or FOIL klDNKNS, DROPSY.

the 31st of December, 1*79.
ASSETS.

-ante

of fold id.

U KM K P'V

the will o|

Tin’ follow iny Is tli!' sworn statement to (lie InCiimmissimier of Massachusetts of the
tliianeial condition of tlie

on

olV-prmy

mm.

February

surance

England

[

rPlli: subscriber hereby .irives public notice '•» all
X concerned, that Ik* has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Fxc-m -r

Seorelarv. freedom, Me.

Mutual

o

ceased.
Ordered, That the said W idow jjive notice load
persons intere-ted by eau.-in.ir a «-opy of 111i- order
to be published three week- -ucee--ive|y in the Id
publican Journal printed nt l»elfa-t, that tiu-y m
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Rcliu-b
w it bin and for said County on the -eeond Tu, -da

tion

Primal’).ji'>..‘i0
(<imni.ni Knyllsh.
3.00
lliyhcr
3.7.->
lanyuayi’s. 1,30
I ’’!’ I'ui-tln r :ni'’’.’Miali<<n a<Mi v--(in* I'riiwiiial, or
<<

III.

said

a

TUITION

Prohate Court held at P»e|fa-t, witiiin and
County of Waldo, on the second Tm -day

and show cause,if any they have,

-i-lauee a- the wants of the school
Board ami rooms for -elf-hoarding
may re»|uiiv.
ran 1 »e obtained at reasonable rates.

«« We deliver goods to any part of the Village
free of charge.

large

li. It. FILLKIi. President.

hi- yivaf

<d. and Knuedy’- I A \
and re-inroi
to him the power mee more to eino\ hi-life.
\n
you -iill'eriny from an;, di-ea-e true* able to the
the

-•>
1. CORDON. \ dm i n i -1 ra b
l!
\ If \ I: l;. I if-• ..(
,i;
| •;
aldo, do ea-ed, havii
sent< I hi- first ammni a Admiid-irutimi
m l
estate for allow anee.
Ordered, That the -aid Administrator ui e not j.
to all per-ons interested by call-ins' a copy a tiiiorder to be published tiiree week- suecc-sively in
tin- Republican Journal printed at Kelt'a-I, that liny
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at lb i
fast, within and for said County, on the
md
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the ebu-k in
fore noon, and show cause, if any the. have, why
tile same should not he allow ed.
JA.MF* l>. I.AM>oN. .1
i_-e
\ true eopv. Atte.-i --A. A. Fu:ivtiKK. Re-i.-ter.

Cnity, in -md « ouniy
Waldo, ileeeased, having presented her petition
an allow anee out of the personal e-late of -aid

Street.

free!)

Doctor then administered

named Fxeeuto

FOWI.FR,

State

isj'nl Snri/ron.

>peeifie IWOPITK IMi.MKD’l to aiVord tone and
-irenyth to the -y -lem. pr. \ ent the return of the
.•.o.iin- ;
di-e.a-e, and Mr. Kl-w
thi- da) in
the P Ion in of health. Thi- yen' Ionian'- di ea-e w a

At a Probate < omt. held at Melta-t. within mid bathe ( oimly of W aldo, mi tin- -,-mid Tinm
January, A. 1 >. ISM.

I^M.FN.M.
LA
FKR, Jit.,

on h i:.

snr-

Mis family pliy-h ian refused to
only deliverer.
amputate tin* limb —a-sertiny that the op, ration
would kill the patient on the -pot: Dr. fhu'Ul KKN
N KD Y. o| pondoiit, N. Y.. win* w
n»nsuited, held
a ditl'ereut opinion and amputated the liml*.
The

|

tain Instrument purporting to lx* the last

January,
itosroy

:>vv I

NOTICE.

Furniture, Carpets, Clocks,

erer

I’FliRV

\M> CONTIM K 10 WKKKS.

-O U R-

OC all

I'M KFKIND.

VKI.FS 1

mill/ till

n

realized this truth. Mi- di-case involved the whole
iIny: ‘”>iir, and ihe .-iiU’eiauy man locked P
ward, m>t without apparent rea-' m. to death as his

Relfa-t, within am: I or
the second Tuesday of

Sold in Belfast bv R. II. MOODY. Druggist.

liter shown here, present to the Citizens of Searsport and vicinity, an opportunity to purchase
goods In above line never before oft'erefl.
We also have a large and carefully selected stork of

BKALS

M. I

ill/ Thij.ticiah at I 'nnil

of hi

I'
testament of RPNJAMIN II (. P \ 'i
Pntspeet, in said ( unity ui Waldo, dceea-e i, !
iny presented the same for Probate.
Ordered, 'That the .-aid Pxeeut«»r
u
toallper-ons interestetl by eausinya copy •:
tier to be published three w eek- -licet
IS eC
111.
m
.Journal
at
hat
t
Relfa-t.l
Pepubliean
print***!
appear :d a Prohate ( *»urt. to be held at R-'ii.i i.
w ithiu and for said (
ounty on the seeon-i Tu da.
of February next, at ten of the el**« k before m u.
ami show eau-e, if any they have, why t!i** -aim
should m-t be proved, approved ami allowed.
J \MT> h I. \ M x >N. Jmlye.
A trueeopy
\. \ Pl.t, * ii i: i: P**yi -1* r
Attest

At a
tin*

.1. N. IHMI A M. Pivsidrnt.
,J. 11 i.i secretary.
Anukkvv .J. Wuhjiit. Treasurer.

36th Annual Report
Em* !o any address.

BRACKETS.

THOMAS II. I,(Mil).
I.KI 11 :i.l).

.1 AM Ks FIT1

ll

$36 1 ,'.*47.so
Ib'ldrr-.si,301,947.*o

Surplus.

FOR SALE.
DOUBLE WOltK HARNESSES.
Little
used; made to order. (hie Double Runner
Rung, Thills and Role.
«w.r>3
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.

frank u. hum:

ISoARDMAN

IF .1.

oDIoKNF.

I.FORDF IIINMAN.

-.

-$13,252,078 59

HOLIDAY

F. II

hi

Money — the univet-al nov—its, ;uu! none Inn a
yilie «»r a Pud w iII .atier: to de-pi-r it. Mr. V i>r mi
Kl.-u ot’tli. of port Kw en, r l.-ter rounty. N. 't
nan

A. CRAY and other-. < I:ii111:■ i_ !■•
t:
heirs oi RPNJAMIN II. (.RAY. lat. --! Pi-peet, in said County of Waldo, deeea-i-i. ha
pre-ented a petit ion for the appoint ment of \V. i
C. RCNNPPI.S Admini-lrabu
t
a i -1
estate.
That the -aid Punned- .;■<
cite,
Ordered,
l.o all persons interested by
eau-iuy a copy --1
this order to he published three week- -i,
--i\« I.
in the Pepubliean Journal, printed at licit: -t. lb ii
they may appear at a Probate < -url, b> " hel-i at
Relfast, within and for -aid ( ounty. on the -< eond
Tuesday of Kehruary m*xt, at ten of the clock b«
fort* noon, ami show cause, if any they has .wlr
the pravero-f -aid petitionersshould n**i beyrmfed.
d \ M P.-s !>. i. \ MS( IN. Jmlye.
A
\
Attest:
\ Fl.I. I II I.U, P-nd-ler

of

w m >i:i*

Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
Of THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

IJI.ANt II Will
BAKFK ,\l( N'llAli.
li. IS. KIXI.KK.
FRANK V Til A A III;

S. (

of the Leg.

<

JAsPPP

CRAY,

a

ri

**

PIPToN

Northport Ave.. Belfast,Me

e on

--l>r. Ihiritl l\i

MM I!*

TOIttt.

Ill lll(

17

Meek

\ll other

Tin ohl l

At a Probate < ourl held at Relt.i t. within am! be
tin* ( ounty of Waldo, on the -••-•"mi Pie-das
-i
January \. 1). isM.

(

neglect-

have bee

eases

Amputation

SAP

•

whose

0flier and Rrsidcm

\ 11 P. (. A PDN PR, Admini't rai ri \ >>f the etale of 11 PN P Y C A PI >N PR. late of V rtlipor'
in -aid < ounty of Waldo, de<*easi*d, haviny pn -ei.i
ed he- lir-l and tinal aeetmnt tor allowance.
Ordered, That the said \ hnini-tratrix yive notice
to all persons interestetl by e-ausiny a copy of iln
order to be published three weeks suoce--ivcly in
the Republican Journal printed at Relfa-t, that they
may appear at a Prohate < "iirt. to be he! ! at Relfast, within ami for said ( ounty, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the dock before notm, aml show cause, i! any tlu*\ ha\e, why
the same should m-t be allowed.
lAMI-.s l». |. MMSON. -I mi ye.
A. true ropy. Attest:
A. \. Pl.t: ft li Lit, peyi-icr.

171
and

|,.itients

tho-.

ed and bre<line chronic, and pronounced incurable,
all that can ••<■ a- -i-> miplished by scienee, skill,
and -in-- e
fill re mil <-i a lonfi' practice, will i« .1
theii seKviee. Office hours l.JO i\ m. to I i\ \i. ( all
'»wor
niirht
day
promptly attended to.

‘-.-late of |> \ \
< ‘nnnty ot W

m.s.

all paid up....-1 .ouo.ooo.ou
< >ut -tamling L<*--e-.
74,014.e'*
lie Iiisuranei' fund.
631,172.43

apital

<

'I

Organs and \sthina

r I liar)

Special!).

a

>

-.-.,5-5. 1.1
i.i vr.t

kidnejs. Bladder. I

C'AH
J
in said

London, Kurland.

\nniial statement .lanuar> I. tssi.
CAPITAL, ONE MILLION DOLL Alls

of Huston,

s

Messrs. BARING BROS. & CO.,

Wll.l. 1AM IF HIM.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

4..;;*

of

THOMAS DANA.

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS,

New

Vitali.\

itis/.s On/)/.

CortilieaLes issued payable in sterling, at Count-

ing-house

on

FRANK

3u::;

si
tfl
re

I r-*-t

Belfast. Dee. 1*1. H><». -51

r

S «

«s

S

iiitnaiis

■*
°

\V

M

-table.

Surplu
surplu-

.

i

iil

w

lii

at

v

Manufacturing Co.,

ai.i

1

Marim

High Street.
'l lie le;.in- are Hr tela--, ami will hr lei with or
without driver-.
People from the e.nmtrv and
others who want t» pi.! up their team- for a long or

0
0

S5

w

uv

m:w yiikk CITY.
soi

I

5

*

l

'■111I

m»w

s

adduced than the
c» rtilieate of Prof,
Kdison, w ho authorize- the publication ol the follow ing :
MKNKO PARK, N. J.
I < Fb’TIFY THAI
111 Pi PKKPAItATP >N

i*Ki r.u;i:i>

£

Pn

lUlk 1VIMTMOHR rails tin
atirnti"ii "f tin- public t.* hi- Livery and
Hoarding stable in the rear of his store, the -b<re
II.

J

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON.

i-

!

II

H. B. HUNTINGTON, M. D.

PIMPRCPNPP,
in
*rtain instrument jmi!•;
n'AN\
last will and testament «»t TIlo.M \>

Probate ( ourl held at Relfa-I. w it hin n
County of Wald", on the -moiid Tm -la'.
January, :A. 1>. ISM.

on

CO.,

BOARDING & LIVERY STABLE.
\

Mirhl calls answered from the Office.

At a Probate Court held at Relfast, within and be
the ( oiun, of Waldo, on [In- second Tuesday of
January,-A. I). issi.

At a
tin*

(;•

all risk- not terminated.

cent,

D.,

II. II. Johnson A Vo.’s More,

over

HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

that they may appear at a Probat** ( "m l. to be he! !
at Bel fast, within and for said < ounty, outlie -<*.
oml Tuesday of February next, at. ten of the clock
before mmii, and show cause, it any they ha' e, w liy
the said account should not tie allowed.'
JAMES 1>. F AMs* >N. J idge.
A true eoj v. Atte.-t :
A. I* t.Ki< iti:u, Bcgi.-tcr.

truccoiiy.
j

and

uip
pnsei 1 losses..*1 I_M.VJ.I7

Fish and Oyster Market, Belfast, Me.
F. M. KILLIN'.
S. L. SLFKPFIt.

■

hi-

and atti ntiou

F. W. COLLINS &

Office

ni

named Lxeeutrix
in- tin
rtii.y
^. 1.1 M KP.t UN
Pit. late of lielfa.-t, in -abl Count* *d Waldo.de
ceased, haviny presented the >ame
Pr
ai
Ordered, That tin* said Pxeeutrix yive m>ti< e to
all persons interested by eaiisiny a copy of this
order to he* published three weeks -ue< essi\rly
;u tin
Pepubliean Jtmrnal printed at Relfast, that
they may appear at a Probate < oiirt, to be )iel> 1 at
Relfast, will in and for said County■, on the -e-.-mj
Tuesday of February next, at tei.'-T the clock
fore noon, ami show cause, if any they have, wn
the same -Mould not be proved and allowed.
J AMPS ]). PA .MS( >N. Ju-iy.
\ A. Pi 1.1* IlKli, Rea- -ter
A true copy. Attest :

I

C. C. KILGORE, M.

SAMUEL

a

Law,

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

KINUS1U BY, Administrator d the
estate of Joslll \ T< >\\ FH, late of Belfast.:
said County of Waldo, deceased, having pre-mi t■ 1
his lirst account of Administration of aid
air
for allowance.
said
That
the
Admini-tralor
Ordered,
give rmtiee to all persons interested hv causing a copy
of this order to be published three weeks -m e.
sively in the Bepubliean Journal, printed at B.dfa-t,

At a Probate Court held at
the < ounty of Waldo, on
January A. 1). ISM.

STATISTICS.

Our stork ul'I aimed Fish is rumplete:

Better Quality. 6 to 8 Black Kttl $1.25.

Cheap, quick

and reliable.

>.

Gloves,

7;i

i!»,25>.ur,

2

si. 071,438.15

Califtirnia Salmon, Sinukeil ami fannpil, Smokeil
Ihililiul, Herring, Inrniniitli Hlo;iters, ami tlie
Famous Sroldi Cured Finnan iladdics.

I.\l>il>

Counsellor at

the Probate Otiiee in Belfast aforesaid, <m the -<•<•
oml Tuesday of February next, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and show cause if any tbev have, \\ In
the same should not he granted.
.1 \ MI> I). L A M«
Judge.
\ true copy. Attest:
A. A. Fi,t: I < 11 Ki:,Begister.
!

FIELD,

Office with heiillm; A Field, over National llunk,

Upon the foregoing petition, Ordered, that the pctitioncr give notice to all persons interested, h\
causing a copy of said petition w iih this order thereon, to be published three weeks sueee->ivel\ in the
Bepubliean Journal,a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at

-•

it.

P.

BOHAN

i-

I'm* the year..

POLLOCK,

TONGUES &

——memesas
CKNTAL ll LIN l>11:NTS ; tlie
"World’s great Pain-Relieving
remedies. They beal, sooihe ami
cure hums, Won nds, Weak Rack
and Iilieuniitt ism upon Sian,
and Sprains, Rails, and Paine-

.t-.’J, 1

>....

COD 6c

matters in said Court.
lielfa-t, Jan. 17, issi—j

Ml P.

ENGLISH & AMERICAN CURED

\\ K

»70,ost». 7*:
|nl,33.s.l>!»
.-‘1,071.42*'. 15

premium-.

iT IS NOT NARCOTIC.

\o. i, II a rude n Block, Belfast, Me.
over the J'robnte ami Insolvent
Court for the past four years, I feel that I can render
valuable euimsr] and -erviee to all persons having

Having presided

At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of January, A. 1>. ISSF

At a Probate * ’ourl held at Belfast, \\ it bin am!
tin* County of Waldo, on the .-eyumI T .*•
January, A. I >. lssl.

HERSEY,
& Counsellor at Law,

Ally.

INCOME,

large lot of tiew-cnleh inarkerrl illreet train the
iateliers, and on ntiieh we are able tn utter a
guild bargain. These mackerel are II IfII'K
and FAT, and a prime article.
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like, and Physician
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ness upon Reas!s.
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F.W.Collins&Co.

toyiee as yomtsatisfaction in t/aality of ytttttls anti /trices as any /inn
in the city.
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CASH CAPITAL.
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•‘I.AIMS TENDIN';

“How many claims are now pending in your
office t"
••Altogether about three hundred thousand, of
which •JSO.ooo are original. They arc necessarily
taken up in their turn, and no claim agents inilu
ence or persistence can forward
any claim in the
least
During the last fiscal year there were allow* •; ! pbUl original claims, whioh is a greater
number than in any previous year since IS?I. We
shall do belter somewhat this jear
Could no way be devised to get through
quicker f
“Yes. decidedly. If Congress will adopt the
recommendations of the Secretary of the interior,
which were made by Secretary Chandler, as well as
by Seerctarv Sehurz. and which are now embodied
in Senate bill So. -ID*;, the meritorious claims now
pending may be settled in four or live years at the
outside, provided the necessary means are au
thorized to obtain the required records from the
War Department. Otherwise, and under the
pres<-ni system, from ten to twelve
years at least will
be required to dispose of the business now on
hand, to say nothing of new claims coining in."
It appears from this plain statement of the Commissioner of Pensions that persons claiming pen
Mons do not
help themselves in the least by put
ting their cases iu the hands of claim agent’s, and
• hat
the money claimants or pensioners pay to
such agents is spent needlessly and for no service
which requires to be done. The Pension laws and
the regulations of the Pension Bureau are such
that no claimant needs the intervention of another
person, but all do best o apply direct to the
bureau, and it should be understood that no pen
simi claim agent has the least power or influence
in the bureau to hasten the
disposition or settlement of any claim or to
procure a favorable de
cision.

of relief.

PAIN
KILLER
and Mill,

SlVCKSS.

“Tiiis whole claim agent business is. therefoie,
unnecessary : > the success of honest claimants P
‘•Kntirely, A claimant can and will iu all cases
get his claim examined and decided upon and his
pension, if one is due him, sent him precisely as
well and just as quickly if he transacts his busiiu'ss himself
directly with the department, and he
will save mouev by doing so The whole business
*>as i'i*en so carefuliv
simplitied by the Pension
Bureau that there is no mystery at all about it re
•paring the intervention of an ageut here or any
oilier place
Congress and the Pension Bureau
have co operated to this end, because it would be
great injustice to poor soldiers or their heirs to
"blige them to engage lawyers to get their claims
allowed. The whole system of claim agents here
is an outrage
upon the Treasury and on the conn
Thev are
try. and on honest pensioners as well
constantly searching lor some excuse to make a
• hum
against the government because they divide
the proceeds if they can succeed."

PAIN KILLER
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Pitcher's
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WHOLESALE & RETAIL.

In all the New Shades.

FOR

CASH,

HAVE JUST ADDED TO OUR
STOCK A

Children

c

Sheetings

PRICES.

KNITTING

The medication is ENTIRELY VEGETABLE and
HEALTHFUL. Pleasant to the taste, certain in their
action WITHOUT GRIPING. They take the place
of the nauseating doses, given for the above complaints.
They are the best aperient for children as well as
adults. All druggists sell them. Price 50 cents per jar.

All Kii OFFili

MILLINERY GOODS!
REDUCED

AND LIVER TROUBLES.

KINDS.

FOR

E.

BILIOUSNESS,

Alter

They advertise and publish papers and produce

IS RECOMMENDED
By Physicians, by Missionaries, by Ministers,
by Mechanics, by Marses in IhspiiaU,

CHEAP

AND OTHER

AT

ALL

Cure for CONSTIPATION,

Trimmings

Bleached & Unbleached
B.

TENSIONS AliE AND MAY HE OBTAINED.

has grown to vast dimensions here. There are
claim agents in this business who employ from
titty to a hundred clerks, and some even more.
Tensioners should understand that the money
they pay to these claim agents is entirely wasted,
as they cannot and do not serve them in any important particular The information given by the
Commissioner ot Tensions in the following conversation held with him by your correspondent,
should be known to every person m the country
who has a claim for a pension.
Your correspondent asked Commissioner Bentley
Is it necessary that a soldier or other person
entitled to a pension, should hire an attorney in
Washington to present the case ("
It is not necessary at all." was the reply. “He
an get all the advice and counsel at home from
any lawyer who would draw a deed, or any magistrate will prepare his papers better than they are
prepared here."
What service can a lawyer or pension claim
agent here do in the matter, then !"
Legitimately he can do nothing at all, except
act as a clerk or go between, to do what the
p'-n>iouer and the Tension office caQ do just as
well directly r
“When a claim is scut directly to your otlicc.
and not through a claim agent here, does it gel the
same attention it would if an agent here bad pre
sen ted it
••Certainly, and just as promptly. We send the
answer directly to the claimant, instead of to the
agent, and he gets the full explanation ot what
may be lacking in l;is papers, iustead of au abstiai
such as the claim agent probably sends
him
How. then, does a pension claim agent here
save either money or time to the applicant V'
In no way at all. because what is wanting in
his papers he has to get done at home, in any case,
where he i- known and where any magistrate will
do tor him what is necessary iu drawing up papers
for less money than is charged by the claim agents
here

OF

AT COST AND BELOW.

the

Pension

| Washington Correspondence New York Herald J
i‘he pension business becomes interesting, now
that claims for arrears average £1,000 or £l,‘J00 to
the man, and not a few receive £.’>.000, £7.000 and
even >*.0011 in a lump sum
Since the Arrears bill
became a law the business of pension claim agents

inexperienced hands.

PERRY DAVIS9
PAIN KILLER

Linen and Colton

SELL OUR

Bonnets & Hats!

ness to

Claimants.

When used according t tiie printed direetit.ua
inclosing each bottle, und is perfectly sajt even
in the moat

WE SHALL

A FRUIT REMEDY AND SURE

ofliee

—

IN< OMFAi: VIlKi; M

SMITH’S medicated PRUNES.

After January 1st,

Were man to conform m-nv. to the laws of health
and of nature, and bo less addicted to the gratiii
cationofhispassions.it would not be necessary
to advertise Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites as a restorative for the power of the
brain and nervous system, while the world’s progress aud enlightenment would indeed be marvellous.
A

PHILO

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the County
of Waldo.
KIN'OSBUBY, Administrator of the
estate of JOSHUA TOWLE, late of Belfast,
in said County, deceased, respectfully represents
that the goods, chattels and credits'of said deceased, are not sulUeient to answer his just debts
and charges of administration by the sum of three
hundred and fifty dollars, and that deceased died
possessed of certain real estate situate in Belfast,
the homestead now occupied by the widow of said
deceased, consisting of the house lot, the simp lot
and a small parcel bought of Luther M. Smith, amt
also represents that it be necessary to sell the whole
of said real estate, as no part could be sold without
loss to the balance.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey at private
sale the real estate of said deceased, (including the
reversion of the widow’s dower thereon,) to satisfy
said debts, and incidental charges and charges of
SAMUEL KINJISBUBY.
Administration.

SAMUEL

at

man,

invented by Thos. t'orbett ami prepared for fifty

i.t a or

PROBATE NOTICES.

Malt Bitters.

And wish you'd put up with the smoke.
[John 11 Yates in Rochester Express.

GENUINE SHAKER MEDICINE.

siiakeu Vi

arc

Fine Assortment

a

year." by the ( am'kuiii k\ -<m n;m «»f snaki:us.
at snvKi.it Viu.uii-;. V ii
Those who have laileq
t » he benefited by other Sal -apariUa- are carne.-t
ly desired to make a single trial f thi- pure and
wholesomeeomp, und of shaker sar.-ap::; la. Dan
del ion. “i el low Dork. Mandrake. 11 lack ('<■.. -h. < »ai
get, Indian lb-nip a*nd tin* Kerrie- of Juniper and
‘libel. united with b»dide ••! Potas-ium. made In
the ‘"oeiety. because it i- -afe, never tailing, and
adapted to all ages and both sexc.-.
It cleanse" the hi.1. regulates the stomach and
bowels, purities ih«- -\ -iem of hunio!- and inherit
ed disea-( ". and i- of priceless value in maintaining
the health oi the Icu-chold. Inquin Dr( "ijiu.n's
‘•llAKKlt.s* S\U>\I \KII.I
Sold everywhere.

very economical

vet

perfect health. Imagine then the joy of
family of Mrs.-of Kingston, who had suf WE
fered untold misery for over live years, consequent
Not loug will tobacco smoke daily annoy ;
upon the Diseases aud Weaknesses peculiar to
Soon the pipe on the mantel will lay.
Females
She was induced to try Dr. Kennedy's
And father will rest where tile worms shall destroy
“Favorite Remedy.'’ After using only two bottles
The tenantless body of clay.
Let him smoke in ihe corner in peace, if lie can,
all her ailments disappeared, and she says that she
Soon lie’ 1 fall before Death's sturdy stroke;
feels and considers herself in perfect health. \M5
Then you'll miss the clay pipe and the feeble old

of faithful attention

mr-

1711 detailsofinii-the

I

Purifying, strengthening, nourishing, quieting,

and

ietim of early imprudence, rausinjr nervou
debility, premature deea\. etc., ha\ ing tried in vain
even known
remedy .has disro\ ered a simple means
of self-cure, which he w ill send free to his fellow
A

\

sufferer-.
V Y.
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